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STRICTLY PRIVATE AND
CONFIDENTIAL September 21, 1948

Iq dear Alastair.

My letter to you to-day about The Lebanon, leads to my
i o yo-d on a pulroly prite and confidential basis, about

an idea of mine which you nay think worth your consideration.

The International Bank is receiving, and is likely to go
on receivi. applications for financial assistance from those of our
Mmber States who fall into the category of "under-develpped" countries
- e.g. Latinr-America, The Middle East, India and the Far East.

Vrr few of then have any ideas at all about how to proceed
with a properly integrated and co-ordinated programme of economic
dev-- -mert. They all want steel-mills of course; most of them are in
forei-r exchange difficulties, and it would be a pity if they incurred
further foreign indebtedness to service loans, of which the proceeds
were to be spent on projects which were not the most suitable to their
needs.

We think that a very useful service could be done to these
countries if there were some organisations in existence which were
competent to advise them about the economic development policy that
they ought to pursue, on the priority of the various fields of
development within the general development plan, and on the priority
of specific projects within each particular field.

For example, we have the case of Iran, who has been tentatively
tallIng to as about a loan of $25 million to finance the foreign exchange
costs of their grandiose Seven-Year Plan. I may say that we have no
intention of lding to Iran on anything like that scale, but we have told
the Iranians that we are willing to give sympathetic consideration to
individual projects which fit suitably into the general pattern of Iranian
economic development. We have advised them that, as a first step, they
should try and secure the services of some organisation who would help
them with their planning on the lines I have mentioned in the previous
paragraph. We have suggested to them the names of two organisations
which we think might possibly fill their needs, namely (1) Overseas
Consultants Incorporated, and (2) The International Basic Economy
Corporation. Both of these are American organisations. I do not know
if you will ever have heard of either of them. Overseas Consultants is

Colonel Alastair Gibb
c/o Sir Alexander Gibb & Partners
Consulting Engineers
Head Office
Queen Anne's Lodge
London, S.W.1
ENGLAND
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a consortim of American engineering and management firms of national
reputation, which was formed at the request of the United States
GovIrn ent so;; yars ago to undertake an economic survey of Japan. It
consists of eleven American firms, among them is Madigan-Hyland, whose
senior partne ( hc Madigan) acts as Consuiting E ineer for the Bank.

Internationa asic Ben CornorVt ris one of Neson
RMckefeller's creations. They operate mainly in Latin-America, and
Nelson Re e 3as told Me at on ac ount of the oil cop : ion
they would not .ling to underte work in the Middle East. I know
less about this orgasation tha I VJ tE, ot :r, i eedIknow e
little act either.

It does occur to me, howv r, that, as the Ban is an international
institutio:, e i:ight go farther ld t' t .. Tited Ststes for the
availability of services to these under-developed countries, of the kind
I have mett.oned It wld, ir o be intersatirng if so consortium of
British cons tants old be fo who oealdbe open to take on work of
this kind. Or, in cd, is there y reason w a Westerr Dropm.-n
International Consort.unV should no be formed? Mr deas on the subject are
all very embr.onic, - in if you thlxk I ana iomin t': mon, then please
say so,

The ideal organisation, c course, would be something that could
udertake to provide not only t chnical advice on the ecrr. c a

e apects of particular projects, but also advice in the financial
fied, for eaple, in regard to how the local currTncy as well as the
foreign exchange costs off development projects could best be financed.

Perhaps when you have had time to think all this over, you will
drop me a note and let me have your views,

Yours ever,

W.A.B. Iliff
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR

RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

WASHINGTON 25. D. C.

June 29, 1 9 48

ADVISORY COUNCIL NOTE NO. 2

THE MOST SUITABLE FIELDS FOR DEVELOPMENT LOANS
BY THE BANK

The widely differing conditions and needs among the Bank's under-

developed member countries make it impossible to lay down universally

applicable policies for the financing of projects in the development field.

All that can be done is to indicate some general considerations which must

be taken into account in arriving at sound conclusions in any particular case,

recognizing that the applicability and relative weight of these considerations

will vary substantially from one country to another

The purpose of economic development is to promote an increase in

production, and consequently in real income per capita, in economically

underdeveloped areas; this depends basically upon the introduction of capital

goods and improved production techniques- The application of capital may take

place in any of the various aspects of the economy - in agriculture, mining,

public utilities, light or heavy manufacturing industry, etc. The most desira-

ble pattern of development in any particular country depends upon its location,

climate, resources, labor force and other economic characteristics. And the

specific role of the Bank in promoting development must be determined in each

case by those cbaracteristics, in the light of the following considerations:

a) The Bank's loans, by the terms of its Articles of Agreement

are confined to projects for which financing through private or other channels

is not available on reasonable terms.
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b) The Articles of Agreement also provide that Bank loans,

except in special ciru=stances, sball, be for the purpose of "specific

projects". Specific project loans are considered to include any loan

the proceeds of which are available for use only for defined productive

purposes; such loans include, but are not conined to, the construction

or modernization of specific productive facilitiee

C) Because the Bank's resources are very limited in relation

to the over-all development needs of its member countries, it must finance

not merely isolated projects which, on examinatior, appear to be soundly

conceived and to gie promise of repayment, but must rather emphasize

those strategic projects which ill eliminate bottlenecks in production

or will generate increases in produotion of related goods or in related

areas. This means that specific projects submitted to the Bank for financ-

ing must be examined not only on their own merits but also in relation to

each other and to te world economy.

d) The Bank, as an international financial agency, is particu-

larly interested in projects which will contribute to achieving a balance

in world trade.

e) The Bank's Articles provide that "the more useful and urgent

projects, large and small alike", shall be dealt with first; the Bank must

satisfy this requirement either by financing euch projects itself or by

helping to promote conditions necessary for their financing from other sources.

In most couLtries sound and balanced development involves the

investment of capital and the improvement of efficiency in three broad fields

of production: primary production (in general, agriculture and pastoral

occupations), secondary production (mining and manufacturing, including the

processing of primary materials), and tertiary production (non-commodity
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requp iired, it is frequently necessary for underdeveloped countries to obtain

foreign assistance in undertaking such projects, because of the inadequacy

of their capital resources and the pressure of domestic inflationary forces.

Itis believed, therefore, that Bank financing may be especially necessary

and suitable in this field.

Migration programs designed to increase agricultural manpower in

under developed count~ries involve many of the same considerations; extensive

government participation and a heavy initial out'lay a:re required and the

direct returns are likely to be long delayed and uncertain, The financing

of migration programs is discussed further in part 4 below.

'The importation of fertilizers, pesticides, agricultural machinery,

and similar producers' goods generally Anvolves a smaller initial outlay and

provides a more imediate return than the two categori;es of agricultural

development first mentioned, In the long run, therefore, a better prospect

exists that such imports can be financed tiirough commercial channels. But at

present they are impeded by tempora-ry domestic, econoic difficulties and

balance of panmnts problems in many underdeveloped countr tes where the

expansion of agricultural output is most necessary. In view of the import-

ance of increasing world food production, and the relatively quick rise in

output which can be orbained, under proper conditios, from the use of ferti-

lizers, farm mchinery, etc., the Bank mst be prepared to meet these needs

so far as is possible.

In some countries it may be more efficienlt in the long run to

develop local production of fertilizers, pesticides, agricultural tools, etc.,

rather then to continue to import those products, Projects for this purpose,

and for the improved processing of food products, Involve the development

of secondary (marui'acturing) industry. Some of the considerations relating



to this phase of economic development are suggested in part 2 of this

memorandum.

The Bank's policy with respect to financing specific. agricul-

tural develop'ment projects must be worked out in close collaboration with

the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. The Bank and

FAO are agreed that such collaboration can best take the form of informal

consultation, at the working level, between the staff s of the two organi-

zations, with a view to determining in as crmprehens3ive a form as possible

which projects prom.is.e the greatest benefits for the investment required.

2. Miming and Manufacturing. The exploitation of mineral resources of

underdevel oped countries, for export purposes, has generall been under -

taken at a fairly early stage in the development process. Investment in

these fields has been attractive to private capital, and despite the

icreasingly restrictive policies of many underdeveloped countries with

regard to minerals development, it is likely that private financing will

continue to be forthcoming in substantial amounts. The need for mineral

products is growing, not only in highly indutr ialized countries but also

to supply the expanding industries of the developing countries themselves,

while at the same time important present sources of supply are being ex-

hausted or seriously depleted; thus there i a continuous incentive to

develop new supplies. Moreover, foreign exchange transfer problems, which

are an important deterrent to investment in other fields, are minimized by

the fact that a large share of the mining output of most underdeveloped

countries is usually exported. Generally, therefore, Bank financing for

minerals development, although entirely appropriate where private financing

is not forthcoming, is likely to be less neceseary than in other fields
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The development of appropriate manufacturing and processing

industries is usually an essential aspect of any sound over-all program.

But because conditions vary so much from country to country it is difficult

to generalize as to the particular types of industrial projects that are

most important or urgent for well-balanced development. It is necessary,

in the case of any projected industrial undertaking, to weigh its economic

soundness in a broad sense of the term - including comparative costs, domestic

and foreign market prospects, its potential contribution to the over-all

national development, and its general suitability to the resources and needs

of the country concerned.

An especially important consideration is the relative weight or

priority to be given to different branches of industry, and in general to

light as against heavy industries. In many cases, especially where there is

an excess rural population lacking industrial skills, and where resources

peculiarly adapted to heavy industry are not available, major emphasis should

be placed at first on the development of light consumer goods industries.

Such industries require a relatively small investment of capital per worker

employed, and usually contribute more immediately than heavy industries to

raising general living standards. They can, often build upon traditional

craft skills in the introduction of mechanized techniques. The short-run

result of this type of industrialization, therefore, tends to be a rela-

tively quick increase in the output of simple consumer goods, which helps

to stimulate further development by increasing the health and efficiency of

the population and by providing them with incentives for further production

effort.

In many cases the development of heavy manufacturing industries

may have to be delayed until after progress has been made in building up



the simpler and mcre immediately productive light industries. This

principle is, of course, subject to many individual exceptions, especially

where the world demand situation and the existence of the requisite natural

resources make it advisable to establish promptly some particular heavy

industry, Since, however, the capital necessary for investment in essential

public utilities and other facilities which are not directly remunerative

may often amount to as much as two-thirds of total capital. requirements, it

is usually important to allot the remaining third to enterprises which will

employ a maximum numiber of workers and produce the greates-t increase in the

standard of living. This argues, in the case of most und.rdeveloped countries,

against a diversion of too much additional capital from light to heavy indus-

tries.

The fact that the light consumer goods industries should be given

a prominent place in most development plans does not mean, of course, that

they are necessarily peculiarly appropriate for Bank financing. To the

contrary, the development of consumer goods industries usually does not

involve any very large single investment, and such industries tend to produce

fairly quick returns. Investment opportunities in this field are likely,

therefore, to be attractive to private capital. Accordingly, it is believed

that the Bank's policy in respect to the development of consumer goods

industries should. be designed to encourage maximum investment tby private

capital. This general policy should not preclude the Bank' s financing

meritorious consumer industry projects in special circumstances where adequate

private capital is not available. Such financing by the BanYk may sometimes

be required to provide an initial impetus to development before private

capital wi.l be attracted.



Private capital is rather less likely to be available in ade-

quate amounts to finance heavy industrial projects, in view of the larger

initial investment required, the longer delay in obtaining financial returns,

and the greater degree of government initiative and control exercised by

most underdeveloped countries in relation to heavy industries. Moreover,

because the investment required is so large and the returns are frequently

so long delayed, development of heavy industries is likely to aggravate

inflationary pressures in the underdeveloped countries unless substantial

foreign financial assistance can be obtained. For these reasons the Bank

may be an appropriate channel for the financing of heavy industries, where

such industries are needed, are economically justified, and are unable to

secure private financing. In this field especially, however, consideration

should be given, insofar as it may be possible, to anti-cyclical timing of

the heavy investments involved, in order to reduce the cost of equipment to

the underdeveloped countries and to help stabilize the demand for capital

goods exports from the more highly industrialized countries.

3. Public capital projects. The financing of projects in the field of

"public capital" - i.e. public utilities in the broad sense, including

transportation and communication facilities, port developments, power

generation and distribution facilities, water and sewage systems, etc. -

is particularly appropriate for the Bank in several respects:

(a) The lack of necessary transportation, power and other

facilities in underdeveloped areas constitutes a major obstacle to their

development along any lines; conversely the provision of such facilities,

by opening the way for investment of capital in other more directly productive

fields, is a powerful stimulus to development.
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(b) Public utilities form the skeleton of an, economy, largely

determining its general shape. By assisting in the development of such

projects along sound, coordinated lines, the Bank can help to assure a

balanced development of the entire area in question,

(c) Because of their monopolistic character and strategic

importance in relation to the whole economy, public capital projects are

inevitably subject to close planning and regulation, and often to complete

ownership and control, by the government. Governmental sponsorship and

financing in this field has tended more and more to replace private initi-

ative and investment.

(d) Private interests are often unwilling to finance public

capital projects because of the large investment usually required and

because the financial returns are likely to be smaller or longer delayed

than those from more immediately productive enterprises. The direct return

which can be obtained from users of highways or ports, for example, may be

quite small or even non-existent; their economic validity derives from the

indirect benefits which accrue from them to the economy as a whole. An

adequate return on other types of public capital investments (e.g. railways

and power projects) may be long delayed pending the growth of a sufficient

volume of demand, or may as a matter of public policy be kept at a low rate

to maximize the indirect benefits of the project. Finally, returns from

such investments are normally entirely in local currency and thus may in-

volve especially difficult transfer problems.

(e) The heavy initial investment and the length of time before

returns are obtained also constitute serious obstacles to government financ-

ing of public capital enterprises in most under-developed countries. Not

only are the foreign exchange requirements for any large public utility
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project likely to be quite considerable in relation to the country's

resources, but the necessary local currency costs may often seriously

aggravate inflationary pressures within the country.

The Bank cannot, of course, finance all public capital require-

merits of underdeveloped countries. As has been noted, it is estimated

tha,'t these requirements (if housing and similar facilities are included)

may amount to two-thirds or more of the total capital needs of many such

countries; most of this total. must certainly be obtained from local re-

sources. Nevertheless, it is believed that in most underdeveloped coun-

tries the Bank has perhaps its most significant opportunity to contribute

to rounded and coordinated development by financing those public capital

projects which are most directly and urgently needed for expanded production

and more efficient distribution cf essential goods.*

4. Sjecific programs to supplement ERP. Because of the importance of the

European Recovery Program, not only to Europe but to other areas of the world

as well, the Bank has been examining the possibility of encouraging and help-

ing to finance programs which would not only increase productivity in under-

developed non-European areas but would also contribute directly to the success

of IEP and the restoration of a balance in Europe's economic transactions with

the rest of the world. There are two fields in particular in which action of

this sort may be possible: (a) the development of sources of supply in non-

dollar areas for products now imported by Europe from dollar sources, and (b)

migration and resettlement programs.

* Many of the same considerations which make public capital projects especially
suitable for Bank financing apply equally to projects for increasing labor
productivity through such means as technical training and health programs.
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It is clearly of prime importance for European recovery and for

the restoration of economic equilibrium in the world to achieve a better

balance in the trade of Western Europe with dollar areas, principally the

Western Hemisphere. Reduction of the normal flow of supplies from Eastern

Europe and the Far East has forced the countries participating in the ERP

into an unduly heavy reliance on Western Hemisphere supplies. One method

of helping to remedy this situation would be to promote expanded production

of essential materials in non-dollar areas for export to the EPP countries.

Some efforts to this end have already been initiated.

Several advantages have been cited for projects of this sort:

that they would mitigate over-all shortages of foodstuffs and other essential

materials, and thus help to ease the general supply situation; that they

would, in addition, be an important supplement to the ERP, and would contri-

bute substantially to its success by lessening European dependence on dollar

aid; that they would also help to raise productivity and living standards in

underdeveloped areas; and finally, that in the long run, if properly devised,

they would promote a balanced growth of international trade by fostering a

continuing and reciprocally advantageous exchange of goods between Europe

and other areas.

Because all these purposes are of interest to the Bank, careful

consideration must be given to any promising schemes of this nature. Care

must be taken, however, to avoid over-emphasizing transitory factors in

international trade. It is hoped that the dollar shortage, which now

dominates the world economic picture, may be brought within manageable

limits by the end of ERP, and that the economic pattern of international

trade will then be determined by more normal economic considerations.
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Certainly the Bank should not finance any major development prOgrams,

however immediately promising in relation to Europe's short-run dollar

problem, unless it is convinced that such programs will make a permanent

contribution to the expansion and stabilization of international trade;

they should not be undertaken merely as an emergency reconstruction

measure to supplement ERP, although the latter aspect may properly give

added validity and urgency to projects which in any event are intrinsically

sound.

One other consideration should be noted in this connection. The

Bank should avoid giving undue emphasis to the development of economies

which are auxiliary to those of European countries, in comparison to

other underdeveloped economies, solely because of their relationship to

Europe. Nor should the production of raw materials for Europe be over-

emphasized in the development of these areas, at the expense of a balanced

expansion of production in all suitable lines and the development of a

broadly-based self-supporting economy.

Action to encourage migration presents very difficult problems,

political and psychological as well as economic. The over-all advantages

of the great movement of population from Europe to the Western Hemisphere

and other areas during the last century - advantages to the country of

emigration, to the receiving country, and to the migrants themselves -

have been convincingly demonstrated both in theory and by experience.

At present, however, the migration process has become considerably more

difficult. The new "frontiers" that still exist are generally harder to

open. The shortage of shipping hampers any Jage-scale overseas move-

ment and exchange restrictions present an obstacle to the removal of

migrants' possessions, the payment of transportation costa, and the transfer
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of remittances. The scarcity of housing and consomer goods, and the

inflated prices prevailing, complicate the adjustment of immigrants in

their new country. And in many cases trade unions, remembering the

unemployment of the 1930s, have opposed extensive immigration.

Nevertheless, for many underdeveloped and underpopulated

countries, notably in Latin America and Africa, immigration offers the

most immediate hope for acquiring additional manpower to develop their

resources, and especially for obtaining a variety of skills and experience.

And for some overpopulated countries, such as Italy, emigration is an

economic necessity to relieve unemployment, to reduce the volume of food

and other imports required, and to obtain foreign exchange through the

medium of remittances.

Because of Fe mplex political and economic questions involved,

over-all arrangements uot generally be worked out directly between the

countries involved (or by interested governments with the International

Refugee Organization), covering the selection of migrants, the allocation

and payment of transportation and other costs, and the conditions governing

resettlement, employment, remittances, etc. It is believed, however, that

the Bank, because of its broad concern with the economic problems of both

overpopulated and labor-short areas, should consider how it can best

facilitate these arrangements and to what extent it may be able to pro-

vide the funds necessary for their success.

The costs of migration from Europe to underdeveloped countries,

for which some international financial assistance may be necessary, include

the following:

(a) Transportation - The cost of initial transportation to the

port of embarkation is relatively slight, and in most cases would constitute
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n:. serious burden on the country of origin. Overseas transportation,

however, is much more expensive and may involve considerable foreign

exchange.

(b) Subsistence, training, and other expenses during the

period of readjustment - For some time after their arrival in the new

country the immigrants will not be fully productive, and will either have

to support themselves from their own savings (which will involve a transfer

problem) or be supported by the country of immigration (which will cause

a temporary drain on local supplies and accentuate inflationary pressures).

(c) Initial remittances - It may sometimes be necessary to provide

for remittances to support dependents remaining in the country of origin even

in the period before the immigrants become fully productive. Any such re-

mittances would accentuate short-run balance of payments difficulties in the

country of immigration, and some provision may be needed to meet this problem.

(d) Productive capital - To ensure success of any migration

program it will be necessary to make available some capital goods to enable

the immigrants to produce effectively. Such goods may include agricultural

tools and machinery, livestock, industrial equipment, etc.

(e) Public improvements - Migration programs which involve a

large-scale movement of immigrants into an underdeveloped country may create

a need for additional permanent improvements, such as housing, health and

sanitation services, and so on. These improvements will involve expenditures

both in foreign exchange, for raw materials and equipment, and in local

currency. Some external help may be required even for the latter portion if

domestic savings are insufficient.

The first three items noted above might involve short-term

financing; for the last two medium or long-term credits might be appropriate.
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Participation in the organization and financing of migration

and resettlement programs would involve substantial operational problems

for the Bank, and arrangements would probably have to be worked out

individually to meet the needs of each separate country. However, the

long-term economic benefits which would accrue, both to overpopulated

countries in Europe and to labor-short underdeveloped countries, make it

important that the Bank continue actively to explore the possibilities

of assisting in such programs.
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RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

WASHINGTON 25. D. C.

June 29, 1948

W.DVIOLRY COUNCIL NOTE NO. 3

EXTNT TO IHICH THE BANK SHOULD TAKE AN ACTIVE
ROLE IN ASSISTING ITS UNDERDEWELOPED MEMBE
COUNTRIES TO SOLVE TEEIR DEVELOPMENT PROBLWS

Effective action by the Bank in the field of development has been

hampered by the lack, in many underdeveloped countries, of clearly defined

development objectives or adequate plans for their attainment. Many of the

projects submitted to the Bank have been isolated enterprises, unrelated

to any program for the balanced, coordinated development of the various

phases of the applicant country's economy. Investigation has shown same

of them to be inappropriate for the country in its present stage of develop-

ment, or to be less urgent than other undertakings which are not yet planned,

or to require supplementary investments, which have not been taken into

account, in order to obtain the anticipated benefits. Although the lack

of an adequate over-all program will not necessarily prevent either sub-

stantial useful development or Bank financing of meritorious projects, it is

nonetheless likely to result in insufficient, spotty and sometimes wasteful

investment, often determined by the special interests of particular economic

or political groups rather than by the real needs of the country or the most

efficient use of its resources.

Development in many countries is also hampered by financial

instability, resulting from unsound fiscal and monetary policies and

inadequate machinery for taxation, mobilization of capital, exchange

controls, etc. In such cases, the Bank can have no assurance that any loan
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it may make will be productive, or that there wil be reasonable pro-

spects for its repayment, unless effective steps are taken by the

country concerned to remedy these conditions.

It thus appears that the extent of the contribution which the

Bank may be able to make to the development of its member countries

will depend, to a large extent, upon their own action in formulating an

appropriate over-all development program and in working out the economic

and financial measures necessary for its accomplishment. Many of the

underdeveloped countries, however, are lacking in the technical and

administrative resources necessary for these purposes; indeed, in the

absence of outside technical assistance, the very countries most in need

of financial aid from the Bank will often be the ones most seriously

handicapped in obtaining such aid. It would seem, therefore, that the

Bank, if it is to realize its full potential in the development field,

must take an active interest in assuring that the requisite technical

help is made available to those of its underdeveloped member countries

who need and want such help. Any other policy would limit the Bank's

role merely to passing upon the merits of individual loan applications

as they are received; under existing circumstances, this would mean

that the Bank would be forced either to reject a very large proportion

of the applications which come to it or to take decisions on the basis

of inadequate information and analysis.

The Bank clearly cannot, by itself, provide all, or even a

major share, of the external technical assistance that is required by

its underdeveloped members. Such assistance will have to be sought

largely from independent consultants and private enterprise; in appropri-

ate cases, too, assistance may be secured through inter-governmental
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arrangements or from other international organizations, such as the

United Nations, the International Monetary Fund and the Focd and Agri-

culture Organization of the United Nations. The Bank can, however, play

a constructive role by helping its member countries to secure technical

assistance from these other sources and by consulting with its members

from time to time concerning the general pattern of their development

programs and concerning the economic and financial policies necessary for

the success of such programs. The Bank would appear to be in a parti-

cularly good position to be of help in these connections, not only because

it has no selfish interest to serve and thus is recognized to be objective

in its approach, but also because, as one of the principal sources of inter-

national financing, its advice is apt to be persuasive.

Some underdeveloped countries have already turned to the Bank for

technical assistance, and it may be anticipated that the number of requests

for such assistance will increase in the future. However, the need for a

coordinated development program, and for technical help in formulating such

a program, is not always recognized; and frequently a good deal of time and

effort is expended unnecessarily in making plans for individual projects

which will not fit into a balanced program. Accordingly, the Bank has

emphasized that any member desiring a loan should consult informally with

the Bank before submitting a detailed loan application for the financing of

specific projects, in order to permit the Bank to get a general picture of

the basic needs and assumptions which underlie the applicant's plans.

In offering to furnish advice to its underdeveloped member

countries the Bank must, of course, avoid any gratuitous interference in

the internal affairs of those countries, or the assumption of financial

or other commitments which it cannot fulfill, or too deep involvement in



the details of a particular program. The extent and nature of the

assistance which the Bank can and should offer will vary widely from

country to country, depending upon the differing conditions in each case;

an empirical approach seems clearly necessary. Nevertheless, there appear

to be certain general principle which may be used as guideposts.

1. Insofar as possible, in the light of its other responsibilities, it

would seem that the Bank should be prepared to undertake, if asked to do so,

a broad investigation of economic conditions in any underdeveloped member

country. This should provide the basis for general conclusions as to the

development needs and possibilities in that country, the principal obstacles

to development, and the internal measures required to overcome those

obstacles. Such a survey would not go into the details of specific develop-

ment projects but would be confined to over-all economic conditions and

policies.

2. It also seems appropriate that the Bank should encourage its member

countries to establish suitable machinery, where it does not now exist, to

undertake or coordinate comprehensive surveys of development possibilities

within the country, to establish priorities for development projects to be

undertaken under governmental auspices or with governmental aid, to work

out appropriate sources and methods of financing, including both domestic

and foreign capital, to propose measures to encourage private investment in

constructive enterprises, to review the nation's economic and financial

policies and propose revisions needed to promote development, and so on.

Where necessary and desirable, it would appear that the Bank (acting to the

extent possible in cooperation with the FuJnd) six6id be vl ng to advise

with the government of the country concerned on the ways and means by which



such machinery might best be established.

3. It would also seem that, upon request, the Bank should be prepared

to assist member governments in mapping out the general contours of a

constructive program of economic development, including necessary improve-

ments in the country's financial structure as well as additions to its

productive capacity, and providing for measures to encourage private

investment as well as for government-financed projects. The Bank should

not, of course, attempt to impose a particular conception of development

on any country. Any development program, if it is to have the necessary

popular and governmental support, must emerge from the thinking of the

responsible leaders of the country itself. The proper role for the Bank

would appear.to be to provide impartial counsel and, if possible, to

stimulate and crystallize local thinking and action, official and non

official.

4. The Bank itself is in no position, and could not, without creating

an unduly large and unwieldy staff, put itself in a position to provide

extensive aid in working out the details of the development programs of

its various underdeveloped members. Moreover, it would seem unwise for

the Bank to get involved too deeply in the detailed planning of any

particular country, or in the measures taken to implement those plans,

for the Bank might thereby be put in the position of assuming at least

moral commitments inconsistent with its international interests and

obligations. It seems clear, however, that the Bank should be ready to

recommend, upon request from any member country, qualified independent

experts in the fields of agriculture, engineering, finance, taxation,

etc., who could provide the assistance required by the local government



in working out the details of its program; and in certain special cases

it might be appropriate for the Bank to consider a loan to finance the ex-

ternal cost of such assistance.

5. After the general outlines of a development program have been formu-

lated, it would seem proper for the Bank to offer to consult periodically

with the government regarding the progress made and the problems encountered

in carrying out the program, and the alterations that may be required to

meet changed conditions.

The granting of loans by the Bank need not, and normally should

not, await the formulation by the borrowing country of an over-all develop-

ment program or the adoption by it of all the economic, financial and

administrative measures which may appear necessary for the success of the

program. To the contrary, financial assistance from the Bank may form

part of an integral plan for the long-range development of the borrower,

and in most cases it should be possible for the Bank to select particular

meritorious projects for financing concurrently with the initiation by the

borrower of the other steps involved in such a long-range plan. Furthermore,

as the general shape of the borrower's development program emerges, the

Bank should have constantly in mind the selection of additional projects,

public or private, which appear especially suitable for Bank loans.

The Bank cannot hope to overcome, through its own efforts, the

deficiencies in technical background, administrative efficiency and political

and social organization which exist in many underdeveloped countries. Nor

can it assure that those countries will themselves adopt the policies re-

quired to remedy these deficiencies. But by taking a positive approach,



along the lines indicated in this paper, to the problems of those of

its underdeveloped members who need and want the Bank's advice, the

Bank may be able to help them substantially to accelerate the pace

of their economic advance.
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Local Currency Loans for Development Purposes

The general heading "Local currency loans" may be misleading, as it cov-

ers two kinds of financial transactions:

(1) Loans of foreign currency to finance expenditure in local currency.

(2) Loans in local currency only to be used exclusively for internal

purposes.

Though the second group of loans is perhaps not quite as uninteresting

as it appears, the first one is, of course, by far the more important. It was

traditional in times of freely convertible currencies, but has now largely been

replaced by a new type of loan, to be used outside the borrowing country, for the

purchase of specified items, mainly of raw materials and capital equipment. In

addition, loans are discussed for the purchase of capital equipment only.

This development seems, at first, fully justified by the shortage of hard cur-

rencies, and the resulting necessity to husband carefully scarce foreign resources

for their most obviously productive use. After further study, however, the under-

lying policy may well appear insufficiently realistic to allow for a successful

solution of development problems.

W.hen a country starts a development program, the claims on its existing

national resources rise. The resalting inflationary pressures are described in

another paper. To arpreciate fully their extent, it might be useful to remember

that normally two-thirds of the total capital to be created must necessarily come

from internal labor and materials. This covers mainly such items as buildings

and earthworks, but even some simple equipment may be with advantage produced lo-

cally from existing facilities. In the process, skilled local manpower receives

new occupations, while unskilled population of active age, formerly in open or dis-

guised unemployment, is offered work. Resources are thus diverted from the
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consumption goods output~ at the very time when new incomes are distributed.

To keep in check inflationary pressures, if foreign loans are entirely

earmarked for raw materials and equipment, taxation and borrowing will remain as

the only means at the disposal of the government, and both are likely to be inad-

equate. High rates of direct taxation are technically difficult to achieve in an

underdeveloped country. If, however, they are successfully enforced, they will

reduce incentive to work when it would be most necessary. On the other hand, bor-

rowing on the domestic market may often prove to be impossible. But even in the

cases where savings are available in some volume, their redistribution, largely

in the form of salaries, will not relieve the pressure on consumption goods. If

it is assumed, however, that inflation in a development program is inevitable

(which may be true to some extent), then the rise in prices will lower real in-

comes and reduce claim on consumption goods. But, in underdeveloped countries,

real incomes of the bulk of the population are d ready at or below subsistence

level. Any attempt to cut real wages still further mould hardly be compatible

with the preservation of political stability.

Indeed, in a democratic environment, consumption cannot be much reduced

from existing low levels, and the additional work required for investment must,

to some extent, be rewarded by additional tangible goods. In the first stages of

development, at least, these additional rewards can only come from abroad. Even

merely to maintain the former standards of consumption, increased foreign exchange

resources would be necessary, as some of the exports, that used to pay for con-

sumption goods could no longer be maintained, while some of the domestic supplies

as a result of the shift towards equipment, would disappear.

Or from the necessary increase in output of consumption goods,
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Foreign loans, earmarked entirely for purchases of "producers' goods"

are clearly insufficient in bridging the gap between claims and resources in the

early development period. Only very ambitious borrowers and very confident lenders

could, it seems, overlook this fact.

The effects of a loan in the traditional sense, freely convertible

usable anywhere and for any purpose are quite different. Domestic savings, in

the recipient country, are supplemented by the countervalue of the foreign ex-

change borrowed. Part of the money earned in development work may enable its hold-

er to purchase abroad. The incomes distributed are thus real incomes, not nominal

receipts to be later annihilated by shortages, taxation, and/or inflation. No

excessive drain is put on growing capital markets by government borrowing. "Non-

essential" consumer goods will, no doubt, be imported along with equipment, but

they cannot, it seems be really considered non-essential if they provide the only

tangible incentive to work in a politically stable environment. In conclusion,

it seems that some proportion of the loan (say 20%) could advantageously be allowed

for purchases of consumption goods.

Apart from their general anti-inflationary effects, foreign loans spent

in local currency appear useful in many specific instances. Stabilization loans

are one case in point. Loans for promoting immigration, solving at the same time

the internal prcblem of investments in housing, and the external problem of re-

mittances may also usefully take this form. In any case, end use supervision of

such a loan will offer a view of the over-all import programme of the country,

and not only a detailed but limited supervision of expenditure in foreign ex-

change, up to the amount of the loan.

Loans of foreign currency to finance local currency expenditure are a

combination of currency loans, and free foreign exchange loans. They appear thus

as a flexible means to solve development problems of many countries, the proportion



to be spent on equipment being fixed at different levels, according to the dom-

estic situation in the country concerned.

Loans in Local Currency Only

It certainly seems odd for a government to be in need of foreign help

to obtain its own currency. This, however, may be the case in underdeveloped

countries where available savings are small, and where governmental ability to

enforce a difficult fiscal policy is questionable. Two procedures can be envis-

aged for IBRD loans.

a) Loans from the memberst 18 subscription in its own currency.

b) Loans issued internally by the governments concerned with an

IBRD guarantee,

In the first case the influx of money released from hitherto idle IBRD balances

will, of course, have quantitatively the same inflationary effect as a creation

of new money. In the second case, on the contrary, genuine savings, where they

exist may be tapped. The main advantages, if any, of both types of loan seem to

be psychological and political. They may free a politically weak government from

the necessity to wa-2e a fi-ht for increased taxation resources. They may psycho-

logically help to avoid the effects of open inflation, or of unsuccessful borrofr-

ing. Further, from the point of view of the domestic investor, the fact that the

Bank will share his interest, followinr and to some extent influencing the finan-

cial policies of his Government, should not prove indifferent, and should allow

for reduced Anterest rates,
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SUMMARY AND ISSUES RAISED

(1) The attached Paper is in the nature of a Background Paper for the Sub-
Commission on Economic Development. Its purpose is to throw up specific

points for discussion which may clarify the place of government policies

in economic development and lead to recomendations on the subject. The

paper does not represent either the considered view of the U.N. Secretariat

nor does it even claim to be a statement of policy on the subject. All it

attempts to do is to put before the Sub-Commission a tentative formulation

of some of the main issues as they appear to the Secretariat at present.

(2) It will be noted that this Paper has been made as general as possible.
Each individual country has its specific problems, and even among those
which are common to all or many, emphasis varies considerably from country
to country. This paper attempts a synthetic study; no individual country
is specifically discussed. In view of the great diversity of conditions
in different countries, the discussion of development problems as affecting
individual countries or groups of countries must be taken up after the
general ground has been covered.

(3) The main issues which arise from the discussion in the Paper are
summarised below:-

1. Ignorance of resources - natural and others is stressed as a retarding
factor in development. The issue is raised as to: What is the proper
place of government policy in making known and analysing the developmental
prospects of the various types of resources, and what are the possibilities
of international cooperation in this field? (Para. 3).

II The view is expressed that the patient laying of foundations from the
very beginning is just as important as the launching of spectacular plans
and projects. Is there danger that the less spectacular aspects of
development policy be neglected? (Para. 4).

III, Uow can a development country be knit together into a closely
integrated national exchange economy? The development of transport
communications by governments could play an essential part in this process.
Governmental policy in the field of power provision is also instrumental
in creating a climate and determining the lines of economic development.
The issues raised and how much of the resources and attention of national
governments should go into these fields, and which is the most suitable
combination of types of transport and power facilities? (Para. 5)

IV. Deficiencies of capital and know-how are among the main bottle.-necks
in industrial development. Several lines of policy are open to governments
in breaking them. The issues arising are: In what proportions should the
required capital be provided from domestic and foreign sources? What are
the relative advantages of government and private borrowing? What forms of
organisation of technical advice are suitable for development countries?
(Para. 6.)

V. The idea of "balance" in development has many aspects - diversification,
industrialisation. establishment of key industries. Issues raised include:
Which are the "key" industries which development countries need? Should it
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be a general rule for development countries to avoid monoculture? To what
extent is the exhaustion of natural resources defensible? How far is a
country justified in subduing other considerations to the pursuit of a
system which offers a broad front to economic progress? What is the role
of government in resolving these issues? (Para. 7).

VI In the final resort, success or failure of development policies hinges
on the productivity of the new branches of production and projects. What
can governments do to safeguard and improve productivity? What standards
of measurement are appropriate? Which is the right stage of technique at
which development countries should come in? (Para. 8).

VII Economic development is apt to create peculiar balance of payments
difficulties and the set of possible government measures to cope with them
is described. This raises the issues of: What is the right commercial
policy for a development country? What is the position of development
countries under the I.T.O. Charter? Which is a typical sequence of balance
of payments situations through which a country passes in the course of
economic development? (Para. 9).

VIII. Development will create a potentially inflationary condition. Various
alternative remedies are considered. This raises the issue of what
constitutes a proper monetary and fiscal policy for a development country?
(Para. 10).

IX. A desire for economic independence is universal among development
countries. The sources of this desire are analysed. Issues raised are:
In such desire necessarily harmful to international trade? What can be done
by international measures to make economic interdependence appear less risky
in the eyes of development countries? (Para. 11).

X. Governmental development programmes vary in scope, methods of preparation,
degree of detail, relationship of means and ends, and "status" of the
published targets. Various cross-classifications of development programmes
are attempted - Issues arising: Is there any possibility of international
standardisation of forms and methods of publication of development programmes?
Is there any general technical advice which could be given on the methods of
preparation of such development programmes? (Para. 12).

XI. How far the state should itself be the executive organ in the execution
of the development projects is partly a question of principle and political
philosophy. Various arguments, specially applicable to development countries
are further considered which affect the choice of state versus private enter-
prise. Issues raised are: Can state operation of plants in development
countries prevent the growth of private power positions? What are the
alternative pricing policies for state-operated plants, and what are their
economic effects on development? (Para. 13).
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FUNCTIONS OF GOVERNMENT IN NATIONAL DEVELOPMNT POLICY

1. The present situation may be described as a state of acute awareness on
the part of undeveloped countries focussed in their national governments,
of their under-privileged position and an urgent desire at least to attempt
development programmes under government auspices. This state is made up of
the ingredients of improved knowledge of other countries' conditions,
improved knowledge of their own condition, a sharpened social conscience,
experiences of wars and depressions, the groping towards new forms of inter-
national co-operation, the abandonment or weakening of laissez-faire
philosophies, the spread of rationalist and activist attitudes, and finally
new developments in economic thought. In this paper, however, we shall not
try to trace the growth of this awareness but shall assume that awareness
of backwardness has become focussed in a national government with an activist
desire for improvement.

2. What then are the lines of policy open to such 'a government? The
various measures which could be taken and are in fact taken are of infinite
variety. They can however, be grouped into classes or categories of
measures as follows:

a. Survey and intelligence.

b. The laying of foundations for economic development.

P. The creation of an economic climate suitable for development.

d. The breaking down of bottlenecks and specific impediments
to economic development.

e. The provision of economic balance.

f. Improvements in productivity.

g. Protection of balance of payments.

h, The creation of a monetary framework for the orderly progress
of development.

i. Reduction of economic dependence.

j. The publication, under government auspices, of a development
programme consisting of an inter-related set of target figures.

k. Execution by the government itself of a more or less comprehensive
and more or less co-ordinated system of measures for the development
of their national economy.

There are other ways of classifying government policy in the field ofdevelopment. All that is claimed for this classification is that it mayprovide a convenient list of headings for a brief separate analysis of thedifferent types of government measures.



3. Survey and Intelligence: It is inherent in the condition of undeveloped
countries that there should be a considerable element of ignormance of the

available resources. Such lack of knowledge can be traced to two sources:

(a) lack of a suitable organization for collecting and collating information,
ana (b) conditions which make the collection of information specially
difficult. Under (a) we may note that the organization of current economic

statistics, is a very late development and one which has presented in the

past and is still presenting considerable organizational difficulties even

in the advanced industrial countries. It is, therefore, neither surprising
nor discreditable that there should be serious gaps in the available infor-
mation on the resources of development countries. It also stands to reason

that the undeveloped countries have generally a less tight system of state
administration and that the collection of economic intelligence in all
countries has usually been - at least at its start - a by-product of state
administration.

Under (b), among the conditions which make the collection of information
specially difficult we may notice: a lack of literacy among the population
in many development countries which makes form filling more difficult or
impossible, a population which is often widely scattered over a sparsely
populated large area, lack of development of transport system which make
some regions difficult of access even for the purpose of collecting infor-
mation, the cost of large-scale census inquiries etc. All these difficulties
apply more specifically to the collection of information regarding the human
and capital resources - such as data on occupational grouping of population,
equipment used on farms, available skills etc. - and less so to the collection
of information regarding natural resources - such as mineral resources, water
resources etc. All the same, in many development countries there is very
scant evidence even regar&ng natural resources.

In this field, we may note the presence of a vicious circle at work.
Lack of previous development has made it seem unnecessary to survey and
prospect the available natural and technical resources, and the absence of
knowledge of availability of natural resources in turn has tended to retard
development. The improvement of knowledge in this respect is, therefore,
much more than mere stock-taking - essential though this is as a basis for
sound economic plans; surveying of resources may in itself be an active
element in a development programme in so far as it helps to break one of the
vicious circles preventing development. Knowledge of resources will suggest
ways of developing them. Among the resources in development countries,
natural resources evidently play a much larger part relative to human and
capital resources - specially to the latter - than in advanced countries.
There are no general grounds for assuming that development countries are
less richly endowed - in proportion to area - with natural resources than
the more advanced countries. It is true of course, that many of the
industrially advanced countries are so because of important natural resources,
specially of coal. As against that, however, we must set the fact that the
natural resources of the industrial countries have for some time past been
subject to much more extensive exploitation.

4. Laying the foundations: Fconon4c development is not someting which
proceeds in vacue but it has to rest on certain foundations without which it
will be, at best, an unstable structure. Many of the measures of government
policy which come under this heading are also valuable in themselves (apart
from economic development) and a normal function of modern government, but
at the same time they are also an essential part of any government programme
of economic development. Indeed, since some of these measures seem so much
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a part of the normal business of government there may be a danger that govern-
ments intent on accelerating economic development may neglect this class of
measures since its close relation to economic development may not be
immediately obvious. Among those measures the most important are the improve-
ment of education standards and the spread of literacy, the improvement of
health services, the breaking down or softening of social or religious
customs antagonistic to 'echnological development, the establishment of
internal safety, law and order.

Modern agriculture no less than modern industry or services require the
availability of alert labor with a basic understanding of machinery. It may
sometimes be possible to provide such a labor force by processes of specific
training on a scale sufficient for the earlier stages of a development
programme. In the long run, however, the only workable method is to have a
current supply of the type of intelligent labor required available naturally
as it were, as a normal product of the educational system of the country.
Even more important is educational progress in respect of the supply of
technicians and engineers required. Even where initial development can be
started with the help of foreign technicians, a supply of national
technicians is usually an essential condition for taking up and carrying on
the original impetus. Even where the specific training of professional
people, specially technicians, may be done at foreign universities or
institutions, the supply of suitable candidates for such foreign training may
still raise problems of educational improvement within the country itself.
At the very highest level of scientific research and discovery we may assume
that in general development countries - except perhaps for the unprogrammed
"flash of genius" - will more depend on free access to progress in the more
advanced countries than on developing their own facilities. To this last
statement there is, however, an important exception in that the adaptation of
techniques developed in the more advanced countries to the peculiar climatic,
labor transport and capital conditions obtaining in development countries
will usually be neglected in those advanced countries, and may be a useful
field for governmental activity by development countries in the field of
higher education and research (and also, we may note in passing, a useful
field for international action).

The improvement of health services is also essential for the raising of
productivity and development of industries in many countries. There is awell-known vicious circle at work. Low health is due to the absence of proper
nutrition which in turn may be due to the absence of agricultural machinery
which in turn may be due to low productivity of labor preventing the
accumulation of capital which in turn may be due to poor health. The breaking
of such vicious circles by the development of health services may in the endbe a more productive contribution towards industrial development than the
direct promotion of specific projects. The improvement of nutritional know-ledge, including the suppression of narcotics is another essential require-
ment for industrial development in a number of development countries.

The devising and maintaining of a proper legal system is also of greatimportance for the economic development of a country. To mention a few
important examples, systems ef land tenure and inheritance laws have an
important bearing on agricultural developments, property rights in sub-soils
and mineral deposits determine the amount of surveying and prospecting fornatural resources going on. The maintenance of lawful and orderly conditionsis an essential pre-condition for the influx of foreign capital, and byreducing the risk of investment nd keeping the rate of interest low it also



has a direct bearing on the rate of industrial development. Well-ordered
labour relations also bear directly on productivity.

In all these respects, government has (and always had, even under laissez-
faire philosophies) an essential part to play in a field where there are no
other agencies at work. We may repeat that the fulfillment of their essential
duties in laying the foundations of economic developments may be a more useful
service than the formulation of specific development projects. The danger is
that the patient laying of foundations may be neglected as being less
spectacular than the formulation of plans and the launching of projects.

5. The next group of measures were listed under the heading of creating an
economic climate suitable for development. As the classical economists
explained (stating a truth which is still very important to development
countries), productivity depends on division of labour, and division of labour
in turn depends on the existence and size of an exchange market. Many
development countries lack the primary requirement of an integrated exchange
market covering their whole rational territory or at least important regions
of it and knit together by transport and communication services. We may
distinguish three separate features to explain the absence of a sufficiently
large exchange market; the discussion of development problems has often been
confused by not distinguishing them clearly.

(a) Since many development countries are primarily agricultural a high
proportion of the national output by-passes the exchange market and is home-
consumed on farms. This is a natural phenomenon which applies to agriculture
in the industrialized countries as well. It is, however, arguable that the
absence of market facilities leads to an excessLve development of subsistence
farming and that in some cases developments in the direction of cash farming
would increase agricultural productivity. The absence of cash farming is
also sometimes related to the lack of development of an agricultural credit
system, or to high rates of interest charged for agricultural credits.

(b) The monetary system may be so ill developed or so strongly dietrusted
that whatever exchange takes place is largely on a barter basis. Barter
exchange is demonstrably inefficient and tends to limit the total volume of
exchange transactions taking place. Hence the development of a trustworthy
and universally accepted monetary medium is a further essential step towards
the creation of a sufficiently large exchange market.

(c) Lack of transport and communications prevents economic transactions
between the different parts of the country or region, and more particularly
between towns and countryside. The main remedy for this deficiency clearly
is the improvement of transport and communications which in some countries
may probably be defined as a primary requirement for further economic
development.

If the creation of a unified national exchange market represents an
essential part of the economic climate of development it will be seen from thepreceeding analysis that it requires much more than just the improvement oftransport facilities. The latter is, however, an integral part of development,and the government role in the development of transport may be characterized asfollows:

a Capital expenditure per person employed in transport services tends to
be specially heavy, higher even than in manufacturing industry. Thus
transport development tends to absorb a heavy proportion of develop"
mental capital expenditure, specially in the early stages.



b. Transport development under governmental auspices has an advantage
over uncontrolled private development in that it can avoid wasteful
competition, and create a co-ordinated system of air, rail, road
and water communications.

c. Developmental transport improvement can be creative and anticipatory
and not of a strictly commercial nature. Commercial transport
improvement caters for an already existing demand; creative transport
improvement is one which is not only based on a future anticipated
higher level of demand but which by the transport development itself
creates a demand for these services, as a result of new economic
transactions taking place. This is essentially a governmental task
since to private enterprise anything going beyond commercial transport
improvement is extremely risky although some advanced countries
provide examples of private creative transport development.

Apart from the creation of exchange markets, the other ingredient of a
suitable ecomonic climate for economic development is the provision of power,
Just as the classical economists stressed the exchange market as the starting
point of development, so they will know that economic development did, in fact,
start in countries with a favourable power basis. At the time this mainly
meant the possession of coal resources. Now, however, the provision of power
is no longer tied to domestic coal resources. Not only have some countries
managed to achieve high degrees of economic development entirely on imported
coal - Sweden and Switzerland are useful examples - but also oil and water have
become prominent as important sources of power. The development of water
resources in particular holds important prospects for development countries as
a source of power. The provision of power facilities - especially of hydro-
electric power - shares with transport the characteristic of high capital
intensity, A large initial capital investment is required, and this, together
with the unpredictability of demand, the possibility of "creative investment",
and the key nature of these installations in economic life all combine to
make this a likely field for governmental activities.

The provision of power shares with the provision of transport facilities
the feature that its beneficial effects are widely diffused throughout the
whole economic and social structure, and not confined to purely industrial
development. The provision of electricity on farms makes possible the
introduction of farm machinery and raises the whole level of rural life,
electricity, through the introduction of wireless sets, is an important part
of educational progress, it makes possible an improvement in health standards
etc. There is also of course, a mutual relationship between the provision of
transport and power. The development of power resources open up new transport
facilities and vice-versa. These two measures have the dual advantage that
their effects are diffused, and also that they are non-specific, i.e. they do
not commit the developing country to any specific type of project or line of
development. This last is a great advantage specially in the early stages of
development.

Development of water power displays a further special feature in that it
is often best undertaken not as an isolated measure but as part of amulti-
purpose scheme which also includes improvements in irrigation, navigation,
flood control and other subsidiary purposes. To illustrate the close inter-
relation between the different aspects of development it may be mentioned thatin some cases - specially in the Middle East - the development of irrigation
has created serious new health problems.
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6. The next group of developmental measures may be defined as the breaking
down of bottlenecks. The specific bottlenecks holding up development - as
distinct from general obstacles - are varied between the different countries
but there are some which are of almost universal application. Among such we
may mention a lack of capital, and a lack of technical knowledge. In both
these field, governments have opportunities for assistance.

The provision of capital may take place either from abroad or domestically
through a reduction in home consumption. Where the second method is chosen,
the government of a development country will have to provide for the requisite
reduction of home consumption by methods of fiscal policy combined with wage
and for profits controls, prohibitions on luxury expenditure etc. This, how-
ever, is the more negative aspect. In general, it will also be incumbent on
the government to see that the resources thus diverted from constmy-ion are
actually invested in capital goods. This involves, first of all e fall
employment policy to make sure that the resources set free are not wastod in
unemployment; but secondly, in the conditions obtaining in development
countries, it also often involves the actual provision by the government of
facilities for the domestic production or importation of capital goods. Here
again, measures of normal fiscal policy may be sufficient to tilt the balance
from consumption goods industries to capital goods industries, but in other
cases the government will have to provide the physical facilities directly.

In many other cases, the capital will have to be provided from abroad,
partly because home consumption is so low that it cannot be further restricted,
partly because the technical know-how required for the production of capital
goods does not exist inside the country, and partly because the scale of
requirement may be too small to serve as the basis for an efficient home
industry. In such cases the role of government consists in the following
measures, concurrently or alternatively: (a) to achieve an export surplus
or in other ways acquire sufficient foreign exchange to import the capital
goods required, (b) to limit other less essential requirements of foreign
exchange in order to import capital goods, (c) to negotiate and arrange for
foreign credits, either with international bodies or foreign governments or
corporations, (d) to facilitate contact between private national borrowers and
lending agencies abroad, (e) to create conditions of domestic stability
making it attractive for foreign investors to lend. The main measures which
the government could take to attract foreign capital could again be sub-
divided into creation of general security of foreign capital, specific
guarantees for capital borrowed and direct borrowing by governmental agencies.

The advantages of government borrowing as distinct from private borrowing
are: (a) Certain agencies, specially lending governments, are precluded,
either constitutionally or practically, from making loans to borrowing agencies
other than governments or government controlled institutions.

(b) Government borrowing takes place in larger blocks than private loans.
Governments therefore, have access to sources of large-scale financing which
might not be accessible to a multiplicity of smaller firms in development
countries. Government functions in this field may best be defined as achieving
the economies of pooling in borrowing; these economies may be important.

(c) Government debts are backed by the additional security of the
country's revenue and general economic prospects. Thus, they often carry a
lower rate of interest than private debts.
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(d) There is also the additional factor that government-controlled and
financed development is less risky if it proceeds as a balanced development
scheme where each part tends to support the other. Isolated private projects
are more liable to failure and, therefore, more expensive to finance.

(e) Governments may be able to obtain better terms by introducing
political factors into the loan negotiations. Other countries may be specially
interested in raw material supplies or for other reasons - political or
economic - want to promote the economic prosperity of the developing country.
In such cases a government may be able to obtain loans at better than strictly
economic terms.

These factors taken together represent a powerful set of reasons why
governments in development countries have tended to play an active part in the
provision of foreign capital for their countries. An additional reason is seen
in the fact that foreign capital movements are an important factor in -
countriest balances of payments - in development countries more so than in
more advanced countries - and for this reason governments, specially if they
maintain exchange restrictions in any form, inevitably have to take an interest
in foreign borrowing.

The second major bottleneck in economic development, apart from the
deficiency of capital, may be seen in a deficiency of knowledge and initiative,
both entrepreneurial and technical. In both these fields government policy
has been active. In the entrepreneurial field the government can either
stimulate or else replace private initiative. Stimulation of private
initiative may take the form of taiation privileges (including tariff
privileges), the rendering of free or cheap services to enterprise by govern-
ment agencies (such as preferential transport rates, or free prospecting and
surveying by government departments, cheap power, market surveys, etc.),
government loans or credits, government guarantees against losses etc. A
survey of actual measures of stimulation in development countries would reveal
a great variety of different measures. A government can replace private enter-
prise (which may or may not exist) by direct government enterprise through
civil servants in government departments, by the creation of special
entrepreneurial government agencies, by co-operation in mixed cororations,
etc. Here again we find an almost infinite number of varieties; their detailed
enumeration would be beyond the scope of a general paper.

In the technical field, the government can arrange for foreign technical
advice, for the admission of foreign technical missions, for the immigration
of technicians and skilled workers; it can create a technical staff within
the civil service which in turn can either be directly employed in govern-
ment enterprise or else can be loaned or their advice be made available toprivate enterprise. The government can promote the dissemenation of technicalknowledge partly as part of its general educational programme, partly by
specific measures, such as model farms, a patent information service forbusiness men etc.

7. The next government function in development policy has been defined as theprovision of balance in development. This idea of balance has tended tobecome somewhat vague in discussion for lack of a close definition; but it is
important enough in actual policy to merit closer consideration. The promotionof balance in development has come to mean a number of things;



(a) In many development countries there is a feeling that excessive reliance

on agriculture and primary production should be "balanced" by the development
of manufacturing industries and services. From this point of view, agricultur-

al progress is held to hold out less useful prospects than industrialization.
The fear of excessive reliance on agriculture and primary production in turn
contains a number of ingredients: lower productivity of agriculture, absence
of economies of scale, importance of industry for security and defense, the
advantages of an urban civilization, the instability of agricultural prices,
the exhaustion of agricultural and mineral resources - all these and others
are inextricably mixedewith the idea of balance in development.

(b) Balanced development may mean the avoidance of mono-culture, i.e.
excessivd dependence on one single product. Such excessive dependence
especially in exports is evidently very risky, especially where the single
product represents an exhaustible natural resource. The social instability of
mono-cultural development countries is sometimes mitigated by the prevalence
of subsistence farming. From the point of view of the development country,
however, this is getting the worst of both worlds: a large sector of
subsistence farming at a low level without an exchange market on the one hand,
and mono-cultural exploitation of an exhaustible resource for export purposes
on the other. A diversified exchange economy seems naturally, under these
conditions, preferable to the governments of development countries. It should
be stressed, however, that where the export of an exhaustible natural resource
leads to an export surplus which is used for the import of capital goods for
the permenent development of the country the "depletion" is somewhat deceptive
and more technical than economic in nature. Mono-cultural
exploitation of exhaustible resources can be the right policy for development
countries. It all depends on the utilization of the proceeds from the exports.
By the time the resource is exhausted it may also be technically obsolete,
and the development country which has exported its natural resources and
invested the proceeds in machinery and other permanent assets may be able to
get the best of both worlds. On the whole, we must recognize the desire for
diversification as a justifiable and reasonable trend in development policies.

(c) Balance may mean the establishment and development of certain key
industries which tend to exert a kind of radiation through-out the economic
structure and which tend to open up a widely developed system. A good example
of such a key industry are the steel and basic engineering trades. Countries
increasingly feel that without such key industries the economic structure is
lop-sided. The desire to establish such key industries is universal. The
means employed are largely in the field of commercial policy, i.e. the granting
of protective tariffs or the non-profit operation of such industries under
government auspices.

The desire on the part of development countries for "balance" cannot be
properly understood unless we realize the specific advantages of such a course
for development countries. A desire for diversification - specially regional
diversification - is indeed also noticeable among some of the older industrial
countries. The reasons for such a desire, mainly the avoidance of undue risks
and undue extremes of depression, apply to all countries alike. But on top of
this development countries have specific reasons to attach importance to
diversity. A country with a diversified structure offers as it were a larger
surface to technological progress; it is less likely to be by-passed. Also,
each new occupation and in particular each new industry provides a new "growing
point" for technical progress and the spread of new skills and improvements, in
a way in which a mere extension of existing industries or occupations would not.
Since accessibility to technological progress and the spreading of skill are
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among the two key problems of development countries, stress on balance and
diversification is fully understandable. It is not as is often thought, a
case of confused thinking but it lies at the very core of the problem of
economic development.

There is no other agency in the field which could consider it as its job
to promote balance and -'versification; this automatically devolves on the
governments of the development countries.

8. Next among the categories of government measures is protection and main-
tenance of productivity. This is a vital part of any development policy.
Industries and also agriculture in development countries struggle with specific
difficulties not felt to the same degree by the more advanced countries, The
stimulating atmosphere of automatic progress and extensive education is
lacking, the scale of production is often small, the health and vigor of the
worker often inferior, access to external facilities difficult, experience and
standards of comparison lacking, competition often reduced by protective
tariffs and other restrictions, etc. For all these reasons, the price of
development is eternal vigilance. It is much less possible than in the more
advanced countries to let productivity look after itself. Development of
unproductive industires would be a hot-house growth which could only be main-
tained to the disadvantage of the developing country itself and the world
community as a whole.

The role of custodians of productivity naturally falls to governments
where there is no other candidate. In discharge of this role governments have
taken a variety of measures: they send missions abroad or encourage visits by
their technicians to study new methods abroad; they try to improve the
accounting and performance measurements standards at home; they run model
farms to demonstrate new technical methods; they tend to encourage the improve-
ment in capital equipment by granting fiscal and commercial advantages; they
select the location of new plants so as to lead to maximum efficiency in a
national pattern; they taper off or reduce tariff protection so as to encourage
efficiency as the scale of production grows; some of them in their development
targets prescribe rates of output which in relation to available labor and
equipment can only be achieved by improved productivity.

On the other hand, it seems safe to say that there is a danger of a
tendency to neglect this particular aspect of government nolicy, Productivity
is a difficult thing to measure; international comparisons of productivity are
even more difficult to undertake with any degree of precision; deficiencies in
productivity can always be covered up or excused on the grounds of the youth-
fulness of the industry; it will always be more spectacular to devote one's
energies to the construction of entirely new plants and projects than to the
improvement of the productivity of existing ones.

Special problems arise in development countries in attempts to raise
productivity by the introduction of new machinery. On the one hand, there is
a well founded desire in development countries to offset the other manifold
advantages of the more advanced countries by at least avoiding the old and
antiquated equipment characteristic of some of them, and of some plants in all
of them. On the other hand, the very latest stage of technology may well be
of a somewhat untried experimental character, and whereas an advanced industri-
al country can afford to take experimental risks with new techniques, a devel"
opment country cannot. In the normal case, for a poor country each new devel.,
opment or improvement of an existing one is a unique and precious thing and no
risks can be taken with it. Thus the governments of development countries must
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steer a middle course calling for a considerable degree of skill in recommend-
ing and introducing techniques of production which permit their country to
reap all possible advantages from its youth as an industrial producer, and yet
at the same time avoid excessive risks.

It may also often pay a development country to utilize second hand
machinery cheaply acquired from industrialized countries. There are economic
arguments for believing that economic progress in industrialized countries
results in large scale premature scrapping of machinery and equipment which is
still perfectly serviceable and capable of yielding good returns specially when
acquired at scrap value. A firm in an industrial country frequently cannot
afford to operate such machinery since it cannot afford to fall behind in the
technological race compared with its competitors. In a development country
such considerations often do not apply. There seems no reason why second-hand
machinery which has been discarded in industrial countries should not be use-
fully employed to the benefit of development countries.

9. The protection of balances of paymente of development countries also raises
specific problems of governmental policy. In the course of industrial devel-
opment the balance of payments will tend to become unfavourable, and only part
of the gap may be covered by current new credits. Economic development in its
early stages imposes a strain on the balance of payments in the following ways:

(a) Development tends to reduce exports of food and agricultural products by
raising average levels of consumption, and also by increasing the urban
population and diminishing the agricultural population.

(b) Development reduces the export of primary materials since a higher
proportion will be retained for domestic use. This is an especially important
factor since many development programmes are specifically based on the
utilisation of domestic raw materials.

(c) Intense development within the country, with a high proportion of output
consisting of capital goods rather than immediately consumable goods, tends to
raise price levels inside the country, and thus to hamper exports. A
disequilibrium arising in this way would certainly be classified as a
"fundamental disequilibrium" in the sense of the International Monetary Fund
Agreement which would qualify a member country to depreciate its currency, but
the depreciation of currency will not always be a remedy for balance of pay-
ments difficulties.

(d) Industrial development carries with it a demand for increased imports of
raw materials.

(e) The improved standards of living and a higher level of industrial wages -
compared with agricultural levels - carries with it an increased demand for
imported consumption goods, epecially of a semi-luxury kind.

(f) The new developments at early stages will often be of a heavily capital
intensive nature requiring large amounts both of domestic labour and of import"
ed machinery without immediate return. This applies specially to transport and
power.

(g) Since economic development will often depend on a constant flow of foreign
credits the developing country - which will typically be a debtor country -
may also have to resume or increase payments on previous debts which had been'
partially or wholly in abeyance.
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From all these various directions, the balance of payments will be under
considerable strain. The output of the newly developing industries will not

usually be directly exportable, and even where general development of such
services as transport, power, etc. may gradually be expected to lead to the to
the development of exporting industries, this will usually be a long range
process.

Governmental measures. in protection of the balance of payments may take
the following forms:

(a) The development programme may be so adjusted as to give priority to
industries replacing previously imported goods. The danger of such measures
is that they may unbalance and twist the development programme, that they may
lead to the development of low-productivity industries, and that they may tend
to restrict the total volume of world trade.

(b) Priority within the development programme may be given to industries
producing immediately exportable goods. The previous objection against (a)
would also apply in this case, except that there is no restrictive effect on
world trade. There is also the danger that concern with immediate balance of
payments difficulties will interfere with the patient laying of foundations
and development of a suitable economic climate which in the long run may be a
more rewarding approach to development.

(c) Strict domestic price control may be introduced and domestic consumption
reduced by heavy taxation or by rationing in an attempt to cope with balance
of payments difficulties. This will impose a heavy burden on the administra-
tive machinery at a moment when it is already heavily taxed by a development
programme, in under-developed countries where in many cases the administrative
machinery is weak to begin with, and in an economic structure where measures
of control, taxation, and rationing are extremely difficult to administer.

(d) Currency may be depreciated. As has been mentioned before, this will
normally be permitted under IMF rules but it may not be sufficient to restore
the balance of payments. Also it may undermine confidence in the monetary
field within the developing country and thus do more harm than good. Currency
depreciation will also increase the real debt burden on the development
country.

(e) The government may attempt to improve the terms of trade, i.e. obtain bet-
ter prices for its exports and obtain its imports at lower prices. -Since devel-
opment countries are primarily exporters of primary products exposed to keen
international competition, their main hope of obtaining better prices for their
exports will normally lie in the promotion of international commodity agree-
ments such as are provided for in the ITO Charter. The main method of obtain-
ing imports at low prices would be by the pooling of import orders and by the
placing of long-term bulk contracts.

(f) The government may try to increase the total quantity of exports or to
diminish the total quantity of imports by measures of commercial policy such
as tariffs, import quotas, etc. Such measures, of a non-discriminatory
character, have been permitted to countries in balance of payments difficulties
by the ITO Draft Charter. It is specially note worthy that under the ITO Draft
Charter development countries may discriminate, in imposing import restrictions,
among commodities according to the degree of essentiality; thus they may reduce
the import of luxury goods without at the same time having to cut down on
macninery. The ITO Draft Charter also would prevent the Organization from
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calling in question the development policies which have given rise to the
balance of payments difficulties. Each country would remain free to carry
through its own autonomous development policy. In cases of currencies declared
"scarce" under the IMF Charter, development countries would also be permitted
to alleviate their balance of payments position by switching imports to other
countries.

(g) The government may try to cover the gap in the balance of payments by
securing additional credits. Since the balance of payments difficulty of the
development country will usually be of a chronic nature, resort to the IMF will
not usually be appropriate. The main agencies for development countries would
seem to be the International Bank, direct loans from other governments, loans
from banks in other countries, the floating of securities in capital markets
abroad, and finally direct credits from manufacturers abroad. The interests
of development countries in general may be defined by saying that whatever
credits are obtained should be as freely spendable anywhere and on anything
as possible; but that if any tied loans can be obtained over and above the
freely spendable amount this evidently would clearly add to the import
potential of the development country.

10. The next group of tasks by governments in development countries has been
defined as the prevention of inflation. The domestic effect of economic
development is a tendency toward the development of an inflationary condition.
The propensity to save is very low in most of these development countries
because of their low standard of living unless their propensity to save is
increased by a very unequal distribution of income and high private profits,
This, however, would go against the social philosophy and intentions of many
development countries, and in any case there seems to be something contradict
tory about reducing international inequalities in standards of living at the
expense of creating or accentuating internal inequalities within the develop-
ment countries. The resulting internal inequalities could of course be curbed
by heavy taxation. In this case the high propensity to save is really
achieved by fiscal methods but many development countries lack the fiscal
system required for heavy taxation of higher incomes. If internal inegualities
are allowed to develop without effective taxation there is a risk of a heavy
demand for imported luxury goods. In that case not only would internal
inequalities have failed to increase the propensity to save, but they would
have created balance of payments problems in the bargain. To permit the
accumulation of large profits out of the inflationary position arising in
connection with economic development would also run the risk of an export of
accumulated capital to the often safer and more agreeable conditions of more
advanced countries - again raising awkward balance of payments problems. In
other development countries high incomes might lead to hoarding of currency
and gold. In this case the inflationary pressure is neutralized but there is
a danger of a paralyzing effect on further development if profits are hoarded
in gold instead of being invested or deposited in banks; hoarded currency and
gold will also hang like a Sword of Damocles over the development country
threatening its economic stability.

An inflationary position may also be awkward in creating a shortage of
industrial consumption goods which in turn will make the agricultural
population reluctant to sell and deliver food in the open market. In this case
economic development may end in a food shortage and the suspension of the
ordinary system of monetary exchange.
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Effective methods of rationing and allocation may be the best methods of
producing the savings required but in the conditions of many development coun-
tries this may be beyond the capacity of the administrative machinery. The
main choice in that case seems to be between heavy taxation - which may take
the indirect form of high prices being charged for the state-owned or controll-
ed output of newly developed industries - or controlled inflation as a method
of enforcing the requisie savings.

11. The next item listed among our main categories of development measures
related to the reduction of economic dependence. This desire is universal
among development countries. In it, for purposes of discussion and analysis
it may be useful to distinguish the following:

(a) Many development countries are in the process of emerging from a state of
colonial or semi-colonial dependence. Their whole policies are acutely
influenced by this experience of dependence, and their development programmes
are collored by this.

(b) Many development auntries have had past experience of wide-spread foreign
ownership of their most important economic assets, and of the outflux of
profits and interest payments which is characteristic of the position of a
debtor country.

(c) The two world wars have brought home to development countries the dangers
and risks of dependence on imports for vital commodities. It is one of the
threats to international specialization that its benefits in the form of
increased productivity of labour all round are diffused and difficult to
measure, whereas its drawbacks in times of emergency are obvious and dramatic.
Thus development countries tend to read the history of the last war as an
argument in favour of diminished economic dependence, even though from a
different point of view it could also be read as a triumph of international
division of labour over more self-sufficient economic systems.

(d) The great depression of the early 1930's diminished the importing
capacity of the more advanced countries very sharply. Moreover, it turned the
terms of trade very heavily against most development countries. Also, low-
priced exports from the industrialized countries, often below full average
cost, tended to nip in the bud the incipient development of industries in
development countries; at the same time advanced countries tended to resort to
stimulation of their own agricultural and other primary producers. It was
thus in many ways that the depression tended to rub in the dangers of economic
inter-dependence for development countries and their governments.

(e) Development countries often feel that they are in an inferior bargaining
position. The machinery and other manufactured goods which they require can
usually only be obtained from a few major sources of supply; on the other hand,
the agricultural and primary products which they export - and also the simpler
manufactured products, if any - can often be obtained from many other sources,
and they are liable to competition from substitutes (natural or synthetic).
Profit margins on specialized capital goods are often higher because of
imperfections of competitions, and there is also greater danger of monopolistic
control of output and prices of those articles which development countries re-
quire as imports. Possibly the provisions in the coming ITO Charter providing
for commodity control agreements for primary products and the prevention of
restricted business practices in others will go some way to meet the problems
of development countries in this respect.
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(f) Development countries feel that dependence on foreign trade - which means
for them specialization on primary products and simple manufactures - removes
them from an important sphere of dynamic technical progress. Another way of
putting this would be to say that development countries feel that international
specialization based on present comparative costs relatively to more advanced
countries is not a desirable economic course for them to steer because it
neglects the possibility (or as many development countries think the certainty)
of dynamic changes in the comparative cost position once a more self-contained
balanced economic structure has been created.

(g) Foreign trade is naturally less subject to internal planning control than
domestic production. For this reason there is an almost inevitable tendency,
as attempts at planned development spread, to shift emphasis from foreign
trade, which is more unpredictable, to domestic production. From the point of
view of the development country, the fact that domestic production is easier
to control than foreign trade may seem a genuine argument in favour of less
dependence.

Thus the desire for less dependence has many sources and many aspects.
It is worth pointing out that this desire is not necessarily disruptive to
international trade. On the contrary it may contain the elements of a sounder
and more permanent international division of labour. Development countries,
on the whole, like to feel somewhat less dependent on foreign trade; but this
is not the same thing as saying that they want to diminish the amount of
foreign trade which they actually carry on. You can still want to have as
much as possible of a good thing while at the same time guarding against the
possibility of having to do without it. It is a problem for international
policy to reconcile these two trends.

12. Next we have listed the publication, under government auspices, of devel-
opment programmes consisting of an inter-related set of target figures. This
stage in development policy is reached by most but not all development coun-
tries. Usually such a programme when published is referred to as a "plan".

Neither in the preparation of such a plan nor its method of publication,
nor in its scope do we find anything like international uniformity. A plan
may be prepared by the various government departments, or else the fundamental
data required may be gathered from private sources or private professional
organizations, or else a separate planning commission or a public corporation
charged with drawing up a development plan may collect the necessary data. Thedata required and collected may be very detailed and analyzed with the help of
up-to-date statistical techniques. At the other extreme, the drawing up of aplan may take place entirely on the basis of guess work, intuition or
qualitative information. It is worth noting that the consistency of a plan
can be no greater than the consistency of the individual data from which theplan has been prepared. Thus if the original data are unevenly prepared ordefined for the different sectors of a plan, the resulting plan itself is like-ly to be uneven as between its different parts.

Methods of publication may vary from detailed economic descriptions
containing something like a grand conspectus of national resources andprospects to informal statements scattered over many different administrative
circulars or publications. Statements in parliaments, law decrees, or the
publication of statistical tables without descriptive text are other vehicles
of publication.
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As for scope, this may vary from figures for individual plants or branches
of industry, to ones containing all the internal production, trade and foreign
trade, fiscal and general financial policy, prices and balances of payments.
In general development plans tend to be confined to internal production. On
most of the other factors, especially on prices, assumptions are made but these
are not an integral part of the plan. Foreign trade is usually thought of as
too unpredictable and to far removed from the control of the planning
authority to be included, but assumptions regarding the course of foreign
trade are often implied in internal plans, though not always consciously.

The status of these figures once drawn up also varies widely between
countries. The targets at which they aim run the whole gamut from what may be
frankly described as wishful thinking - aims demonstrably impossible to attain
in the period stated - to targets which represent the optimum possible in the
event in that frictionless sequence which simply does not happen in economic
life (and even less so in the precarious conditions of development countries)
to what may be accomplished with a reasonable degree of efficiency and a
reasonable amount of good luck, to what may be regarded as a realistic forecast
of the probable course of events down to a sort of series of minimum targets
any deficiency below which would spell a serious economic outlook. Any
economic development plan will find its place somewhere along this scale of a
development plan barometer. It is to be noted that the publication of almost
impossibly ambitious development targets is not necessarily a bad thing.
Governments may feel that such targets act as a spur so that even if the
targets are not reached actual performance is higher than it otherwise would
have been. And after all it is performance which matters, not the fulfillment
of target figures. As against that, the non-fulfillment of target figures will
be a -blow to the prestige of governments although it is open to government to
side-step or soften this blow by using non-fulfillment as an occasion for
public exhortation, or - less desirably - to cover up non-fulfillment of
targets. Another method of getting the benefit of targets without loss of
prestige is to keep the plans flexible, i.e. to raise the targets high to begin
with but to reduce~theml if fulfillment seems impossibly difficult. It will be
seen that the relationship between development targets and perform-ance is one
of great complexity which calls for the application of diplomatic psychology.

Similarly the status of target figures varies regarding the closeness of
their relationship to actual performance. Targets may be published as a sort
of "shopping list" by the government to other agencies - mainly private enter-
prise and farmers - leaving the onus of fulfillment and the selection of means
towards fulfillment very largely to their devices and ingenuity. Next in the
list come targets which have a purely statistical significance, i.e. they serve
as comparative standards against which actual performance can be measured.
Such plans or targets serve a similar fuiction as standard costing and standard
budgeting techniques in private enterprise. Other targets may be of the nature
of a mandatory duty of government departments, organizations and even of private
individuals concerned in the execution of the plans. In such cases a deficienc
from the target figures may be viewed as a serious offense unless a valid
excuse is present. Evidently the real economic significance of target figures
depends very highly on where they stand in this scale.

Finally, we may draw a distinction - although this is related to the one
discussed in the previous section - between economic development plans which
(a) confine themselves to stating the goals to be obtained, and (b) plans which
at the same time try to provide for the means by which the goals are to be
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obtained. The second type of plan would indicate such things as the provision
of labour for the different types of projects and different fields of the
development programme, the allocation of state resources for different projects,
the responsibility of different government departments in the various fields,
the amounts and types of foreign machinery to be made available for different
projects, the new plants to be constructed for implementing production
programmes, etc. Plans under (a) without indication of means of fulfillment
tend to be somewhat "in the air" (unless of course the means for their fulfill-
ment is separately determined in administrative discussions, circulars or
separate documents; in such cases the development plan itself ought to be
studied in conjunction with those other documents or such other information
as is available on means of fulfillment).

Development plans will also be sub-divided into those which indicate the
goals to be obtained - with or without indication of the means of attainment -
and plans which also indicate the stages by which the goals are to be attained,
either in point of time or in point of priority of execution. Again, as in theprevious case, the prescription of stages of execution may be either contained
in the same document or pronouncement as the original development plan, or
else it may be contained in separate documents or administrative instructions
issued separately from the plan.

13. We have now reached the last item in our list of government measures:
the execution by the government itself of a more or less comprehensive andmore or less co-ordinated system of measures for the development of the
national economy. The degree in which governments themselves are the main
executive agencies - in addition to the measures discussed - will of coursedepend very closely on the prevailing political philosophy. Some countries
make it a matter of principle that the state should displace private enter-prise, and this evidently applies to the development programme as well, othercountries make it a matter of principle that the state should not compete withprivate enterprise, and their development programmes tend to reflect this
general view. Quite apart, however, from these questions of principle - whichit would not bd useful to discuss within the framework of this paper - they area number of more specific reasons why governments often do not confine them-selves to the range of measures in the field of development previously
discussed - wide as those are but why they should also become executiveagencies for development projects. Some have already been mentioned inci-dentally in the course of the discussion: here we can confine ourselves toconsider the following;

(a) Under government operation, the factor of private profits is eliminated.
This is important for development countries because the rate of profits,
in view of capital scarcity and greater risks, is often high or excessivein relation to more advanced countries. The scarce supply of domestic
enterprise is also probably a factor in the high rates of profits. Thereis also the point that high private profits in a development country,superimposed upon generally low standards of living, produce a high degreeof economic inequality, and they are also liable to embarrass the balanceof payments position by creating a demand for luxury imports. Moreover,in many development countries the fiscal system may not be sufficiently
well developed to curb private profits by methods of taxation. In view ofall this, state operation may often seem the easier way out, as a matterof expediency and not of principle.
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(b) Government produced output may be sold at a profit. In such a case, the
excess in price charged for government output over cost of production is
in the nature of indirect taxation in hidden form. Since in many develop-
merit countries the possibilities of imposing and collecting direct' taxation
are often poor, since this may apply even to openly imposed indirect
taxation, government operation combined with sale of government output at
a profit may be adopted as the easiest way, in the circumstances, of
solving the budgetary problem.

(c) Alternatively, pricing policy in the sale of government output may be
based on sales below cost price, i.e. at a loss. In this case, government
operation partakes of the nature of subsidies. Such a policy may serve
partly economic purposes, specially where capital goods are sold below

cost in order to stimulate economic development, and partly social
purposes specially where consumption goods are sold below post to low
income groups. In either case, government operation of plants may be said
to serve the purpose of stimulating selected branches of the economic
system according to the general development programme. On the other hand,
government operation at a lose intensifies the inflationary pressure to
which a country in rapid process of development is liable to be subject.

(d) Apart from general operation at a loss, state operation can apply the
weapon of price discrimination, charging different prices to different
types of consumers and customers, and thereby discouraging development
in some fields while intensifying it in others. Thus state operation
of plants may be adopted in development countries because of the
possibility which it opens of regulating the rate of development in the
different branches of the national economy by discriminatory price
policies.

(e) Finally, state operation in development countries may serve the specific
purpose of preventing the building up of private power positions
dominating the economic system. It must be realized that in a development
country where the number of large-scale plants and the total volume of
capital employed are both small, command over economic resources gives a
very much more prominent position in economic life (possibly also
indirectly in political life) than in an advanced country. Also, in a
development country the number of plants and the number of branches of
industry is likely to be so small that effective competition as a curb on
economic power is not operative.

Many development countries are groping for new forms of organization,
somewhere in between full state operation and private enterprise. The
public corporation, with varying degrees and types of state participation
is a wide-spread solution for this problem, specially in Latin America.
The analysis of the relationship between the State and private initiative
within development countries is an important study, but it would require
a separate paper to do.



ILMENTATION 0? LOCAL CURRENCY LOANS TO

EQONOMICALLY UNDE-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

Definition

It seems that the only "local currency loans" which could be considered by the

International Bank are the project loans in local currency secured by foreign

exchange, This results from the following'

a. Direct loans in local currency:

These loans are either (1) made on the basis of the 18% participation to

the IBRD, or (2) made out of local funds raised by the IBRD in the local

markets, In the first case, a loan would be no more than the creation

of so much paper money and furthermore, the 18 participation would usually

represent a trifling amount compared with the local currency requirements

of a development program. The second form of financing could only mean

that local capital can only be acquired if a US$ guarantee is given.

There would be a premium on defaults.

b. Loans in local currency secured by foreign exchange:

1) Loans unrelated to projects.

These loans could be utilized, for instance, by a Government to

cover a budgetary deficit or by a private company to cover the

service of an outstanding debt. It is doubtful that such a loan

could be undertaken by the Bank under the Articles of Agreement.

2) Loans in local currency related to a project which may or may not be

partially financed directly in foreign exchange for expenditures to

be made on equipment.

The theory of such a loan is that foreign exchange provides an adequate

backing for the local currency issued against it, insofar as its sale

to the public will promote imports of consumers goods equal in value to

the emission of new currency. After the completion of the project,
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and thus after the period of in-flow of foreign exchange, it is expected

that the value of the goods produced by the newly created project will

be equal or superior to the value of the new currency in circulation.

Inflation will thus be averted.

2. Implementation of pro,1ect loans in local currengr secured by foreign exchange.

It is evident that if (1) the total cost of the new projectsis carefully

calculated, (2) the value of the total future production per year is clearly

determined, and (3) the timing of the process is carefully studied and followed,

there can be no inflation, if the amount of local currency issued against the

total value of the project is absorbed exactly by the total value of the new

production. To achieve this perfect match, however, the lender would have to

assume a considerable amount of control over the overall economic policy of the

borrower.

If, for instance, the additional imports financed b the foreign exchange

loaned are not of an essential nature (i.e. which can be consumed by the :

workers on the new construction project) the equilibrium will be shifted with

a consequent immediate increase in certain internal prices.

If the Central Bank reacts traditionally to the induced pressures for

higher wages or stable profits, a secondary inflation will start.

In order to avoid these effects, a strict control must be set on imports,

the disposition of imports and central Banking policies. This example is only

one of the many which could be imagined.

The same necessity for complicated supervision would appear if the Bank

attempted to follow the end use of the funds lent to the country.

The above suggests that the supervision and control of local currency

loans secured by foreign exchange is extremely difficult if it is to be effec-

tive. It may involve far-reaching measures of internal control.

An additional point to be considered (and this can be applied also to

normal >reign currency loans on specific projects) is the 11locus dtandill of
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the Bankt s right to control a nationts economy, for to all practical purposes,

it is such a control which is implied.

In practice this will be reduced to a matter of quantities and proportions

and any control will in effect depend entirely on the size of the loans the

Bank will be able to make and their impact on the nation's economy. It would

be really a case of "wishful thinking" to believe that the Bank can exert a

control on the economic and financial policies, present and future, of a

country with a foreign trade volume of about US$ 600 million by means of a

loan of US$ 20 million.

3. Conclusion

We have seen above that the prerequisites of success in a project loan in

local currency secured by foreign exchange are stringent security provisions

of economic, financial, technical and administrative character which will be

studied in another paper. As it seems that the Bank will be unable to obtain

all the security provisions which would be desirable, the question is to know

whether a project loan in local currency is less attractive to the investors in

the Bank than a project loan in foreign exchange. The answer seems to be that

as long as a specific project is involved, the investors will be satisfied as

they will feel that the Bank can follow the proceeds and deposits of the funds

in a traditionally satisfactory manner.

March 23, 1948
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The necessity for complete supervision of a nationts economy, in

the case of a direct foreign exchange project loan is as great as in the

case of local currency loan secured by foreign exchange.

This will be easily demonstrated if it is noted that when for

instance hydroelectric power projects are undertaken, the local construction

expenditures involved amount usually to 1. times the value of the equipment

needed.

If local currency is issued to meet the construction costs, or if

local capital is displaced, the situation created can be thus more dangerous,

from an economic standpoint than the one created by a project loan in local

currency secured by foreign exchange.

In the foreign exchange field, it may be that the additional

exchange made available to the country by the financing of a project will

be utilized on non-essential imports. In such case, the project loan in

forei.gn exchange, although carried successfully to completion, could impair

the economic situation of the country, insofar as the expenditure could have

been financed out of normal foreign exchange receipts.

Without a strict control on the disposition of the foreign exchange

available to the country, after the granting of a loan, the IBRD will never

be certain that it will have achieved its aim, i.e. the improvement of the

conditions in the borrower country.

It is, therefore, doubtful that a distinction should be made be-

tween project loans in foreign exchange and project loans in local currency

secured in foreign exchange.

J. Torfs
3/23/48



February 25, 1948
Development Policy Committee (Revised)

Papers to be Drafted by Committee on Development Policy

Title Department Status

1. The Bank's Policy in Under- Preliminary draft discussed by

developed Countries Loan Committee February 25, 1948. To
be revised,

2. Capital Formation in Latin Draft completed and circulated
America Research to Comnmittee,

3. The Moral and Political Prob- Draft to be ready February 27.
lems of International Partic- Research
ipation in the Development of
Backward Countries

4. Should the Bank Finance only Draft to be ready February 26.
Foreign Exchange Expenditure or Research

Local Currency Expenditure also?

5. What Financial Assistance Has
Been Given to Latin America in Research
Recent Years?

6 Comparison of Prewar and Present
Economic Conditions in Latin Loan-Research
America

7.' Economic Development in Latin
America in the Last Ten Years Loan-Research

8. Barriers to Private Investment Research
in Latin America



February 24, 1948

COMM1ITTEE ON DEVELOPTENT POLICY

Note by the Chairman

It is proposed that the original agenda of the Committee be consid-

erably abridged, but that the following papers should nevertheless be completed

as soon as is practicable:

1) The moral and political problems of international

participation in the development of backward coun-

tries.

2) Survey of economic problems of Development Countries.

3) Should the Bank finance only foreign exchange expendi-

ture or local currency expenditure also?

After discussion and revision by the Committee, these papers, -to-

gether with the papers on The Bank's Policy in Underdeveloped Countries and

Capital Formation in Latin America, might form an ensemble which could usefully

be discussed by the Bank at a higher level.

A meeting of the Committee will be held in Room 414, in the Loan De-

partment at 2:30 PM on ednesday, February 25.

A GENDA

a) The Bankts Policy in Underdeveloped Countries

b) Capital Formation in Latin America

c) Consider the above proposal, and in the event of

its adoption by the Committee, set final dates for

the completion of drafts of the three papers still

outstanding.

d) Consider whether the Committee shall undertake any addi-

tional work on an ad hoc basis - particularly in regard
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to Latin American problems.

Members of the Committee are requested to notify the Secretary,

Mr. Skillings, not later than 5:30 PM today (Tuesday) if the proposed time of

the next meeting is inconvenient so that another time may be fixed to meet the

genera] convenience.



INTERNATIC L BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION A DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: 7.A.B. iff DATE: 2/16/18

FROM: J. . Penton

SUBJECT: evelopmnent Comittee

The maJor contribition to the work of the Committee on Development
Policy to nate hes come from the Loan Department. Apul of the papers
su2ets strongly that they are too lon,, contair too my 6eneralities, and
overlap one anoth'er.I Thall therefore endeavor to have them rewritten in

such a way a oear thei~r contents more closely to the activitis of the
Bank. The aim ill be to amalgamate them, so far as possible, to form a sort

section of a final o- far.

The setions, when ready, coul be discussed by the Policy ComritLee
wheni hasi h discussing Latin America. They could then be rewritten

in final shpe to take account of the ideas of the Policy Committee.

hen the 1 tter discusse Devel o'ment Commrittee papers, I should he
rateful if an .itional rep'resertative of the Loan !eartment could' be pres-

ent to asis in the final editin of the sections.

F. E

d-F F4Z I CyI
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INTERNATION BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AN[ EVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: 1ery . iley DATE: 1, 19) 3

FROM: .. killing, Secretary

SUBJECT: edfr Meetin

today, at :00 FF, in r enant ofic(om 1)

Te oolowin per '0illbe isnussed aIt tis meetin

endto. TtleLo7"Krno~~*z"-'The~~~h~ .e)ttDefjl P n

dveoped 'ontries"

n o rivate nvetoro, oth Local nd

rei< ~r, in oevlomen roj

of Othr Intr overmenta

rizations Intereted~ in Economic De-

( ndImplementi of D ve l'oreto - ror us"

IT1.A, -e, .. D ( (Also iu olementary A gena 2)

c 7 the Ir- s elatioship t

ndertakin -evelonent"

)upoementary 3 "Th 7<'fect of Maal i r on Latin Amer-

1 am atahn' rouh drafts of three of ths napers for your use.

r' 7rtunatly, th copies o'f the dlrafts of the others have beenx autd

ot rore will be available when second dra't are made

rF I CE ER VICES



nrold W. Larsen
!,search Departmeint
Febriuary 16, 1943

Develooment Loans -nd_ Inflation

The dangers of inflation created by - develonment lan are very

similar to those which in agvriclturl ,a ra terial exnorting evmtries

hrve emerged froa high e r values rnd restrictcd imoo-t voL.es in recent

years.

If the deveooymention is "f ree", and e:endale in any menner Cti.-

bred by te borrciing Government, the oarllel roy bue very close. To the

extent that loan proceed:, a;re trnferred into dos;tic currency and used to

finance enhiced Gcover-nent develo-_ enl- ltures, t inflrttionary ef-

ccts is the short-rin are §dentical i r te rEsult with th',e effect Cf

iLcreased exror vales of ecua ise. oth cr 13te new money incomes ad en-

large the ontary circiuation oro rmta, inducinr a movement towads "full

Emlymet. 730th ecome inrrtionory hen this Luoinetary inLcrevSe co.l no

lcnger le matchei by ircreasFte of nva:il.rable conei.ner Coods, the most ouic1ci

orb !uply Oi whicis I. both ca ses imortF, for 'hich, Y) to A point,

c reign exchange is available, in tho ia case from e'orts, in the other

from the original develoTxienIt loan.

ut the oresent time, t-e is tr overal o or e of avril-

aIle iroorts, the only country of imcedite u l' zire the Unite t tes;

which hem led to wide-eread "doll7r shortages". ieice inflatio, due to

hg ar r jost-w3r 4ert incomes conled with ohyceel imnoT shortaes,

ha e ee in :'- food and raw tcrinl ul countri .

his i a- "h .tich r.ay w-Jell '-erg fro cirnational de-

lonmentl lending. It is unlikely that -n vreat orooorticn of -u:ch official



lendir will be "frse", aveilable directlr for domiestic uy.urment exnenditureS.

Th rea t -r oari , it is e7nec ted, ill7-1 be 1inked to specific development oro-

jects, an& granted to enable the borro'rer tc linance foreign' aurdre of ne-

cesoary capitel euinmert. Lo-nc of this -tur do not directly oermit greater

consuiL.cr good imnorts; hysicrl imPort shortges (mentionec above) aro rcelaced

by fina!ncial rcstriction. Yet the develoorert -)ro;arxe, of 'hich the loan is

t ort, will increase d om(e stic money incomes and :onetary cirulation in advrnce

of the incresed Ilow of domestically rodluced consumer ,oode resulting from

succecsful devclopment. During the develonment oeriod, th't is, noney incomes

-re increCe 'ithouit ,ro rata increase in lo of ccnsrumer; < OCds, w hether from

t or' fron comes tic erouction. Clearrly, tderefore, duriin Cit nriod

dner of inflaticn i rel.

Just hol serious; that danger bec ores v'ill denend uno the oect

m:nner in -hich the devclonnent rrgr-nmce is n isteed end fin-rced. Two

aspects y be di stingished; the shorter-period, concererd -ith the healing

of the develcrment loc itself, ,nd the lnr-perio, il hich conseences

ilowi~ng fron the loan acrge into the effect of the w-hole develonmient nrograrmme.

Considention of the short-neriod centres -uon the rr in w' hich

omestic finaniaKl tr-nsactionz on accont of ircoort of develoomena cenitel

eoui ment (orig-;inally ourchse from loan )roceeds) are handied. One 7ossi-

bility is t hiat s7uch cp-ital ecuiment remains th roughout in Governnient ovner-

shir, so that no subseuent domestic financial tirnsactions occur, and hence

no shor-ocriod. inflaticrrry daer'ers arise. Arother possibil ity, at he

other end of the infltriao.n-ry scale, is that such imoor-te ca Atal eouipment

is resold by Covernm.ent to private overetcrs, the oroceed s wrhen received

by Government heir; used for currert officil exmenditure. Here the effect

is wholly istltiory, to the extent of the cavittl value of the eoaicment

sold, and is cloeClv -arallel to the effect of on enuivelent increase of-



export proceeds oith no crease f evAlable consumer <ood iroorte.

Direct inflitionary pressure from this cpuse !oculd Oinanear if

the roc:Ecs of sle of' imorted cpOitl equioment iere lsterilised" by

Goernm~ent, that is, withheld entirely from further domestic c 4 rculation.

It i- suggested that such receipts shou.ld. be rjnid into P "Develonment

Capital >account, "oreign Section", and not disbursea in any form comesti-

cally, cither Ps current ey-Tnenditure or exneuiture ycon domestic canital

account. So helo., it constitutes a, fund of local currEncy, avleble for

the domestic fiscal burden of foreign debt service oYnd redmotin, minim

ising currc1Ent comestic budgetary costs on thie accouit. fi-nl service nnd

redemntion de-ens, of course, upton interxtional balirnce of payment con-

ditions rather than. uoon domestic budg et'ry considerations; neverthee,

proper treatment in G-overnmenxt accounts would later minimise conseouential

budgetpry disturance: suh as h!ve in the nat led to inflation in maar

countries+

Even grante- successful tilistion of -roceecds of sale of

imported ceit2l enuitment, however, 'matters are robably not at an end

even in the short -eriod. They -ould . be only if nurcha erc of capital

eoupm;ent were nble to finrance nurchase wf-holly from genuine domestic cavings,

whether their own or through issue of stock. It is more probable that come

Da rt at least ol^ necessary funds would be obtsined by adv-nces from barks,

rEnrecenting a new addition to monetary circulation. Suggested "sterilisation"

would nrevent this Lncrease becoming cumulative, but the once-over conseuences

1/The argument may be encountered that q lucal curreicy fund so originated.
should oroerly be a' ilfble for develo n'-ent purnoses in sunnlemert of
domestic savings, bty anraloy vith ni Pn ractice in ome counries with
relief sunrlies. The essential joint 'Ere, however, is that the foreign
exchange correcpunding to the fund has already been srent in :cruisition
of inroorted cr-itnl eeuipment, and is in conseruence no longer available
to sustir dome stic consuirtion during develoment.



remain. In the non-government banin sector, advances have increosed,

while commercial bank cash reserves have decreased, rince the cheoues

dro'n against those advances were cleared against commaerc 1 . bank holdings

with the Central Bank. The commercial banking oosition is thus less

liouid, at a time when the Tulic's geruine monetary reouiremtents are prob-

ably increasirng, in part under necessity of at 2cme time repaying the

original advances, in the nain for finance of increased fin-ncial an. com-

mercil~z transactions consouential uoon thc orogress of development.

Thus comlete "sterilisation" of original caoital nroceeds may

in fact be too drastic, unless accomanied by an official banking oolicy

designed to oermit growth of domestic monetary circulation in step vith

growth of volume of dom estic financial transactions.

This merg~es into the longer-term ;roblem, that of avoiding in-

flation during a period of economic develorient. Such a develooment neriod

necessarily involves domestic exnenitures, w'.hich may be coIsiderable in

aggregate, in formtion of Oomestic capital eouioment. An exnminle would

be locon. wage disbursements on account of construction of a dam. Such

erxoenditures increa se immedia tely spendable aomestic money incomes, but

there is no immediately increased flow of consumer goods, since development

takes time, and imports of consumer goods not increr.sable (international de-

velo .ment loans being taken un in the form of imnorted canital eouloment).

Thus economic development involves a lag between increase of money incomes

and increas of -a.vilable consumer goods, during i7.ch spec..l inflationary

dangers exist.

ormnlly , recipients do not snend the whole of incone, but save

some art. If the -art so saved is for the develonin, country as a whole,

ecual to omestic develop.ent ex enditure, income exmended in consumer goods

(income not saved) woult remain ecual to consumer gocs available, and no
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inflation emerge in the transition neriod. Voluntary domestic zavings, that

is, would eoual domestic canitel formation. But by definition under-develoed

countries ,re poor countries, and the rate of canita formation desirable

for their economic develooment is most probably in excess of voluntary domestic

savirg. Hence, if the orogram tme is to go through, domestic savings must be

"forced", either by fiscal rnolicy (increa-ing current t:es to cover ex en-

diture on capitrl account), or by inflaticn (reducing the real value of money

incomes), or by r co,. inrtion of the two.

If one policy be used alone,/the exclusion of the other, development

itself may break down, oarticularly if the ap between necessary saving rnd

voluntary saving be wide. Penal taxation rates maiy kill rivate initiative

and incentives. Runaway inflation would destroy the basis of orderly economic

act ion. Seme combination of the two may be the most w'orkable compromise,

keeuing both taxation increase and iiflation 1kithin limits.

But there may, in fact, be no acce-)table or Oracticoble limits

unless the- original develoo.;-cnt rogranmie called for a rate of domestic

caitel formation not too greatly in excess of domestic voluntary saving;

or, if that s bing e very low, some nortion of internatio!rl develonment

loanis be made "free", in support of domestic saving, nnd imoorted consumer

goods are available.



THE POSITIOT OF ITH I iD T 0IULATIOT AD11)

I PLEi I-TTLAT 10 f DEVELOPIETT PROGRAlS

Purposes of In accordance with Article 1 of the Articles of Agreement, the

the I'RD
basic nur-ooses of the IBPD rith respect to Development countries are;

1. to encourage the develo;ment of -roductive facilities and re-

sources in less-developed countries;

2. to promote nrivrte foreig.,n investment, provided that such money

is not available and cannot be obtained by iember Governments on

reasonable terms;

3. to raise the standard of living and conditions of labor in 11ember

Governments by raising production and by promoting long-range

bala'nced rgro-th of international trade;

4. to arra7nge that loans are made so that the most useful and urgent

projects -ill be dealt -ith first; and

5. to conduct operations -ith due re mrd to the effect of internation-

al investment on business conditions in the territories of liembers.

Interpreting the Tankl's Articles with specific reference to

underdeveloped coutries, it might be stated that the lank has two

primary responsibilities: (1) assisting to create an environment of

fiscal and economic stability 'ithin the member governments so that

private capital can operate to increase productivity, and (2) lending

its own funds ,fhich rill supplement such canital.

Basic The IBRD, in accordance "ith its policy, must raise the funds it
Objectives
of IT'T 1--d5 from the investment markets in the 'rorld. In itself, it is not

the creator of money. It is merely an instrument through which its

members can tap the investment markets. 3ecause of this limitation

upon the 7ank's ability to obtain funds, it must be recognized that

the Bank cannot finance all of the development r6quirements of all
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nations. The Bank cannot even finance all of the development re-

quirements of any one nation at any time. The Bank should spearhead

an attack of capital. However, the Bank will not achieve the purpose

for which it was established unless private capital will follow to

supplement and fulfill the capital needs of the Member Governments

over an extended period of time. Such private capital must be both

local and foreign,, Therefore, in all lending operations, the Bank

must keep in mind not only that the projects financed are sound and

productive, but that the creation of fiscal and economic stability

within the Member Governments should be a primary, basic and immedi-

ate objective in order to secure its own loans, permit it to con-

tinue to raise money in the investment markets, and create an

environment into which private capital will feel free to come.

The Bank The burden of requesting financing from the IBRD rests upon the
should not,
initially, Member Governments. At least in its initial stages, the Bank cannot
stimulate
loan re- adyise Members as to specific development programs. After the Bank's
quests.

credit becomes established and after the Bankt s personnel become

more experienced, it may be possible to encourage the Bank's Members

to request loans and even indicate the type of loans in which the

Bank is interested. However, at the moment, it is suggested that

the Bank undertake no positive action, except that it should be

of assistance to Members by suggesting independent consultants who

might assist them with their development programs, provided that

the Members request such assistance.

Procedure All Member Governments should be notified by the President of
of Members
in Apply- the IBRD that if they desire a loan, they should indicate such desire
ing for
loans., to the Bank through the Washington Embassies, Executive Directors,

or by letter from the Ministries of Finance or Central Banks.



Action of An indication that a loan is desired should be the signal for the

IBRD upon
notification 'WAn and Research Departments of the 7ank to bring up-to-date major

of a Hember's
desire for a studies, statistical series and commodity and finished material

loan.
studies affecting the country involved. Also, the Loan Department

should ascertain, informally the nature of the loan contemplated.

Bank missions As soon as possible after the initial loan inquiry, the Bank

to dember
countries. should send a mission to the country to confer "ith the leaders of

the Government. This mission should be headed by a representative

of the Loan Department and should have the following responsibilities:

1. to explain the functions and procedure of the Bank. Officials of

the 7overnment should have a complete understanding of the Bankls

limitations, ability and po-ers.

2. to piece-out the Bank's existing background information and present

such sunplementary requirements or data as may be necessary.

3. to develop a "modus operandi? for negotiations from this point

onward. It should be the purpose of the mission to create the

beginning of a continuous relationship -ith the country. The

mission should explain the 7ank's procedure and should arrange

for renresentatives of the country to come to the Bank for dis-

cussions as soon as the background information and project de-

tails are complote.

Requirements Before a loan application is transmitted to washington, the
needed by Bank
before con- Hember Government should be notified that the follo-ing information

sideration of
a formal is desired;
loan appli-
cation. 1. A dingnosis of the principal fiscnl and economic problems

facing the country. Such diagnosis should deal "ith such fis-

cal matters as the budget, foreign exchange position, Government

debt, flow of currency, and basic economic problems.

2. A program designed to remedy these problems. If such a program
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cannot be created due to lack of technical skill, the Bank should

stand ready to assist the country in obtrining necessary experts.

These exerts should be private individuals zho can be engaged by

the Government. The -ank should not undertake to draft separate

programs of fiscal reform, It sha:ld merely indicate desirable

objectives, such as a stable budget, sound exchange rates, a

settlement of the external debt (see special paper on debt default),

etc.

Development 3. An overall integrated development program, in order to determine

Program- what the development recuirements of the country may be and chich

projects are considered by the Government to be the most useful and

urgent. If a single project is requested by a Government, such

project should be honored only in the first loan and even then

only if it is particularly useful and urgent. For the consider-

ation of additional loans, a development program should be estab-

lished, Such pro'ram should include an analysis of the country's

development possibilitios. 7or example, the development of the

major resources should be evaluated in terms of comparative costs

and potential markets. Any snecific projects rhich the Government

has ready for financing should be listed in order of priority and

should include a detailed description of the projects, the costs

in both foreign and local exchange, the availability of local

capital, the nature of the administrative organizations designed

to undertake the project, the plans for the distribution of the

finished products, and the impact -hich the project would have

upon the economy. If such a program cannot be undertaken by the

Government due to lack of technical personnel, the nank should

assist by suggesting independent experts, if so requested.
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4. The Government should also furnish a financial program showring

the financial resources available to the Government for financing

development 1ithin the country while still retaining a sound and

stable fiscal system. In this respect, the Government should

show the amount of money available for development in the budget,

the sources of obtaining additional money, if borrowing is con-

templated, and the estimated amount of local private capital that

night be obtained to assist in financing the projects requested.

Initial Upon receipt and investigation of the fiscal and economic
negotia-
tions with information, the Bank should determine whether a loan of any kind can b
Member
Governments be made to the Hember Governments. If conditions exist which would
upon receipt
of back- prevent an immediate loan, the Hember should be so informed. If a
ground and
project in- loan can be made, providing projects are found worthy, the 3ank should
formation.

inform the Member as to security and representations that will be re-

guired. Agreement with the country should be reached on all of these

points, together with a program of fiscal reform, if necessary.

If the lank and the Hember Government are in accord as to the

security and representations, and other basic considerations of a loan,

and if the Bank has anroved a loan to such country, subject to the

availability of good projects, the various developmental projects

should be reviewed.

Types of Projects to be financed should be those which have the greatest
loans which
IBRD Qeon rmolne impact upon the rconomy of the country, and which will tend
finance.

to most effectively reduce the existing fiscal and economic problems.

The projects which a7-ear to be the best from this point of view,

should then be analyzed as to their cost and the financial drain upon

the available local resources of the country. Ioreover, such projects

should also be analyzed from the point of view of world or area needs.
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In choosing projects which -ill be financed, every effort should

be made to obtain local private capital, in order to relieve the strain

upon the Government budF'et and in order to provide financially-inter-

ested management, as well as to stimulate local capital development.

Before any -roject is a-roved, it is essential that the 2ank satisfy

itself that the project is not only useful, urgent and nroductive, but

that it is well engineered, markets for the products are available and

management is available and able to execute the plans. This may in-

volve the necessity of obtaining foreign engineers, technicians and

managers. It may even involve the necessity of obtaining foreig-n

financial participation and, in certain instances, on a basis wdhich

will be satisfactory both to the iember Government and to the partici-

pating foreign interest. The IDRD should visit, if possible, all

projects and should obtain its on engineering advice wherever it

apears to be required.

The I-ID should finance -rojects designed to industrialize under-

developed countries -henever such projects met the requirements stated

above.

Frequency In all of its loan activities, the Dank should not be interested
of loans.

in merely one large loan. It should rork to establish a relationship

whereby the lending functions of the Dank can be extended over a long

period of time. Small lonns for specific projects should be made

from time to time as the Government develons fiscal stability, as it

becomes evident that such loans can be absorbed without a too great

a strain upon the nation's economy, as the projects themselves come

to fruition, and as the Dank's om resources are able to provide the

money. Development of a sound. nature can only occur over an extended

period. Project loans are also indirectly balance of payments loans;



thus it is important that continuous flowr of capital be injected

into the ilember Governments during their developomental phase. Atten-

tion is also invited to the fact that if a country7 realizes that

additional loans may be made from -rear to rear, it will provide the

strongest possible incentive to repay these loans previously made

and to continue the process of achieving fiscal and economic stabili-

ty.

Loans In any loan made by the Bank to a Hember Government, it is im-
should be
made to a portant that an agency be created or avpointed which will be the
single
agency actual recipient of the loan and which, in turn, will relend the
iiherever
possible. money for the various projects agreed upJon. This agency should act

as a -portfolio manager for the IBRD. As loans are made by this agency,

adequate security should be deposited w;ith such agency and provisions

for periodic re;,orting on the loans should be made. This will place

the basic burden of "policing" the loan clearly upon a local agency

of IBRD--thus eliminating the charge of threatening a member's sov-

ereignty. It will also provide a vehicle through which the IBD can

act over an extended period.

Continuous It is of' particular importance that representatives of IRD
contacts
should be maintain a continuous contact -ith Herber Governments. Representatives
maintained
with Hember of the Bank should visit countries requesting loans or to whom loans
Governments

have been made frequently. Through this contact, it should. be possible

for the Bank to police its loans, assist its Hlembers in achieving

fiscal stability and assuring that the project loans are being made

for well-defined purposes.

G.H. Clee
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The IBRD's Relationship to Governments Undertaking Development

I. The Need for Action -

Questions which would be comic if they were not indicative of the

most abysmal ignorance regarding the Bank have been put by important public

men abroad to visiting officials of the Bank. blany governments and officials

are actively considering ways and means of launching development schemes in

their countries, but it is clear that they frequently lack technical advice as

to how to set about it, 'hen schemes are first mooted, for instance, they are

often on a dangerously grandiose scale and could not possibly be absorbed by

the country except over a prolonged period of time. Very little attention is

paid to priorities and programs are insufficiently studied and frequently

changed at short notice. Ministers and officials in these countries often

realize that the International Bank should be able to help them but they have

only the vaguest idea of how they should go about obtaining its aid. These

facts clearly demonstrate the need for the Bank to take the initiative and

acquaint the world with its aims, how it intends to work towards these aims,

and in general, the economic and financial factors which underlie its work in

the field of development.

That is most required to enhance the prestige of the Bank is that

governments and others should be brought to look upon it not only as a po-

tential source of funds, but also as a source of specialized economic and

financial advice,

On the other side, an attempt should be made to cause investors to

regard the Bank as a trustworthy source of information about conditions in

countries to which investment is being directed, so that in time the Bank may

have a chance to act as a regulator of the flow of investment to certain

countries. In this way, the volume of investment might be kept at a level

appropriate to the needs of any particular country or area - thus avoiding
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the disastrous consequences which are apt to flow from unsound and misplaced

loans.

II. Fields of Action -

There are, broadly speaking, four main headings under which the

Bank might take the initiative:

A. The Bank's Structure and Organization - A factual understanding of

how the Bank is set up is the most rudimentary starting point for the

Bank's work. len holding important public positions in some of the

member countries have visited the Bank and asked for information of

this nature. In some cases they have been glad to receive simple

publicity pamphlets such as "'hat the International Bank Means to

You." This shows that an effort should be made to spread information

more widely as to how the Bank functions,

B. Limitations on the Bank's Potential Action - It is as important that

member countries understand what the Bank cannot do as that they

know what it can do. A great deal of future disillusionment can be

avoided if too brilliant and alluring a picture of the Bank's pos-

sibilities is not now painted.

C. The Type of Program which should be -submitted to the Bank - There

appears to be a widespread impression that the less advanced countries

only need to obtain a grant of U. S. dollars to be able to realize

in a few years their dreams of economic prosperity. This is untrue,

not only in relation to the activities of the Bank whose resources

can never be adequate to deal with more than a fraction of the

world's potential development, but also because of the physical,

economic, and social barriers to unreasonably rapid development.

Furthermore there will arise in almost every case the problem of at-

taching the correct priority to the various projects from the point
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of view of obtaining a maximum contribution to the productivity and

foreign exchange resources of the country in return for the capital

outlay. A thorough examination should be made by the countries them-

selves of every means whereby they can help themselves and thus avoid

assuming an unnecessarily large debt burden. Consideration of these

factors should take place preferably before these countries turn to

the Bank with a request for finance, but in any case, the attention

of their governments should be directed to this side of the matter

by the Bank at a very early stage, so that awareness of the above

mentioned factors can be reflected in the programs,

D. Internal Reform and Policy - A sound groundwork of economic, fiscal

and social reform is often required before a development scheme can

be launched. This may entail the preparation of legislation. Re-

lated questions such as local investment to cover the part of the

progran not financed with foreign exchange, and the availability in

the country of trained technicians may also need consideration. The

necessity for examination of such matters might appropriately be made

clear in material or discussions which the Bank sponsors in order to

provide a fuller understanding of the economic framework in which it

operates.

III. Methods

A. General Educational Campaigns - The most obvious means of spreading in-

formation on the Bank and its activities would be an educational campaign

directed not only in generalienm to the more or less well-informed

business and banking circles in member countries, but also aimed in an

appropriate manner more directly at Linisters, civil servants, central

bankers, and other prominent people. The technique has already been

developed to some extento A variety of published material can be used.



Some sort of question and answer pamphlet about what the Bank is setting

out to do, such as is at present under consideration by the Public Re-

lations Department, would be of value. It has further been suggested

that material should be prepared giving a detailed description of how

the Bank studies a loan application, emphasizing the care with which all

phases of the applicant's economy are examined. This would bring home

to governments and officials the importance of their turning to the Bank

for advice at the inception of their planning. It would also help to

persuade them to produce the required information more readily when

making a loan application and to consider more realistically the size

and priorities of their plans in relation to the capacity of their

countries to carry them out, as well as to the possibilities of obtain-

ing the necessary internal finance. The question and answer pamphlet

and the description of the Bank's treatment of loan applications would

be useful, also, for wider circulation not only in the potential borrow-

ing countries, but also in financial and investment circles in the U.S.A.

and elsewhere. All material of this sort for circulation should be

translated into several languages.

B. Other International Organizations - As far as possible, the Bank should

cooperate with other international organizations in the promotion of ec-

onomic development. The aims of all the international agencies working

in the development field are excellent but it appears unlikely that most

of them will often be of use to the Bank in connection with its own

problems. Nevertheless it is clearly necessary for the Bank to remain

in close contact with some of the U.N. specialized agencies if only to

prevent misunderstanding on interpretation of its aims. A perusal of

the recent report of the U.N. Sub-commission on DevPThnmnent seem7 to

confirm this view,
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C. Missions and Personal Contacts - By far the most effective means of

acquainting leading figures in underdeveloped countries with the Bank's

development policies is through personal contact by members of the staff

of the Bank traveling abroad. It must be recognized, however, that this

means is limited by the size of the Bank's staff and by the large number

of countries wishing to undertake development, as well as the number

and diversity of the problems confronting them. The Bank may never

have a large enough staff of experts to permit them to spend lengthy

annual periods in a large number of countries and cover the whole ground.

It is however important that member countries in Latin America, for

instance, should not feel cut off from the Bank. This would partly be

obviated by having members of the staff who would permanently be located

as the Bank's representatives in an area. Their presence could be sup-

plemented by periodical visits of the staff in Washington. In the long

run it will in any case probably be found desirable for one member of

the staff to remain in fairly constant contact with a particular coun-

try's representatives from the inception of the preliminary conversations

right up to the conclusion of the loan negotiations and thereafter, as

necessity may arise, in order to maintain that confidence which in prac-

tice is not always accorded to a succession of strangers.

The question of security for the Bank's loans will be dealt with

in another paper, but it is obvious that this is a matter of peculiar

delicacy when dealing with sovereign governments. Even where a loan is

made to a private corporation, it will still have to be repaid in foreign

exchange, dealings in which have by now in the majority of cases been

placed under strict governmental control. Repayment is in any case

guaranteed by the member government concerned. This means that in some

cases the Bank's best hope of obtaining repayment will lie in a tactful
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supervision of the borrowing country's policy through almost daily con-

tacts with officials and ministers on the spot. This would enable the

Bank to receive notice of any impending crisis likely to impair the

country's capacity to service the laon as far ahead as possible so as

to permit of corrective action being taken in time to avoid default,

D. Research Department Studies - The Research Department of the Bank might

be of the greatest help if it were able to make thorough economic and

financial. studies. Such studies should not only be of world-wide trends

concerning industries, commodities, population, etc., but also of the

importance of those trends in relation to the problems and potentialities

of different areas and of the individual countries which compose those

areas. Publication of such works when completed by the Research Depart-

ment would do a great deal to increase the Bank's stature in the eyes

of governmental and educational bodies all over the world and would

serve to make it clear that there is an advisory side to the Bank's

functions, which is as important in many respects as its lending

operations,

E. Directors and Alternate Directors - Another useful way of spreading in-

formation about the Bank's role is to utilize as much as possible the

Bank's Directors. Lany of them are appointed to represent several govern-

ments besides that of their own country, and it is possible that they are

not able to devote an equal amount of attention to each. They are,

nevertheless, in frequent direct contact with the governments which they

represent, and from time to time they should pay visits to these countries,

One of their most useful functions is to explain the Bank's policies to

their governments, and to this end they should be provided with material

suited to the Bank's purpose, including the educational publications

described above.
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F. Cooperation of Major Stockholding Governments - The Bank is a cooperative

institution whose members have an interest in using its facilities to

obtain finance and also in contributing to its general success. The

cooperation of its major stockholding governments might, therefore, be

enlisted in the spreading of information about the Bank through their

embassies and legations in the underdeveloped countries. Commercial

and Financial Attaches occupy ideal positions from which to do this,

and every cfort should be made to ensure that they are kept informed

by their governments of the Dank's policies and activities, and 
that

they receive instructions to pass the information on to those with 
whom

they come into contact. In this way they will help to stimulate in-

terest in the Bank. Furthermore, members of the Bank's staff, when

traveling abroad, should make a point of meeting the diplomatic staff,

as well as the financial and economic representatives of the United

States, United Kingdom, French, and other governments in order to

awaken their interest in the Bank. Through the agency of governments,

embassies might also be provided with a suitable supply of the Bank's

publicity material.

Embassies could also be of great assistance to the Bank in helping

to keep governments on the right lines once a development plan has ac-

tually been begun. Governments are frequently unstable, and, when they

fall, their successors do not always carry on along generally agreed

lines. There may be a risk, therefore, that action which has been

undertaken at the instigation of the Bank may be discontinued suddenly

or else that a disruptive change of plan may take place for political

reasons. Concerted pressure on the part of the principal embassies as

well as representatives of the Bank might help to prevent such a course

of events. It is, in any case, a delicate question to decide just how
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far the Bank should go in keeping a watchful eye on a country's econonr7T

once a loan has been given, and the cooperation of embassy staffs could

greatly ease the difficulties.
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At the meeting which took place on Friday, February 6, it was agreed

that the following additional papers should be prepared for early discussions

1. Trend of recent economic developent Me >srs. Basch, Clee and
in Latin America. How has it been financed? Urquidi.

2. Policy for the Bank in Latin America. Mr. Urquidi

3. Effect of Marshall Plan on Latin Mr. Rosenstein-Rodan
American devalopment.

4. Private capital lending. Messrs. Basch and Urquidi

5. Should the Bank make local currency Mr. Rosenstein-Rodan
loans?

6. Summary of conditions necessary to Mr. Rosenstein-Rodan
prevent loans from being inflationary.

7. Mobilisation of domestic savings. Messrs. Basch and Clee

8. What security ,huld the Bank require Mr. Cleo
for Its loans?

As soon as papers are completed they should be sent to the Secretary for

distribution to the other members of the Commttee. It is honed that the Com-

mittee may meet on Wednesday next (February 11) to iscus the first group of

papers.

R. F. Skillings,
Secretary

c.os Messrs. Penton
Baach
Clee
Consolo
Demuth
Madigan
Rosenstain-Rodan
Urq juidi
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Item II-B of Agenda

HOW CAli T.E 3AMK SECURE ACTIVE COPER IATIo: OF PIRtVATfl IVES'tRS,
3OTH LOCAL A1D FORIGT, II DEY0FL TT 7 ROJECTS?

1. Introduction

The Bank has been intended as an agency that, through its

own activities, would encourage and promote private foreign in-

vestment in member countries, the use of its own funds being con-

ceived principally as a supplement to private investment when

private capital is not available on reasonable terms. It there-

fore seems pertinent that the Bank should be more active in pro-

moting nrivate foreign investment, especially in view of the

practical problem in the immediate future posed by the limited

capital funds of the Bank itself and the uncertainty regarding

fut-ure borrowing.

Before attempting to answer any specific questions it might

be useful to set out an imnortant aspect of the problem faced by

foreign private investors generally. Specific obstacles to pri-

vate investients are dealt with later.

A first stem is to ask who are the private investors of

today. Private capital may be provided (a) out of earnings and

reserves of existing enterprises with investments abroad, or (b)

enterprises as yet without substantial interests in other coun-

tries. (c) It may consist also of individual savings borrowed

directly from the capital market by either of the types of enter-

prise just mentioned, or subscribed as additional stock to the

latter. (d) The capital may be provided by "new" investors, presum-

ably the so-called venture capital. (e) Finally, one nay think too

of the substantial supplies of capital funds reaching the market
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indirectly, via different institutions; whether they are available

for subscription to capital stock of new private enterprises in

development countries, or whether they can only be used via Inter-

national Bank bond issues or other fixed yield investments is a

question to be determined.

But, broadly speaking, one thinks of two kinds of private

investors (wherever they get the funds from): one is the already

established enterprise and the other is the newly-created risk-

taking enterprise or venture. Both these kinds of investors

have three potential fields of investment (again speaking broadly):

raw material and foodstuffs production, public utilities, and manu-

facturing and services.

The main problem facing private capital in the raw materials

and foodstuffs field is that "world markets" no longer exist for

such products in the 19th century sense of the term. It is no

longer possible, by and large, to go into the development of oil,

minerals, cereals, fibers, fruits, or other foods hoping to compete

freely in world markets. Today it seems to be necessary to ensure

some sort of carefully prepared tie-up with the consumer of the

products, whether foreign or national, if any foreign investment is

to be made at all in the development of natural resources. In spite

of the present attempts at liberalizing international trade and

creating conditions of wider competition, the prospect seems to be

that, either for monetary or.for general policy reasons, new invest-

ments to vroduce natural resources would require some previous

agreement as to the market for the products. This leads, in

many cases, to the consumers themselves making the investment or

participating in it, for example, steel mill interests investing



in the development of iron ore deposits. In other cases

it may mean that a field of activity is already more or less

monopolized or subject to market arrangements so that inde-

pendent producers may not enter into it with any prospect

of success unless they became absorbed by the larger enter-

prise. This could conceivably occur in the development of

certain minerals, petroleum, etc. If private, independent

venture capital is thus excluded and the additional investments

in a development country must be carried out substantially by

the already existing companies, there is no assurance that the

latter's policy will be one of expansion unless they can obtain

for the future very favorable conditions from the borrowing coun-

tries. Their attitude toward new investment is very much colored

by their past experience, when (a) they were accustomed to obtain

extraordinary concessions and more or less behaved as they thought

fit in return for a small royalty payment or a grudgingly-paid

tax, and (b) they started fighting a losing battle against nation-

alistic economic policies, which have ranged all the way from

regulations about proportions of foreign employees to national-

ization of the sub-soil and even of the investments themselves.

But even where the linking of the proposed investments to the

consuming markets is not an important consideration, there is the

additional problem that in most cases it would be necessary to link

the development of raw materials to national economic policies.

The latter are not always very consistent. There may be no actual

development program, but there is bound to be at least a "national

economic consciousness" involving at least a feeling that in any

foreign investments in primary product development there is nearly

always a danger that the foreign capital might behave in ways



detrimental to the country. At best such foreign capital would

have to conform to a new type of concession or franchise, to regula-

tions concerning ownership of resources, or concerning participation

with local capital, regulations concerning labor, stipulations as

to meeting the needs of the domestic market, tax provisions, etc.

which might easily be discouraging.

All this is not intended to mean that no private foreign in-

vestment at all is possible in those fields. But certainly there is

a general problem of fairly great importance, and it will be a dif-

ficult one to solve since it will not depend exclusively on what the

borrowing country may do to attract the foreign capital, but also on

the policies of the already established foreign enterprises.

Regarding the field of public utilities, where the market is

nearly always local, the deterrent to private foreign investments

would seem to be mainly the possibility of transferring earnings out

of the country and the fear of having earnings limited by legislation,

coupled with the fear of eventual nationalization. It is not an easy

field to enter, the sums of capital required may be unduly large and

the periods of construction long; the returns on the investment are,

furthermore, not likely to be as large as in other fields. Furthermore,

some of the equipment required seems likely to become scarce during

the next four years at least.

Investment of private capital in manufacturing industries and in

services offers a more open field. It can take the form both of the

setting up of subsidiaries by established companies or of new indivi-

dual enterprises. The latter have the advantage that the owners of

the capital provided frequently become residents of the borrowing

country. But even subsidiary manufacturing concerns, it is true

to say, have given relatively little cause of complaint or friction



with the national governments. Most of them comply readily

with the laws of the countries, do not demand special priv-

ileges, usually pay high wages and, if anything, are concerned

mostly with securing fair treatment in general and assurance of

transferring earnings out of the country in particular. The

problems for this field of investment seem to be that such type

of investment is largely a matter of whether raw materials, power

and transportation facilities are locally available, whether the

domestic market is wide enough to make the enterprise economical

and whether legal and other arrangements, including participation

with local capital where required, can be fairly easily made. The

experience of the last decade or so would seem to indicate that

there are, broadly speaking, two attitudes among potential inves-

tors in manufacturing: those who, in addition to complying with

the laws and policies of the countries in which they invest, also

take pride in contributing something to the development of the

country, and those who consider the proposition merely as something

in which to invest money and get a return, regardless of anything

else. The latter are the type who have shied away and who are

vocal in complaining in advance of unfair treatment, exclusively

onerous conditions and so forth. Whether they can be persuaded

to change their attitude remains to be seen.

To complete the general picture it should be mentioned that

a problem affecting all fields of investment is the fear of dis-

crimination against foreign capital, a subject dealt with sepa-

rately later on. Similarly, uncertainty regarding the return on

investments affects every field. It should be possible for the

Bank to help to create conditions which would guarantee a better

economic outlook in general.
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2. Should the Bank Encourage and Assist a Development
Program by FinancingT Portion of It and the Rest
BeIng Provided P7rivtee Leng?

The answer to this question depends first, on what

is meant by "program," secondly, on what kind of private lending

is envisaged, and thirdly, on what type of country one is

thinking of.

To take the last point first, it may be possible to

distinguish three broad types of development countries:

a. Predominantly primary producing countries, small in

population and resources, with a very low standard of

living, generally very undeveloped and even

culturally backward,

b. Countries that, while still relying largely on the

production of primary products, have reached a mod-

erate stage of development including transportation,

textile, metallurgical, chemical, and other industries,

processing of raw materials, etc., but still with a

low average standard of living and,

c. Countries which, although still classified as develop-

ment countries and producers of primary products, have

a highly productive agriculture, a considerable amount

of industry, an abundance of local savings and, in

general, a higher average standard of living.

The reason for classifying countries in this manner is

that the types of economic programs in each one are likely to be

quite different. The first group is likely to have no program at

all, even to the extent that there may be no national policy, and

no idea of how to go about developing the country. The second is

likely to have some sort of a national economic policy but a very

uncoordinated program insofar as a program exists at all; at best
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it may be an actual consciousness of the need for carrying

out some of the basic development work such as road-building,

improving port facilities and waterways, generating power and

so on, but with little idea of what the task may require in

terms of real and financial resources and of its significance

in terms of alternative means of action. It is only the third

group of countries which probably has anything that can be

called a satisfactory development program in the sense that the

responsible social groups and the government know what can be

achieved and how.

This poses a serious problem for the Bank. If the

less-developed countries do not even have a satisfactory pro-

gram, how far should the Bank go, let alone in financing a portion

of it, but actually in assisting them to formulate a program? This

is a subject which is to be dealt with in a separate paper but it

may be said here that if no program exists and the Bank, directly or

indirectly, does nothing about it, the Bank would not have

much influence in encouraging private foreign capital.

The problem is perhaps even more complicated by the fact

that some of the countries we have in mind, especially the small,

very undeveloped countries, seem to be typically countries where

development has to be undertaken very substantially by the Govern-

ment rather than by private capital or, at, any rate, under Govern-

ment sponsorship. Two interesting examples of this are Guatemala

and the Philippines, where a tendency toward Government enterprise

or sponsorship seems to be very strong, If, however, it is felt

that the Bank should not wait until a development program be

formulated, with or without its help, the possibility of financing
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individual projects of basic necessity, as distinct from a "program",

might be explored further.

In the second and third groups of countries, where the

difficulty of the existence of a development program is at least

partly overcome, the Bank could undertake to finance parts of the

program in order to encourage private lending to finance the rest

of it insofar as the program has room for private capital. But

what sort of private lending do we mean? Do we contemplate the

investment of risk capital, or additional investments by existing

enterprises, or the purchase of bond issues? In view of what has

been said about the general outlook for different fields of in-

vestment, it hardly seems very likely that private lending of the

risk-capital type or even of the established-enterprise type could

go into anything but manufacturing and service industries. Invest-

ment in bond issues, on the other hand, might be possible if there

were adequate guarantees given, perhaps by the Bank itself. If the

prospects of private capital going in are not very hopeful, and

if a development program as such aims at only the basic needs, it

would appear that the proportion that the Bank might have to

finance would be relatively large.

This ties up with the thought that the Bank's action is

to serve as an encouragement to private capital investment and

to private lending in the sense of a sort of insurance that basic

development will lead to conditions favorable for private capital

activities, it would then seem that the Bank would have to partici-

pate quite largely in deternining the type of development program to

be aCopted including its qualitative aspects, such as a certain degree
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of direction or control over the kinds of capital formation.

To put it in other words, it is only if the Bank steps in in

a big way that it can have much appreciable effect in encour-

aging private capital investment.

Given this background, the Bank's action on a number

of specific points might help to promote private investments.

Such action could include(these points are capable of further

elaboration):

(a) To create the proper atmosphere for the borrowing

country among private investors,

(b) To promote, encourage and even finance the study

of investment possibilities and projects in the

borrowing country,

(c) Tc "sell" the program and the specific projects to

potential investors,

(d) To aid in removing any unreasonable obstacles to

foreign investments, and

(e) To provide appropriate guarantees where necessary.

There are a number of other complications relating to

the precise type of project particularly appropriate for the Bank.

Public utilities have been mentioned as a possible appropriate

kind of project, assuming that this would cover power, railways,

tramways, airlines and transportation in general, port develop-

ments, gas, telephones, municipal water-works and drainage,

irrigation schemes, etc. The question arises: would it be

sufficient from the point of view of private capital that such
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kinds of projects be undertaken, or would private capital be better

satisfied if the Bank undertook additionally or alternatively to help

finance some of the other bottlenecks of economic development which

may include the production of agricultural machinery, petroleum devel-

opment and refining, road-building, colonization schemes, food supply

projects, and so on? From the standpoint of the Bank, some would

have the disadvantage of not requiring very heavy foreign exclhange

outlays (the possibility of financing part of the local currency

expenditure is to be discussed in another paper). Another problem

is created by the fact that the probable yield on some public utilities

is too low to cover the interest on the Bank's loans. There are also

problems connected with the fact that some public utilities require

at least a participation of foreign private capital in view of the

requisite technical knowledge which usually accompanies it. And

there are questions of .anagelent of public utilities in which there

may be very little local experience. It may well be possible to

work out arrangements for having private capital participate tech-

nically but not financially, or of bringing together local private

capital into the schemes with foreign private capital. The question

arises, too, as to whether borrowing countries have banking or other

institutions capable of channeling the flow of local savings.
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3. Should the Bank undertake to guarantee private foreign
gapital investments in development projects?

(This point open for discussion)

4. What have been the most important obstacles to private
foreign investment in various countries? Can these
obstacles be removed through international agreement or
otherwise?

Obstacles.to private foreign investment may be economic or

non-economic in nature. By economic is meant the conditions regard-ing

raw materials, market, transportation, labor supply, etc. that make

possible and profitable a new investment. Those facing the investor

in an undeveloped country are no different in nature from those facing

him in a developed country.

A distinction seems to arise, however, with regard to

non-economic obstacles. An enumeration of the chief of these follows:

a. Lack of equality in access to law and fear of

arbitrary behavior by the administrative authorities. The elimina-

tion of this obstacle is reasonable, although it is to be doubted

wheth-r Investnrs' proteste' are likely to be siccessful should they

be directed against existing constitutional provisions in the

borrowing.country.

b. Double taxation. Means are being studied to prevent it.

c. Fear of discriminatory taxation. While it appears to

exist in some cou ntries, it is sometimes merely the result of the

fact that some specific activity that is taxed more than others is

monopolized by foreign capital.

d. Compulsory reinvestment of orofits.

e. Compulsory participation with local capital. A variant

of this is compulsory 51% majority of local capital.

f. Rigid provisions regarding percentages of local and
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foreign employees, technicians, directors, etc.

g. Fear of nationalization.

h. Restrictions on ownership of land, mineral deposits, etc.

i. Restrictions on the transfer of profits0

Apart from the pressure brought to bear on certain countries

by foreign Governments or by business groups, which has no doubt resulted

in the reduction or elimination of some of these obstacles, there has

been no concerted attack on the obstacles. However, some countries are

known to accord foreign capital satisfactory treatment, and others have

gone a long way to eliminate any suspicion of discriminatory practices.

Judging by the efforts of the last year or two, the attempt

to remove these obstacles by international agreement has not met with much

success. Sudh international agreement has taken the form of a proposed

"investment code". The League of Nations published a report by a special

joint committee which met in 1945. This report, although it does not

suggest an outline of an investment code, does nevertheless survey the

problem and make recommendations as to ideals to be achieved, behavior to

be observed by foreign.investors, minimum conditions to be offered by

borrowing countries and relations between capital-exporting and capital-

importing countries.

Subsequently the Economic and Social Council of the U.N.

suggested that a study of an investment code be taken up by its Subcommission

on Economic Development. The first meeting of the latter was held in

December, 1947, but that subject was dropped from the agenda, although

reference was made to it with special emphasis on the protection of the

capital-receiving countries.

Meanwhile, the I.T.O. Preparatory Committee at the London

conference in November, 1946, proposed a technique of consultation under

which the ITO could attempt to seek redress for the investors in cases in

which the latter considered that a particular mational policy was injurious
to them.
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This line of approach was considered to be weak, however, and it

was abandoned.

The next stage was the Geneva Conference of 1947 to draft

the I.T.O. charter. The United States delegation tried to obtain a

more definitive statement on the rights of investors, namely that

there should be equal treatment, except when announced publicly to the

contrary, provided there were most favored treatment and just compen-

sation in cases of nationalization. A further suggestion was made that

the Government of the investee country should file, in each case, a

statement with the I.T.0, setting forth conditions, requirements or

restrictions of the country, applicable to the opportunity for making

investments and to the treatment of existing and future investments.

It was still felt, also, that the I.T.O. should take the initiative

in the matter of an investment code. A complementary aspect was that

the conference envisaged the creation of a Committee on Economic

Development and Investment.

The United States proposals at Geneva were initially

well received but later objected to and were watered down by the

United States delegation itself. Some of the objections were techni-

cal, and others were of a political nature. The wording adopted at

Geneva was introduced again at Havana where the United States dele-

gation has reduced the proposed provisions to providing mere consul-

tation. There seems no prospect of getting a text which would give

investors generally enforceable rights.

The conclusion seems to be that, given the apparently

conflicting interests between the developed and the undeveloped

countries, it is not possible to obtain agreement to an effective
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investment code setting forth general obligations as to the treatment

of foreign capital. It is notable that even a country like Australia,

which is said not to have discriminated against foreign capital, is

reluctant to undertake generql international commitments. This would

seem to indicate that the general investment code procedure has been,

up to now, weighted heavily on the side of the investor countries in

its demands upon the borrowing countries. Unless the whole approach

is brought down to a level nearer the interests of the capital-import-

ing countries, no definite commitment seems obtainable.

A specific proposal has been made by a close observer of

the subject over the last two years, namely, that of filing "invest-

ment agreements" with some international organization, be it the I.T.0.

or the IBRD. An outline of this proposal is given below for purposes

of discussion.

It may well be, however, that the first and most important

thing to do, at any rate from the point of view of this Bank, is to

make a careful survey among investors (both individuals and corporations),

as well as in business anc financial circles of the United States, to

ascertain what precisely are the obstacles which at present (as

distinct from 5 or 10 years ago) are holding back foreign investment in

undeveloped countries, or in particular areas or particular countries.

The so-called obstacles to private foreign investments seem to have

been taken a good deal for granted. Potential investors are often

apt to generalize on the basis of one particular experience or as a

result of having approached investment in a particular country start-

ing out on the wrong foot. There would appear to be a considerable

amount of mis-information and misunderstanding among potential in-
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vestors, for example, as to taxation, participation with local

capital, 51% rule, etc. It would be very advisable for the Bank,

therefore, to poll opinion among the investor public.

Whether or not such a poll were to reveal results dif-

fering substantially from what is now taken for granted, it should,

at any rate, indicate the lines along which the Bank could act among

the lenders and investors themselves. The need is keenly felt for some

organization to persuade the sometimes recalcitrent investors to change

their attitude by pointing out to them the cases in which their fears

are unjustified and helping them realize the constructive forces at

work in borrowing countries.

It would seem that any success in that direction would

help a great deal towards eventual adoption of an investment code or

some intermediate transitional scheme such as that of "investment

agreement filing".

This system envisages "foreign investment agreements" to

which the Government of a borrowing or investee country is a party

or in which it has an interest. The agreement would lay down the

conditions, restrictions and general regulations to which the partic-

ular investment is subjected, and the Government could file it with

an international organization such as the I.T.O. or possibly the IBRD,

Some disadvantages are recognized such as:

a. It could not apply to past investments, nor to cases

where the Government is not a party,

b. It would permit Governments to discriminate,

c, It would lead to pressure by investors on their own

Government to bring pressure in turn on the Government in
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the investee country to enter into an agreement with

the investors.

On the other hand, such a system would have advantages:

a. That, in return for the contractual system of conditions,

restrictions, etc.,, binding the Government and the investor,

the Government would have a Quid pro guo in the form of a

definite and tangible investment,

b. That the case could be heard by an independent arbiter.

As regards having the system handled by the I.T.O., there

is this in its favor:

a. The I.T.O., in view of its other functions, is better

adapted than other Agencies,

b. It would be an aid to the I.T.O.*s economic development

activities,

c. In the I.T.O. there is likely to be only one vote per

member, and

d. There are less conflicting interests in the IiT.O.

Among the disadvantages in heving the I.T4O. handling

it are:

a. The large number of other functions of the organization

which may be more important or urgent, and

b. A delay in setting the I.T.O. up.

A possible suggestion would then be that the Bank

participate actively in the matter. The Bank (or the Fund) might call

a conference on the subject of the treatment of foreign capital and

the possibility of filing investment arreements. Three main questions

would have to be answered first:
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a, Could, and should the Bank take over the filing function,

b. Would there be a conflict of interests between arbitration

on this matter and the loan functions of the Bank, and

c. Would sanctions be necessary?

In conclusion, the proposal foP filing investment agreements

is not specifically recommended in this paper, either in general or for

the Brnk, but it is hoped that the Committee will discuss it and that

any other alternative methods of achieving similar results will be

brought up and outlined for consideration by the Committee.
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Victor L. Urquidi February 5, 19h8

John M. Penton

Development Policy Committee

Mr. Garner is anxious that the Development Committee should press on

urgently with its work th a view to the formulation of the Bank's policy to-

wards Latin America. Latin American problems require more urgent attention

than those of other development areas of the world, and our objective should

be ultimately to provide Mr. McCloy with the basis of a statement which he could

take with him to the Conference at Bogota.

This will necessitate the calling of a meeting of the Development Com-

mittee early next week and a review of the agenda in order to see what papers

can be produced, if only in rough form, speedily and in such a form as to stim-

ulate thought on Latin Aerica. Before convening the full Development Committee,

however, I shouild like to have a tal:: ith the Loan Department's Development

Committee, and, consequently, I hope that it will be possible to arrange a meet-

ing tomorrow (Friday). I would sugest 11:00 AM, but if this time is unsuit-

able to anyone, perhaps he oc -et in touch with Miss Pahl with a view to fixi-

ing another time for the meetin which would be convenient to all concerned,

cc: Messrs. Clee
Skillings
Consolo



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

Janua'ry 30, 1948

Mr. Demuth:

Mr. Rist renuested tha.t I
send to you, on his behalf, two
conies of the atta&ed memoran-
dum on "Industrialisation nnd
Economic Development".

Harold Larsen,
Economic Policy

Studies Staff,
Research Denartment.

Attachments 2



Industrialisation and Economic Develooment

"Industrialisation" may mean either the economic develooment of

"backward" countries, or a pnro-ortionate growth w7ithin a country (itself

at any stage of economic evolution) of industrial factory production, as

contrasted, for ex- ole, with agricultural production. Industry may be

classified as either nrima-ry, (broadly speaking, agricultural and nastor-

al) secondary (factory output of manufactured commodities) and tertiary

(non-commodity outout such as transport, electric poier distribution, and

direct -personal services). Using this classification, "industrialisation"

in the broad sense embraces both increased efficiency of primnary nroduction

and simultaneous emaergence probably of secondary and certainly of tertiary

industry. In its narrower sense, it may mean only a oroportionate growth

of secondary industry.

That is, in its wider meaning of economic development, "indus-

trialisation" does not necessarily and in every case involve any great

growth of secondary or factory industry. It denotes a change in the methods

and nerhans range of nroduction, potentially embracing the whole scale of

nroductive activity, chan e brought about by introduction of more modern

technisues using increasing c-ital ecauinment and able to draw more fully

on r tive-natural resourcez. "Industrialisation" in this sense is thus

enuivalent to capitalisation, )roduction becoming more "mechanised" and

icss manual. Historically, the result of such capitalisation has been con-

siderable increase of outnut and national income. And in certain conditions
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"indu strialisation" may have this result without any emerence of beavy in-

dustr rroper, without the anearance of new Pittsburghs or Zirminghams in

"berckward" countries. ~Essentivl cm .itlisation mrIy, tha't is, be nrincioally

in the field- of power distribution, transport and communication (tertiary

industry or 11ublic utilities"), and in agriculture.

The economic development of NTew Zealand illustrates the process,

rnd suggests the circumstances under which it miy usefully be stimulated to

the neglect in offici-1 nrogrammes of industrial factory production, namely,

conditions of under population and the existenco of good exoort mrrkets for

ngricultural oroducts.

Without export markets for agricultural products, the outout of

which would be increased by ca-.italisation of agriculture, tha-t output can

neither be disposed of nrofitably nor oermit (throwh international trade)

increaced consumption by the local nooulation of mnufactured nroducts.

"Industrialisation" in the narrower sense becomes necessary to orovide a

growing rnge of consumotion goods corresnonding to increased national income.

At the sme time, increased outOut in the industrinl sector, both

factory Pnd nublic utility, generates new incomes for -roducers concerned,

enablir them to teke up increased or improved frm nroducts, such as foods.

In this sense, growth of domcstic industry can nrovide some substitute for

agricultural exnorts, enabling and finally necessita.ting improved rgricul-

tural methods. Rural and industrial consmer demand thus becomes mutua1y

and cumulatively stimulating, suggesting a promising line of economic de-

velooment for "backward" countries lacking export markets.

Under conditions of "over-nonulation" it mey be vitally necessary



in the canitalisation of agriculture to move necorle off the land into other

and useful employment. Where a high prooortion of noulation is sunnorted

on land under conditions of rural noverty, much of this notential labour-

power is, -roperly speaking, unemployed; that is, it is making no contri-

bution at all to national output. .ALny degree of mechanisation of agriculture,

evcn so slight as the introduction of modern olows or imp.roved live-stock,

will, under these conditions, necessitate a reduction of rural nopulation

to -ermit increase of agricultural output. buch reduction in turn involves

the orovision of alterrative occupations for those displaced. Soie may be

absorbed into transport construction and services and the like, but it is to

be expected, in these conditions, that growth of domestic factory industry

would be desirable and justified. Part of such growth might, of course, be

represented by capitalised 'factory" methods of orocessing food products.

It should be noticed that, in addition to the whole nroblem of

rporopripte directions of caital investment, this occuattional transfer

of nonulation in heavily nopulpted "backwrard" countries raises extremely

difficult problems of nersonnel educe-tion and technicrl training. Farm

workers, knowing only traditional rural methods ca nat be turned in any short

neriod into skilled factorr "orkers, and if their training, and more arti-

cularly thapt of their children, be inadceuste or neglected, industrial nient

orovided by international investment )rogrammes may be of little real utility

to anyone. The physical existence of a factory does not guarantee output.

This in turn suggests that in "backward" countries of high rural oopulation,

such industry ts is stimulated in the earlier stages of economic development

should be sirple, reouiring the minimum of snecialised industrial skills.
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such industries are most likely, at first, to be those )roducing

simpole consumntion goods, and to be "light" industries, emplorirg small

nmounts of specia-lised cpritrl eouipment -er vorker. It may be possible to

build upon traditional craft skills in introducing some mechanised technioues,

and so avoid the dilemna of an over-ide "technical gan" in labour abilities.

Should the development progre mme include distribution of electric power, ad-

dition.1 capitl investment for the mechanisation of such light consumntion

good industries ,!ould not necessarily be hervy, and 'y 'ell be within the

reach of local initiative. And the imnediate short-run result, being a re-

latively auick increase in imrnle consurmtion good,, maay itself cumulatively

stimulate develonment, both by increasin; the health and efficiency of the

consuming population, nd by roviding them -ith cash incentives for further

effort as "roducers. Moreover, once the services of reasonablr deounte nub-

lic utilities were available, in the form of transoort fecilities, o'er

distribution, )nd the like, the scale of useful canital investment in such

light consumtion-good industries would be relatively continuous, thst is,

would involve no very large single investment to rake increase of output

nossible. In economic develonment, the heavy "all or nothing" investment

Is more probly ecessarv in cstablishmzent of ndeponte public utility ser.

vices.

It is, however, the heavy factory industries, re-uiring similar

lanrge "11l, or nothing" investment, that renresentative, of "backward" areas

usually claim as essentially necessary for even their early economic develop-

ment. For the reasons already outlinem, it is doubtful if this claim is

economically sound. Such heavy industries, normally utilising r very high
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oro ortion of capitl ecip-mnent to valIue of output, represent diversion

of itel investment (alwnys in ny one -eriod a finite rr-imum emount)

irom directions more liktely to result in an over-ll economic development

In the errly stages, such as Irovision of trns-nort facilities and nover,

which provide the basic capitelisation of an integrated regional or na-

tional economy. They would emand of both ma, nagement an i>'bour technic2l

kinow-how )nd skill of J depth and rnge unlikely to be available. And,

since the oroduct of hea-vy inclst7 is not usually finished consuiption

goods, its development provides little demonstrvtion to the bulk of the

opulation of thc direct advantees to them of further economic develon-

In the early stges of develo ment, the nro*er source of heavy

industrinl out-nut, itself largely of the nnature of c-it l equipment, use-

ful nct for direct consumption but for further -oroduction, is the noy- riced

industrial countric-, which are -eared to its economical production. In-

deed, it is partly for the reason that ef ficient capita1 eouifment is only,

or best, available oversenes, and n-rtly 'becnuse extort earnings of foreign

exchange are uasually insufficient to finarnce its current anecuisition in

the currtities reouired for develonment >urposes, that international invest-

ment is called for to make n reasonable rate of economic developnent nossible

during the relevant future.

It is clear, nevertheless, that in highly po ul te "backward"

countries "industrialisation" in the sense of economic develonment may

well involve an appropriate rnte (; growth of both factory and ,ublic

utility industries, but the rising national income which results from such

develooment does not oriinate in f-ctory industry as such; it stem from

the more efficient use of labour In a11 activities which become sdeouately
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capitr1ised, that is, "mechanised". It is the problem of "surplus" rural

poroulntion, and perhaps of inade7uate export markets, which necessitates

some growth of "industrialisation" in the narrower sense.

If economic considerations are to orevail, therefore, a case must

be mazde in each case taken separately for the establishment of factory in-

6ustries as nart of economic developrment. The "backw"ard" countries whether

over- or under-populated are "backward" essentially because they do not yet

use modern methods of trpnsport and ';ower, modern tyoes of coita1 eouipment

and technical methods, not only or even importantly because they lack factory

iidustry. Their desire for the early establishment of such industry in full

panonly orobably arises pnartly from mistaken interpretation of the economic

strength of advanced countries, and nrincipally from intrusion of considera-

tions of political and nptional prestige. Yet Britain, for example, derived

little nower or nrcstige from the possession of idle cotton capacity in Lan-

cashire in the 1930's.



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: . H. DATE: - , 7

FROM: ictor L.

SUBJECT: Committe on Dve ment Policy:
Tehnca Trairnng and.EducYation

Tn add ition to the Resolution of the I a o Arj -n
iInrnonal Institute of the Hylecan Amaz on, I f ind a nurnber

of~ other Resolutions passed at the recent Me'ico Citycfofr-
once which have a bearing on economic devel opnmnt,epci y
with regardi to technmi cal traiing andi edhucion I ~ am~ listingr
thie in the attached memo. The mai n purpose thisD note,
however, is to sugges t tha-t it might be useu foT:he work of
the Development Committee t c have. fulleor information on tech-
ni cal and vocational training prnoblems of underc-develoed coun-

VLU: jcs
a ttch.
(C: Mes-rr-. Penton

C lee
Conscolo



Resolutions of th 147 UNESCO conference relevant to the
work of the Develoment Comnittee oecially

tothi in and edeation

"1.1.. The Director-encal is inr.ucted, olloin t
coni ac lready made with the Ec.ic n "ociaJ Conci
of the United atorn an/ th. econnel Vis 'n 1n

Yurce -n h War at, to - ch eborr e orgns
of the UnIsted ations an the Sn cialis Ance in oroer

nro~nn ttentio shah e >to the neso'rcntut~
½ the ducatonalscientific ad~ cunc ils

"1.6. 'leeting TehnicalNeeds. In order to pomote the im-
plementation of the recommn dations made in the first report

of the Comrmission on T~echnclNeds (2:/~ ), the Director-
General :is instructed:

"1.6.4. To obtain the advice of a group of financial experts on
the £easibility and methods of creating an international la
for cultural reconstruction, and of making arrangements whereby
countries in need of foreign currency f'or cultura rec- onstrue-
tion might receve the cu.rrency they nee ~a in return pro-
vide faciities. in ter own currenies fo professional and
cultural visits to ther own countries; to ~pren a report,
if posible to the irst session of the Exctive Board in
1948, and! to tak such further steps as may be authorised by
the Executive Board.

"2.1. Excha nge o Persons.

".1.1. eereo w2E in 1948 continue a programme fo the Ex-

"2.1.2. The Dirctor-Genera is instructed:

rre;a ator a 'ts on the a tvice-s of verr entje nd
non-governmental o :at on a fecMng :th:: inw nationa
movement o ne r ,. Toee rero should in : du e t P on . e

t ior, rerae~r, - uvrilenily a7 sorrsh n of fe.J
sis ad other types of iarce -



cuirrenly offered or oroposed for study, research, teaching,
training and obseration abroad together with infom'ation on
fellowship a':arws, fields and counrries of study.

"2.1.2.2. To collect, compile, analyse and publish this and
other relevant material ad detemine the effectiveness of
existing pogram1es for the interchange of persons in terms of
Unesco's general objectives.

"2.1.7.3. Q disseminate the results of this work to br and
or- 6 r States and to those private agencies and individuals
which :ay be interested in such if orma ion.

"2.1.2.4. To stimulate the establishment o aidit ional o7ernmental
and private fellowships and travel grants, suggesting to donors
apropriate conditions and standaris of award.

"7.o., To administer in oabravith nAo a coni aor
ov n er riste bodies in tio Vnher Onta- t-o f-Awshils dren

eu(MAried out of Unsc A".7 fuOns and i n"'Addion ten no--
feiW ehims (or to eq Ivilent e cuditure f'or trave grants) to be

awar4' L a- Aieto m? onses wher, ne~Eols -irow-7 are clearly in-
volved Wn Ahrno ote fish aW W re available; and also to collaborAe,
On"e rernueste bV jonorE, in the administ--tion of those fellows"!,-:

Pre:an offered vr which my V- offered by governments, voluntary
oga nations or in'ividuail.

"2.1.2.6.2. To taky in colaoration arit the rivt andornant t o
UI, tW barrier-s w 0c impede the interchange If peons- heiwennd

amon nalom; t~mC~y 01r:in the free flw of Kvia- between Plotls
>oeKi ethentonso 1b ive t barrirA uet Y77 hrtreo

"2.1.2.6.,. To t -esch neasures as are -7"rooriate ap" Y-Aract Kab to
remove these barriers.

"2.1.2.7. To study the possibility of encouraging the interchange of
persons through blateral or multilateral coAnentions among ember "tates.

"2. 1.2. To re-cmend to the Member States concerned ao roriate steps
for he co-ojriation of the movemqent of y-ong persons between countries
in certain part- of the world, where such co-ordation is needed.

"2.1.?.9. To observe the followg conditioas in carrying out the Pro-
amne of Interchange of Pesons:

W . ' . .Al1 Tha then r i 'o - -Cr 'T forts be s" -ral corned,
WiT t r pera~s -n c aI _IA M --0 Y wre -s, NO& , 1 ;ans, n "0hers,

p'mes'osc~st, ve-inn o a, exparts, U~r'r in T aut
educ-ion nd inlustr d workers.

That, in the administrat ion of fellowships, the Director-
General maintain the closest col aboration with the Economic and Social
Council, the Worl H eath OrVganization, other sEcialised Agencies of
the Unite Nations and Member States to ensure that ove:lapning is
avoid. and confomity of operations and inance is developed.



"2.1.2.9.3. That, in encouraing the estbishment of fellowshios
and travel grants, aswell as in the recrui mnt of follows, the

Dirctor-Genera give specil attetion to t1h nee" of the war-
devastated countries.

"3.4. The Director-en ral is instructed:

"3 '.l. To enc'ourage Member States to fulfil the obligations of
estbhi:ng a minrio Fundamntial Eductio!n for all their people,

in conf~ority with the spirit of Article I, paragraph 2 (b) of
Uneo' s onstitution; amnong these oblig ationsi would be the estab

lishmnt, within the shortest possible tie, o u~nversal free ani
compulsory pimary edcawticon and the essentia mnim u education for

adults.

3.4.11 P11ot Frojects. T co-operate ith ember tates in est'-
lishing or assisting, with aeIuate staff, "Pilot Proets" in ud
me'nta "Iducation.

"3.11.1. To continue to develop the Pi1lo Projets approved in 1947
in Cina and East &rica, and to develop, within the East Africn Pilot
Project, as a comparative experim ent withb thev Naland entrprse
Unesco's particiipation in the Tanganyika agricultural devtelhopment schemeo
under the BrWiish ve nsea 7o no t ion.

"3.4.1.2.1. Subject to the subs~equrent provisions of this rescoti on, to

Project" in haiti, to which Unsco vs cmittd.

-~ ~~~o * 0 (~o0

to lin up s ssociated Pro ject, i~t hin. Unesc' neork, imprtant~j
ent erprises in Fundametal hducation in a parts of the world. In an
f socieated r tt resonible uthoriie i o'it their own

liaisron offi cer with Unesco, snd to lUeco general ad techn Ia reot
on its prores an receive in returnnrelvant documients and mater Vai
d2is tited by Unesco. Perona contacet will be establ ished with smr
as ossible of the Assoc iated Irojects byv c c-sio~nal visits1 of a Unesco
travelling Expert onsrultant or of other memb ers of Unesco's~ staf or
Pa.1 of Exper tO

"3.15. Sciencee in Gce:nra Educ-tion. The Directo-General' is instructed
to- iv ite .ebe Statesto ubit t o neco generalJ stat eets on the role£

of science in ge nern-l educatio in her c~omim iies

.U~. vca-tionarl Gicac ankeuialEu in The Director-General
is instrute-d:

"3.17. T collaborte ith the In ional o Ofice i its t
and development of voca l 7'ua

.1 .e. o0 recomend to all St ates that th ey n-rien t tec hnial eucation
at all stages toward' th acivmn of thei obetie of Unso

"3.17.3. To give priority in the rogra of ecncal education t the
needs of thoe countries which, poesng natural reources, k the

mnYan to utilise them.



"5.6. o alrImlic tios o. The Di rctor-ene i
instructed:

"5.0... T prepare, in co-orato i 1prie internationarl
organsatis a sumary r eport oo he pulisation of
scie.ce h ro crried on by exisu ting nional organisations; and to
c u this reeort to all me in or r ; o ocro r the

esa l ihe of organisatinfor p- " Y o ariing sci-eneI in those
-iov r prot possessing fuch r f o--,

N5. To rien c to the attn tion offie t e t reco-neral ot
United Nations the4 iporance o a ''d undertanng of the social

:ilie ions of scientific devlonn t .

To prote basic research on t s ml o

. show inx recent and V- eale hisor n by seekn to oba ndsn o

at least t ree ellowships fr representaives of diverse nations within
the Aene'al progsrame anproed for flilow ships.

"6.2. fired cienee C-opeatilon Offic. The i rector-Genern is

"6.1.1 . To maintin Field Science Co-op_'erat ion fiesr in the idl East,
thne Far East, and. L in Amec and to estabis 'n Offrice in Soui t ' Asa
in 19'j, as undertakings;. of the high est priority~ wihi the Nua ciene
bporme In this cor etion the Director-Geeal shall give due rgA

Is~~ in cono? nnoe

"6.1.2. The effort and budget of the Latin Ameican Yield Science Co-
operaion Office in 190 shal be concentrated~ on specific liaison tasks

and shal be closgy o-ordonated with tynntazon pr

"6.2. Latin American onferene. The Dirctor-Genrv is n wtrute to
conen f Panel of ho perta in Lati n~ Amic o adv cbise Unesco as- to the

best way in which the deelopm ent of scerne in L n mericat may be
asis ted in the futrer; provided that the governmlents and1 oth er Spcile

7,U 40 end h

Agencies of the anied Nations conricern'edr pared to pay the eprens
of the m"eeting and that Unesco's only expnditure shal be fin the a ten-

odne of it own representative nd, if necessry, that of an eceion
e xpert not nominrated by his govern:et.

"6.3. Hylean .knazon Institute. The irector-General1 is inrnucted to take
step " to bring into being in 197 n International Intitute of the aylend
Amazon. To that end he shrl s:

"6.3.1. FoAthith call a meeting of the Concil, consis.ting of2 representa-
tives of the nations and international organisatiors named in the report
of the mneeting of thle Ciommission at 'imee in 19X7, t oge'ther with represen.-
tatives of any othr country or international organisat-ion that may expes
itself asitretd

"6..2.Use i-is best efforts to as ure that the 2xecutive Comittee and
the Surv Staff proposed in thn erport of theu ''ee C'ommission are set
into mnotion as soon thereuafter as possible.

"6.3.3. In carrying ot the above lnH trntia '.3.. an 6...2., oheim
the following conditions:
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"6.3.3.2. UEsco's role in the setting up of the Institute is to
illiiate and t- sti-a. 7itout an finincial cor tment beyond
194 , Unsco a in 19/, me availble the sums neces:-r for the
meetinr ontemlated in 6.3.1. - U pr1ovide t-e temoorry sur-
vey staff contemlated in 6.3.?., ad E make av -ie the ser-
vices of the Field Science Co-oerstmi Orffice in Latin America, as
provid'd in 6.1.2. above.

"6.3.3.2. Consult with interested governments and organisations con-
cerning the future financing and administration of the Institute and
present his recomendations to the Executive o-rd r!or to the Third
Session of the General Conference.

"6.6. Co-oeration with Non-rovernmentalOranisations. The Director-
General is instructed:

"6.6.1. To further international scientific co-operation by means of
grants-in-aid and other similar forms of asistance to international
scientific and technological organisations, unions and societies.

"6.6.2. To assist in the international organisation of scientists en-
gaged in the applied field of engineering, agriculture and medicine,
provided that in the latter fields the necessary close co-operation with
the Food and Agricultu'e Organisation and the World Health Organisation
respectively be maintained.

"6.6.3. To provide to sciertific bodies within nations appropriate finan-
cial and other aid for carrying oit scientific work of internatioal
significance along the lines of Unesco's aims, after consultation with
the relevant Government or National Commission or co-operating body, with
the International Council of Scientific Unions and t h the appropriate
specialised union, subject to reulations adopted by the General Conference.

"6.9. Protection of Nature. The Director-G-eneral is instructed:

"6.9.1. To accept the invitation of the Economic and Social Council of
the United Nations to participate in the preparations for, and the delib-
erations of, the forthcoming Scientific Conference on the Conservation
and tiliation of Natural Resources."

VLU: js



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR

RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPME

January 27, 1908

Mr. Demuth, Em. 1023

Attached is your study on Ien 7--G of the

agenda which 7 have had copicd a circulateo
to the Cor ittee in prepart ion f or discussion

an early meeting. I have also had circu-
lated recently the followIr papers of interest

to the CommittCe:

(1) Two documents from FAO on agricultural
developnent and on the need for con-
certed action to increase world food

supp~lies.

(2) An analysis by the Research Department
of the Bank of the Report of the United

S-,tates Uailway ission to Lexico, 1942-46.

(3) The report to Lr. EcCloy by Mr. llanes
after his recent trip in Latin America.

(4) 1 statement by 7r. Yartin of the Exim-
bank before the Inter-American sconomic
and Social Council.

R. F. Skillings
Secretary, Committee on
Developme nt -olicy
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Januar 20, 19L8

Activities of Othe r InterIovernmental
Crci zat in TInter tedin cor-jACPev elo.Dment

1. The itd ,atione itsSubsidia Oranc

The Un71ited lations is chnrged. -ith resonsibility, under Airticle 55 of

its Charter, v,1 4romotig "higTher standards of living, full emploment,

and conditions of econoic and soci!l -rogress and develoament." ChPJter X

of the Cha rter establishes the Economic an Social Council, Pivinp it specific

nowers to set u commissions in the ecomc field, pnj "suc other commissons

as mar be reauired. for th'e -erformance of its fuictions.

A. Eonomic and social Council

From the gining of its activitis the Economcic and Social Council h

stressed( ecxnomic devAlent. At its first meeting in Lonon= in January 1L6,

th e Council adoc a reso1uti-)n establishing an 'Econom1ic and. Floyment

LomnM ssion cne r;e to 'dvise the Council, o n- other things, on roblems
of econ--ic develoment, i nclding marticularly those relting to less-

develooed ares. Purt-er, thne Commission as ircted at that time to
establ ish a Sub-Cocnssion onEconomic Devejo -nent to advis t, e Co-ission

ion the long.--term develooment of -roduction and consum-rtion thIrourhqout the

rditf articular emhasis on tre "methods of increasing rouction,

productivity &a levels of consumtion in the les-evloed r s of the

orld", and "tie effects of indstrializartion n technooical chng-e on vorlI

economic condi tilons. "

ring the Third Session of the Ecoro-ic ancd Socicl Council 1held in

December l946, th e Council decided to modify the teros of reference of thle

uconoic n opo;/et Commss~io~n ror rins the Subu-Commi-sion on Economi1c

Develo<'ent, reouesting it to instruct cL Sub-Covmm-ission "to study a s

on te ' rincicles )n croblems o long term economic develoIent cith -rticular



attent on to th inadecutely Aeveloted arts of the orldi."

The Fourth Session of t Economic an Social Council, h i caroh 127,

cnsidred at lengt v: rious1 as ects~ of eon>omic rdeveldo ment. At t½i Session,

hile rons ideri, r, the instructions of tl Econmic n Emloymnt C1ormission

to its Sub-omissio -on E -conom Do m nt, the ouncil rouested the

Comi Ssion to investigte :n re ort tFe ,ost rotipiate form of nt ernt iona

ctin for faclitating the -c etter utiliz.tion of -orld re>.urces icn ordr to

or rote ~o denuto eocon~onic r( develo><ent in under- -develore 're o. Tikewise the

ui r te view t I t t nould he azrc riat for th> Inte P'rnat in!

Tr de Organization t -o asu-e the fucc vtinon relati' o economc devmo nt

cat forth in it- <Uraft ch` :rter.

Dun i core o-f teD 3our t > Sesion o' the C nc il, i Itblished

a<n Econoi" Coisio-n for Eurone, it haOrters in ne va an an -conoie

oi s-sion for Asia n, t e Lar Eas, i haouartzr- in Shan>a. The terms

of r.-:f nce of>ea Co e ~~Stroes econ c do cevelo'.ment 1y dirctin t

to "na'k or n'o investigations n tudies of develonment." The actviie

of rose- Co-misions r: ll -e eiscussed~ leter in th*i 'Ie' ort.

0 con1cet ofs r ina 1onomic 'oissions to car out' t-e res -nEiilities

of th Jceon"omir and So c i Concl seeooms Ilil t'o '-read An adz c'ho c oittee

acin'ted by. te Councl02 Ka eread reomn-fceo t"e es:tablishmenr-t of an>

cono'ic Comision for Latin nmerica oa ti Ceo'to 1 e

Idred by the C-unc: il at its forthco'ing inessin 'iin1ercry. At that sesson,

too, toe Coun'cil -il1 conideroc the estalishment of' an Ecnomic Commissi2 on for

c-,n1i oet om isson

1947 .. At th-t 'esoz'n t'he Commissi'on ccnsi»-' ' the folle in' itemso on ito

agend- rel tM to in coomi c evloo: ent:



a) Clonsieration of its o-ssI ble actiities in the yel of

Tnomic veoopment, ndi terel t~in of tho activ-ities to the activities

of t'e 3pecii Aencies mn of te i voi tn Sub-Com i sin

b) CsidmtioH n - v if the /conric 2ove r - rt of ; os-

C) -17c) oidrration of ffect:ive /y y and' fene f or7 <irnishigfec:nical

,dA~v7ice to ::ember Governmnts.

Cn te abCIvenoetin te Comieson rrive t te o lloi"n1 c1_luion

The Conission co clude that "ronsibiity for th' actual carrying out

f sevop-ent rtivit'es rsntr vii the overnments xnd -en"le of t!e countries

oareas concerned, vyo y s assistance from' xhatev-r ovuce they deer-

eient. T son ctat"e tht hte intii for e trerotion o

concrete "lans nd "rogr- s for ti:e economic deloinent of tn- country or

area/is in all cases the exclusive :rerogntive of teov'rinte or

of the country- or area concerned.

On t " e '"tter of technical ass ista-nce t c on iosion connued "thayt

countries desiring technical assistance should' themselves -erform as mu-c of

the orkas no soible in ad~vnce, Viu tre -renoration of vreliminary

studies in suc" detail as is nosile."

The Co ission agreed to instruct its Su-Commission on Economic Develo-nment

to mke a stud~y, in coooration rith the other CommieSions of the United hation

and th e Znecialised. Aencs concerned, of the need for an interntional code

relatin. to foreign investment, nd of the need for oaa meth-od of intern-tional

inco rortion of rivote b-sines fir- cond-uctin 1 rin ss o-erations on an



internot o fi ;r sc.ale.

C.Sub -.-n!issio or. ioramic Develc-men

he Subt-Comison~ on Lconomic Develromet ::et for te first t> iein

- ovember 1>L7.

The terms of refrence of te -u-Coi on n c o7ente

0thers, "to uth Co-eiion ' n t-n r nrols

off lo. t-tera econmic e opet t n'tiae t to the iradecuately

develo(e -. 'rt5 of theo yorlC, hv0i, oj i of (1) 1 romoting the fullst

and7 mrost effective utilization of nptur l resources, likor and crittl; (2)

raisin' ' the level of consumotion:i'rn (') srt ryn the effects of inustrirliso tion

anch, nzeiros of techological ordr 'on the worl economuic sAtuation.

he ou -Com'isin tot t" fl ist for tn,:'' r e

1. Pr*iciler and os of el7o-me t.

2. I te"r tion i ct on in te ield of eor ment,

71. Finnc an netment.
0. Forei _ c balance of ar ents ind ter's of trade,
c. C ita oos n er ora trices.

f. Pole of Ulited. htion agencies noromotiny intern't ional
c .tion In the fi-ld of deeo ret .

5. Short -eriod -r'oblrs.

). Puture iork -nd esa ro jects.

Considera-ble tim \Os devoted tth t roblem of f rou'rtin' nrecisly

the conce t of evoq e n, rt , theconItions½ic (hod retarledA o ent in

the nst, c te onst ite nt s of a sound -ol cy of 7con'o iscdven ent in

th futire. Te tTu-Com<ssion state0 at t ''il th o ce of `evelo'oentt in

eoc cout ry "'ould ~fbe conditioned3 by snvrelr'- ft ors, mouch as t>e r-vailiity

of re" "terials etc., te entire "atto rn Y to e thot of argely in terms

of inutriliztin Thi brout about a lon' is7clusion r'on' o, c ebV



of the Sub-Comission since evral adoceted the urilnci-le of' dveif ication

in -roduction, both iustrial and non-rustrial, as the 'basic ,attern for

effective economic develooment. The merof the Sub-Comm ission wer-e a lo

at odds on tie onesotion of rivate investment as a morns to romote econoic

C evelo-ment; mo t - m bers of te Su1b-C omission tho - t t'hat C, rir hOula

be olaed on the dAners of -rivte inveotment on the nconomy of less developed

countries, while others er-e of the oainion th t it was im-ortant to stress the

need for rivote coital for develooment.

The ub-Commi sion agred to mostfone until afuture date the -re-aration

of the study on an Investment Code, anC on t7' intern- ional incor orotion of

privote buines firms, o-erting on in international seie.

The conclusions reached by the Sub-Commi-sion on these rn other matters

related to econonic ' vlae ftiocn' in the re-art of the First Session,

voich has been circulated -ithin t _ank

D. ReionalCommissions,

The terms of reference of the vario reaional comissions thus fir createcl

by the nicnoic mad Socil Council stress develo-ment in less develo-ed reas;

each regional commision has been authorized to "make or 7o onsor such investi-

gations an. studies of economic and technological -robhlemsan develoament as

the CommiIssion deems appro-riate. i"

eEconomic Commission for Ero"m has hrel three sessions. Due to the

mecial circm stances now orevalent in Euror-e, it has been forced to devote

all its time to -roblems of reconstuiction of war cevastated1 areas and to the

restoration to normalcy o' the multitude of services whic> hove remaine idle

since the termination of the ar.

The ~eonomic Commissie for Asia and the Far Tast has met twice and has

considered, in an ev-nlorator:- r r, the -roblens related to develooent in

th t area of the 7orl d. Thus far, only recommendations of a nenerail character
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have be dotted.Th most im ortrnt on-e, do-ted at the recert mertinz of

the Comomission in Baguio, Phili--ines,r may be'su"orize as felos

a. Te xecutive cSecretarj f te oisin .a sr F au othorized to enter

into lmlicmirte negotiations ith F.A.O. and to rer-cest F.A.C. to formulate

a food -rourlction "rorarm for lcL 8-49 for the countris yithirn the scone

of the Comn'itsion.

b. The "xecutive Secretary is directed to -reare at the ear1iest

pcoss;ible time a rerort on existing mlans for -rming in ry and develo-

ment i erch Ttion of the region. To this end, he as i ructed to set

up a working ".rty of e r=erts vihich would forr.lIte definite -ro--osal on

develo ment for the Commiss ion.

c. The Secretpriat vas reroested to -ulish acorrehnsive anal

survey on economi contions and rohlems of th- area.

It should be noted that the Sub-Commission on -cono-ic evelo-ment

recomended that the E(conomic Commision for Lsia an the For Estrand othier

regional oeonomic comissi ons a0e a tudy of te monitcude and variety of the

short-term reoirementz of uerevelo ed couantries, na thot the ,oven=ents

of se conrie should consullt 2ith one another nd itht ors o their

immedi te recirements and on the extent t. ic they col e met by mtual

econromic ac-receentse.

I. Interntional onetary Fund7

The activities Of the Initernaot na J onetory Fund in conrection -ith the

mih~.tennce of stable exchanpe rates, the recogiation of exrchenl e control -ractices

by neibers nd the vromotion of conditions suitIble for mutilrteral treii,

although not soecificall; dir-ected towards develo-ment or confined to le-

develo.O. areas, 7o nonetheless constitute a. aterial cntriution to Ieveloo'ent.

In '-prticula'-r, less-develo-ed entriesi have been 7iven technical assistance by

lund miZlssions in co nnection ith their currency, ankinand other monetary



rle Ms, the solution of which is a 'rerpaisite to sound develooment. T1e

righV t of access to the 1Pund's resources by an member of the l, if necesasry

to meect itnorary disequilibrim in tha t aeber's bolnce of , is,

Of coure Pn 1'set Of ortance ti underdeveloned a to ro fully eveloted

Countries rli-e.

]?. rIternational Trrre Or-nioation

The lraft Ch arter of T.C. gre uCon in Gene-va mn7 nov ne- r i- cupson

at vana hs 'any fetures 0hicirectly affect te f(ild of economic

d.evelro-ment. The Charter e ii * it- sta tre-e nt of th ur-ose and lotives

to >hich - membera f t'-e I.T .0. 1i , e1d>e themselves. The ot imortOnt of

these beic rncipe, - -sr as evo)me int is concerned, may be ra-hra

as f'ollo-t:: first, member coantries of T.O.C. -ledg- tmselves i:ndivil.-ly

to -r-ot- n'tional an international action for mitinn

a-talanced rd e'ain' world sc:y;rnd scao , t-- con-'itio-s -r- -- et forth

as, necessar to acieve tVh i objective: ther- nmust be industrial an general

economic evelolmaent, 'rticul'rly In co ntri-- 0hich are reltivelu

~ad there :ust hea flow of casital between- countries fo-r -r-ductivye i nvest-enrt.

Economic eveoment , an- the attitude of I.T.0. t o'rde its- encoura-entoi

in th ao-elied und erdevelo ned cou'ntries, h-as -rovena t- e oeo the -mst

controversi'l asocts of th draft Chrrter. Many countries- h-ve-' regardec

Chter : III lhic eals- withU t'i su"bject, '-s a key7 ~ to the efetVienes of

the Cherter a a 'hole. The 'eeral maint rt i --''ot Geneva t i : e - imt

erotec'tivye me--iasure can be' 'used, to 'hat extent, rn :U'ith a t demree ofn n

1-lttio with IT.O.., to -rmote e-conomiac vopmenat in} 0n "un erdevelooed"

ciountryc? Acom-roiseo 1ad t b Irea-c'e -eteeni on the one I a-nd t 'ro otrion

of ecoin ic develJo ment of ndevel-oi ed counctries, by the- usec of irotective

devices- s'uch e cuatitative rstriction nd, o' tie other hnd, the O duction

or elixn tion o ITerriers to "orld trade whic is u e objective of



th Troaoed Charter.

F'aced with th is~ betic eroblem , the dr-ft Charter offer av comrromie.

Che<xter III rceogniz that etective masueres such as ctitative retritions

"Way be recir to ermte te etaYshent, develoet er reconstrtion

f o i r er I n of n tha t in 0'. 1

corc rate circu mtanc the -reat of suth a sitance in t-e farm of rotective

asues may he ;justified" aovied~ crior a' reval i obte b te enact i n

ae; r government fro I.T.O.

At the I.T.O. Cenference now in ession in Havna, tin :eira e

reented an amendment to t-e rosed charter, suetina the eteIlishent of

a Commlittee for 7cnoic ieveloament ,thin the framework of I.T.0. The idea

for ch a o tt ee" had ben ari inall y ro osed at te rr -a ratory Comi t

in L n aut a C cin tt-r not reached t ta ti n the

-o~o lare1 no. t ncorcorae in te draft charte in Geneva . i g

't T.C. to the Internat w'- on tnd

Ia* -itl in ar f n t t \

for .c o 7,n 'eriu re izt o t nt t

naa(~~~~ ~~~ k-ral'eI- i 0I

e .0 s as its arincisal ationS t'e co l lc ti ae I it r iut ion

ofinfor'ation e-rning aiture, n.atr it IOn n rural inustris, the

urn iing of tcnial assistaane n ttes mlotter s u anremaeat a meme

governmets, 1a, iof a icmite nunerf a -' v i.ties, the

o ra r tio o ln a r ec enation s- ce ; n i t (a functio5n unt i recent e rftr I

hL~y te Tnternaational Emerency Food Council).



Thre isionhveb-een sent tol member goenetF(ree olnd and

Siam) to ior- out -rcoosals for the rehabilitation era develo-ovent of c ture,

forestry an rurali tries. Mison re :io~~ 1>nnow,, beno ni to a si

-unr ini 1ri-i inlcre se agric tural roduction nd to hel Venezuela

e-nd te adcion of o i learoi ing seeds.

Technicl advice a been Pirve to me:s ler governments on - 1v dinert

-as-,cts of the-ir f0o a riuture roles. For da-cinctnco, dvi

civen to Year East countries onrrtion nd irri ti

to Peu ' n the establient of r sr rators an s tor cilitie for the

cct a t'- bonito lise n

Wit the etehlishment of~ the a:s -irld Food nmmeil, C... 'We t o e
1~~t -'- 4 '

abl t asis mne ogntries o develjcrco. s.cific small vr<jct: nie il

iinnem :ood aro"'uction. or ntance, it islaned to 0n-Co' nt som small

arcoctc incnnection ''ith~ rice eroa >ction, suich as s 1l "est conrlstos

-. U oi -i ona Scientific s I t 0 r iztion

In esite of the Ir evi t of Its rct ive eitee s recay ben

o nerat ins at -ost f thre -oints of its broad front 'of inertional educrtio,

science and l ulture. Al thouh most of the activiti of UWS r not o r

econoi c caracte, mny: of t" om Jo hv a hearing on cc-nomi deve l o ment.

OI ocial ignificnce in t'is co tion are 'c " umntal Ea.cation"

rvoJcts of UE 1SO jr wic it is hop to coba'ut ignorcnd illtecy,

lk I U~ ~ 1ye 71 'i'( ~ ~ "f~" 'c* ''

rojct ar itenedto ncude i t iton to I f asic curriuafrfnmna

pnc ti on, e:c tton in the7 'riIles f econm ic C (evElo Pent, hth, c 7it n-

hit an nentioa nesadn.Pltgo)csMebe st!-rted in, -aiti,

na~~~ _am rn Urs es iia
Toe th er with t' government of Cra7il, 0EC c.lled a meeting o _ an



Co i ion consisted f tt ie~r f .tti of te 0 c ri n

icse ee lismn o nnstitute e er for

4- .cc .-.

the scentific er-lor ti of the ;le hazo, vast rea stretcing r

4-'4- - ' ,n 4 - 4 t

Vc reon t1 l .nage basin

to7

rove nte r11 - u~'tion in relataon to t Instor of r1le'n t-serch

"- o i, it te -
Inentionl ns'titute of the <1ea 17 az on. To thV en '-e' 7> l

aTion Intnoninlor e ton ae in., t t reat o te eti f

r, r r t t 0' 0

the . Coiso -t -ee in197 togthr it rereenatve of DLa7 or

eU mtr ' r ie nti -t " iztion th t r tv- r ' t>7 lf a n t

4r-'e-i t ar of4 the 7elen Comissi' on ar' 'et into 'otion '"on ee

na n t o instru 'tons, oe the fli nt

Unesco's rol> in te -se7tting" u:3 o the Institute is to intiat >n to stianat
Ethout n financial commitmnt beyond 19 , UTIToco oKal in 10 !, -"e cvilbl

the>nn sum necessr. for the ";eetin c-ntem': lated , Kall rovide the torra' 'ry
'urvey- staffV 'nd s -l mi av:alble t e serice of the- 7ield Scince Ch-

Conult wiLt' interesoted ''ve-r:: ents~ an or-anizati"o ':cerning t'e fture'

fi noeino' "na -init ation of t" Insti_'-tt ed prese.-nt his' recmmn0 tionso

2,th Exectiv _ oard7' Trior tno the~ Tjird Cesonoil enrlGfeec.

T Tnt ramerica'n 20conomic" o f~- 1" Soc- '1 thu fr ee oit



inactive. :xrr, the Interamerican Conece for t e aintenance of Peace

and Socurito Cont inent, l tio te Janeiro in Aufat 1 7, nstructed

the Council "to :eecre a draft of b- Fic arent on inter-American economic

cooner tion" in Order tht the texlt be Lt to the Ninth Interrer

Coiference i l take 1lace i A sacial commission of the Comeil

as orare such a dr-ft ich i still to te aroved b tth ' m U tself

he f sic agreement ctois the follo'in c½uses of interest

to te n

"The AericanRen.Inlics reaffirm t e objectives of the nterr tional Senr for
Reconrction and Develormnt sun agree to hcrmonize thei efforts so t t

the nk> o~ be~ n trnant ever cr ffective for t7-e rlizaton ots
ais, es~ecially those related to t'e -ramotion of tceir muual econric
dEv elorment. They declare li ois t1t they il cotinue, ihen rorste
ex"tendingJ cric to betwe-n themselves, on short 'nd lon ters * means or
povernment1 institutions for t: e eoncOic develos-mnt n inceas of inter-noational1 tradec, in order to su' ylerent t e flow of rrvte investments,

e- merican Raoublics recognize that the lack of Voal svings, or te
no fective use of same, 1h led te inflationar- .ractics ic in tc einal
instance, -omay l endangr thea stability of their rates of echoae andi the orderily

develo<-meit of their tconomies.

"Thereio r t e American Rteulics agree to rote the deo--ent of local
mtal mc rk'ets to ,rovide, from non-inflationary rces, t' national undS

necess ry to cover investment erdnsesi n'-tional currence 'ha m 1 e ao~1
mar nets are t sufficienti- dlo1ed, t e Ameri cn R ou 1 lies arree that, instrictl satified c7, thee >il coccerate amn' themselves to the e t

nvestme ntsc referred to in Article2 of this Po'nt inclde -roenses in i onal
currcnc.t

Or,

'i .n tr , 1t1tmett tf rt' i-ol- 1. ; ta -r tv, t
i I t f kvtcec! ,a e.- - to of i e, tr t
factor- 1-1 tl->2ir :nco cnciCel 'nt, 2cn-cetao> o"o

Thec Ameican Rlaub'.ics decar t' tc forin ionestmen s should be u *ad notonly

foritable itate s of ten: invetors bult-al to crt'- hr thesond en c

i-Tiv"'t'ocnts C>uc 1-1- -atg ~on2 'e ' not ~l' ; i"lc

rn,; rrO-t e CL 'roa 't"irOin ho10  rcf i vs~~
reinvcto'c0. o '-.t- - frhccri t:a-f-of c a 't1 c I n '-ofits. A' o,

"The lorc::1-h ls2c - >t ioop~ivs 'no"r7be o enot only
for t leci cc h raeo-F tI t-o lota- 'fr ~ '"on 1'cn'



develoment of th~e rece--7ivin cut, retighrbytewlfre ofth
"erons de n n them. sJst, eouitrcle and non-iscri inatorv tretn

hl be accorded, with regard to. er'~loyment - n cndit in of e-lo'mnt, to
alltheersn1e, vh et..er c aioa or foein If uch eneir The

afremen ~tiond mssres will crete en et es'reo of mutlic o inion ''hich 'ill
aci te anitable en mo- IiIcriminato r tr et'mnt for tose ineme

n ve of t e croti by t( ncnmic 7n Social Council of

an 4cmic Corn sion for ti n c tThe future of t

Econolic and Social Counci1 i ucertain. Thi "-tter lill r be

cn e at t'e hnt I ntermeric n rnferncce to cornvene i ~o ata o n

For the c''ve nience of tie con)itte Fa chart shoin o t Economic 1 nd

oial. Counci ot United natOins and its Commiin and Sins,

and. a chart fhwing the S ecialized .encis, are attached hereto.
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Mr. V. L. Urqjuidi, Acting Chairman, C'tee on January 12, 1948
Development Policy

D. Crena de longh, treasurer

J;-, reference to the ecvised Agenda for Committee on
Dev~elopment Policy, dated Dece.ber 31, 1947, whic you sent me
with you rt: morandum of January 6, i thought it ight be a good
thing i rep re sent ative of the Treasurer's Department ere
included in the Comittee mentioned unde Section II - Bank
Technique.

Dc/met

cc Mr. Riley



January 2, 1948

COMITTEE ON DEVELOPMENT POLICY

As a result of the meeting of the Committee on

Development Policy held December 30, further revisions in the

Agenda were agreed upon to accord with the suggestions made

by the wider committee. The Agenda is circulated herewith

together with a tentative list of datos for the completion of

the first draft of some of the papers.'

During Mr. Penton's absence, Mr. Urquidi will act as

Chairman of the Committee.

Attachments

CC: Messrs. Penton
Basch
Clee
Consolo
Demuth
Rosenstein-Rodan
Urquidi



Item Number Completion Date

Preliminary Study and I-A January 15

I-B (Middle East) January 15

I-B (South America) January 31

II-C Beginning of February

II-E January 15

II-G January 15

III-B and -C January 31



December 31, 1947

Revised Agenda for Committee on Develorment Policy

( Preliminary Study: The moral and political problems of

international participation in the

development of backward countries.
Rosenstein-Rodan (

I. What should be done?

A. Survey of economic problems of Development Coun-

tries. Purpose of development prograzis.

B. A brief survey of each underdeveloned area set-

ting forth in general terms such basic factors

( as'.

1. Population, population trends, labor

supply and education.

2.. ig rat i on,

3. Climate, natural resources.

Basch/Consolo ( 4. Princinal economic activities.

( 5. Principal exports and imports.

6. Efficiency of political and administra-

tive organization.

7. Internal financial conditions.

8. Extent and history of recent develop.

ment.

9. Summary of principal obstacles to

develonment,

C. Income, standard of living and investment in

different areas, vith some quantitative estimates

of what development could be done -

1. Eastern and Southeastern Europe
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2. Middle East
Postpone

3. The Far East

4. Latin America

5. Colonial Territories

Research D. Surplus population eroblems in relation to

development programs.

Urauidi ( E. The problem of promoting adeouate technical

training in Development Countries having regard

to the activities of other organizations, public

and private, in this field.

F. Integration

Basch 1. Effect of reconstruction and develor-

ment programs on trade relations be~

tween develored and underdeveloned

countries.

Skillings ( 2. Integration of regional development

( programs.

II. How it can be done.

( A. An estimate of how much international invest-

Research ( ment can be expected on the optimum assumption

for the next decade. What proportion of it

might be handled by the International Bank?

( B. Analysis of the formation of savings in differ-

Loan and Research ( ent areas. What could the Bank do to stimulate

the formation of internal savings?

C. What kind of loans should the Bank make to con-

Research (prelim- ( tribute to the carital formation of underdevel-
inary paper) (

( oped countries? Possible inflationary effects?



Should the Bank finance only foreign exchange

expenditure or local currency expenditure also?

D. (1) What is the present foreign funded debt
Research

burden of Development Countries?

(2) What can be done to facilitate the settle-
Clee

ment of defaulted debt?

E. How can the Bank secure active cooperation of

private investors, both local and foreign, in

development projects?

Urauidi and ( 1. Should the Bank encourage and assist
Special Committee (

a development program by financing a

portion of it, the rest being pro-

vided by private lending? If so, is

there any type of project particularly

appropriate for the Bank, for example

public utilities? What procedures

should the Bank follow to promote the

interest of private enterprise, local

and foreign, in undertaking develop-

ment financing?

2. Should the Bank undertake to guarantee

private foreign capital investments in

development projects?

3. What have been the most important

obstacles to private foreign invest-

ment in various countries? Can these

obstacles be removed through inter-

national agreement or otherwise?



( F. Possibility of obtaining finar.cial and other

( assistance from countries other than h U.S.

( ;hat stops, if any, can the Bank take to aiist

Postpone ( in the readjustment of oconomic and financinl

( relations between Europe and Development

( Countries?

( G. The work of other international agencies in the

Demuth ( field of development and the Uank's relations

( with these agencies.

Postpone ( H. Proportions and priorities to b attributed to

( different arc.as or nurposes -

( 1. General

2. Bank

III. sank T echnLicue.

( 1. hat ar'plications, formal and informal, for

Lgan development loans, has the B3ank received and

( what is the mechanism for handling such applic-

( ations?

( B. ,hat is the Bank's position in connection with

( assistance by it or other agencies -o urderde-
Penton and
§ecial Committee ( veloped countries in (a) foriulation of nractical

( develop Ment programs, (b) the carstructi- n and

( management of development projects, and (c)

( internal economic and financial conditions?

( ',hat initiative should the Bark take in moulding

( its members' development policies along econ-

( omic lines? To what extent should the Bank
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( send missions to underdeveloped countrics in

( orde" (1) to publicize the purposes of the

( Tank and (2) to Father information for the

Bank's use?

( C, By what methods should the Bank seek to rub-

( licize achievements in the ficld of develop-

( ment with a view to retoring the confidonce

( of private invest..ent and thus encourage the

( resumption of private international lcnding?

( D. Uhat should be the 2ankts method of consider-

Cle( ing loan applications from urderdeveloped

( co-irtries?

( E. Ihat methods of lerding are most annropriate

Loan - Legal for the Bank to usc ith undvrdevolopod

( countries?



December 30, 1947

Notes on Meeting of Staff Loan Committee on December 29, 1947

Present: Messrs. Garner, McLain, Hoar, Penton, Rosenstein-Rodan, Clee, Basch,
Consolo, Demuth and Urquidi.

The purpose of the meeting was to discuss with the Staff Loan Commit-
tee the progress report of December. 18 on the Agenda of December 16.

A discussion ensued regarding the procedure of the Committee. Mr..
Garner felt there were two broad categories of questions: (1) factual studies

and (2) policy problems. He felt that many of these were clearly of a kind
which could be dealt with in brief outlines in papers which would bring out the

points for discussion, rather than in long papers. He agreed with the present

procedure of the Committee of having a number of papers drafted in a short

period of time to serve as a basis for discussion.

Mr. Garner stated that the end results of the Committee's work should

be answers to the following questions:

a, What kind of loans should the Bank make to Development Countries,

b. How much money should be loaned to them,

c. How should the loans be made and

d. What supplementary activities should the Bank engage in.

The answers to point (a) imply that a study should be made of what are the

development problems which can be solved through Bank and other loans.

It was agreed also to consider the possibility of drawing on the ex-

perience of outside experts and economists for the study of problems of certain

areas, but not before a certain amount of preliminary work had been done in the

Bank.

Mr. Garner added that he would also like the Committee to discuss and

work out specific ideas with regard to Latin America in preparation for Mr.

McCloy's proposed trip to that part of the world. It was agreed that the

Committee discuss this matter at its next meeting and report to Mr, Garner,

W4ith respect to work by other Agencies, it was stated that the Com-

mittee would soon be able to read and discuss the report of the United Nations

Subcommission on Economic Development. Mr. Demuth agreed to prepare a draft of

a proposed statement by the Bank to the United Nations in that report.

It was agreed that the study of specific suggestions for a Latin

American loan policy should not lead to the exclusion of the survey of the 
econ-

omic features and problems of the Middle East which had been agreed upon at 
a

previous meeting as a model of the kind of work corresponding to 
point I-B of the

Agenda.

It was agreed that at a forthcoming meeting of the Committee, consider-

ation would be given to whether a separate paper should be written on 
the use
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and development of local savings and means whereby the Bank could encourage such
use, or the subject could be included in one of the points of the Agenda.

The Agenda was reviewed by the Staff Loan Committee. A summary of
specific comments and additions brought out by the meeting follows (numbers of
paragraphs correspond to those in Agenda):

I-A Clarification of what is meant by "Development Program". There
appears to De a distinction between uncoordinated economic problems on the one
hand and "Five-Year Plans" on the other. What is a practical development
program? What is the Bank's position with regard to a "Plan"?

I-B Clarification'of the content of item 1. (Population Trends) to
take account of migration, qualitative differences, labor force, etc. Also
addition of item 9, to deal with obstacles to economic development.

I-E This subject should include learning what different Agencies are
doing in the matter of technical training as well as reference to local training
for skilled work, health and educational training, and managementi How strong a
position should the Bank take with regard to management and adequate training in
relation to projects financed by the Bank and others and in respect of legislat-
ion on the percentage of Nationals and Foreigners allowed in certain enterprises.
This last point should be related to II-D-3.

I-F Include immigration and colonization problems.

II-B Clarification is required as to whether this point covers the
question of the development of local savings and the local capital market, as
well as the extent to which the Bank should take a position on the control of
capital formation and the proper orientation of investment, Also can the Bank
influence the distribution of income?

II-D-l. This item should cover points such as the combination of Bank
loans with local capital through banks, investment companies, and groups of local
capitalists, and also with foreign equity capital. In addition, consideration
of what types of projects are best from the point of view of the problem of
management and from a standpoint of credit worthiness, How can the Bank promote
the interest of both local and foreign enterprise?

II-D-2. Clarification of this item to understand that by guarantees
is meant, not a guarantee of bond issues, but of other types of investment: what
would the procedures be? What are the problems involved? What should the Bank
guarantee?

II-D-3. Inclusion under this item of other methods of reraoving
obstacles to private foreign investment in addition to international agreement.

II-E This item should cover both financial and other assistance.

III-B Should include consideration of whether missions should be sent



to countries before loan applications are received or only after. There was
also the suggestion that there should be consideration of the methods of lending
to Governments, Development Corporations, private companies, etc., of the extent
to which control should be exercised over the borrowing entities, and of the
methods of obtaining required guarantees.



29 December 1947

NOTE ON FOOD, AMRICULTURE AFD PEACEFUL DEVELOPMENT

The Organization believes that after the present acute stage of the

world food crisis has passed, a sub-acute stage will persist for a number of

years. The reasons for this belief are set out in the attached memorandum, FAO,

therefore, following the recomm'endation of the Preparatory Commission on ,Torld

Food Proposals and that of the Third Session of the FAO Conference, is draing

to the attention of the Economic and Social Council the urgent need for coopera-

tion between all Governments and all United Nations Agencies to increase food

production.

The purpose of this note is to suggest that the urgent need to increase

world food production provides an opportunity for the concrete demonstration of

the effectiveness of international action. The type of developmental activities

discussed could also become a starting lever for the general development of the

underdeveloped countries which may not be able to be undertaken on a large scale

until European factories can again play their part in the supply of capital goods.

In the present state of the world, increased agricultural production is

an immediate first essential. In the Middle East, the Far East and Latin America

much can be achieved at relatively little capital cost, Progress in these regiams

will help to improve the world food situation and would not only dovetail with,

but indeed should be an essential forerunner to industrial development which in

many countries must depend upon better fed populations.

How far have the nations collaborating as the United Nations placed them-

selves in a position to assist the underdeveloped countries? They have equipped

themselves (1) to provide for the exchange of information, for advice, and for

some degree of technical aid on food and agriculture through FAC, on labor rela-

tions through ILO, on education through UIESCO, on industrialization, transport,



etc., through ITO when it is established; (2) to provide through the International

Bank for loans to Governments for specific projects of reconstruction and develop-

ment which can be regarded as relatively good banking risks.

The United Nations thus either have or are in process of providing for

what might be termed the first state, i.e., international advice, and for a last

stage, namely, financially sound investment propositions. It is however doubtful

whether the advisory functions can be effective or the specific projects properly

developed and put forward on a sound banking basis unless an intermediate stage

is developed.

This intermediate stage can take its nost useful form at the present

time through many relatively small scale projects for agricultural development.

The need for this can be well illustrated from the standpoint of FAO,

At the request of the government of one of the underdeveloped countries

FAO sends an expert mission to assist that country in the survey of its problems,

The mission makes a report to the government and to FAO regarding the action which

should be taken in order to increase the efficiency of agricultural production and

distribution and thus to raise the level of nutrition and better the conditions

of the rural population. Such reports will in most cases involve proposals for

action in regard to irrigation and drainage, soil conservation, reforestation,

improvements in marketing facilities, transport, and a number of other subjects.

The mission will recommend that technical experts be engaged for several years to

assist the local authorities, that citizens of the country in question should re-

ceive special training at suitable centers outside the country. It -ill further

recommend that improved implements, fertilizers, and seed be obtained and probably

that a start should be made in the local production of some of these requisites.

The external funds required would for the next three to four years be of

modest dimensions. They would be needed in order to enable a country to meet the
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cost of payments for the specific development projects which could not readily

be met from the countryts own command of foreign exchange. They might be de-

scribed as "initial agricultural development loans."

The government receiving a developmental loan would be asked to provide

all internal expenditures from internal sources and to agree to secure the neces-

sary technical assistance through internationally approved channels. The tech-

nicians so engaged would undertake not only the initial surveys but would insure

that both production and distribution were conducted vith maximum efficiency. In

such ways the age-long obstacles to progress can be broken down and a start made

towards the increase of production capacities upon which all else will depend.

It vill be clear from the foregoing that what is in contemplation is the

expenditure of relatively small sums in a number of underdeveloped countries 
on

projects lh ich would have an immediate beneficial effect. In addition, the ron-

eys could be used for the necessary detailed surveys for longer-term Pro jects

for later submission to the International Bank.

It is suggested that in many of the small underdeveloped countries an

annual loan expenditure of a few ,illion dollars spread over five years could,

unre proper supervision and applied to the most useful purposes, have a really

significant effect in starting a beneficial trend of development. Even in large

countries modest sums could also be made to have significant results.

FAO is directed byits Constitution to provide its member nations with

advice and in this phase of international affairs could properly act as "an im-

partial international expert" advising a Government regarding the needs of its

country and the Bank regarding the technical means of meeting such needs.

The whole general purpose of the development loans would be to act as

a starting lever in a determined and persistent drive to increase the productive

capacity of the underdeveloped countries. The success of szch action would tend



to make the recipient countries places where private capital could later find

outlets for investment with a minimum of risk.
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Committee on Development Policy

Progress Report

The Committee on Development Policy has adopted a plan of work ,hich is

set out on the attached sheet.

This program is admittedly ambitious and much of the work 'ill rcessi-

tate a thorough and somewhat lengthy study of the problems. It -was 2elt, inwever,

that as time went on and as the havoc of war was repaired in Europe, the Bark would

devote an increasing proportion of its resources to the development of less ad-

vanced countries. '-oreover, during- the course of the discussions it has become

clear that, for reasons which are discussed below, the Bank t s policy, which it is

the Committee's task to elaborate in connection with underdeveloped areas, will be

largcly applicable to the whole range of the Bankis relations with poteit`1 bor-

rowers, whether these are classed as "development countries" or not.

The 3ank is already receiving loan applications from various Middle

Eastern and Latin American countries so that it is necessary to tackle some ques-

tions included in the Agenda imnediately in order to provide the Loan Department

with guidance in connection with their day-to-day negotiations. Examples of this

type of problem are: what kind of loans the Bank should make to contribute to the

capital formation of underdeveloped countries; the proper course to be followed by

the Bank when providing its members with advice on economic questions, and the de-

sirability of bringing about discussions with would-be borrowers at an early stage

before the presentation of a loan application, so as to ensure that when the appli-

cation is made, it is in a form which the Bank can consider.

It was also thought necessary to define at an early date the Bank's pol-

icy with regard to its relations with other international agencies vorking in the

development field, and there are several other roints to which priority :ill be

accorded,
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Examples of items which the Committee may need further time to study are,

broadly speaking, a survey of underdeveloped areas such as is suggested in I-3 on

the Agenda, quantitative estimates of what can be achieved in the different area5

problems relating to surplus population in underdeveloped coAntries, and research

into the potential availability of private investment funds over the next decade.

These questions will require to be dealt with by economists, of which the nurmber

on the staff of the Bank is limited. Consequently, some of these items must be

reg arded for the time being as more in the nature of long-term projects rather than

paners which the Committee can undertake to produce within a definite and fairly

short reriod of time,

It has been decided to allocate the responsibility for providin:; the

drnfts of the various papers for discussion by the Committee to its individual mem-

bers. It was realized, however, that on many of these questions it would be nec-

essary to draw more widely on the accumulated knowledge of the Bank, and for this

reason, it was decided that the individuals resnonsible for the provision of the

papers should, if they thought it desirable, form sub-committees with a wider mem-

bership among the Bank's staff, in order to assist them in drafting the papers. In

this way it is hoped that the collective exoerience and mannower resources of the

Bank will be used to the maximum without compromising- the rrinciple that the mem-

bers of the Committee are responsible for ensuring that the various parts of the

Committee's work are completed.

Some difficulty was experienced by the Committee, not only in defining

the elements of the problem which has been rather loosely classified as "develop-

ment", but also in deciding which areas of the world should be properly classed as

"development areas". For instance, the resources of western Europe will undoubted-

ly be still further developed in the future, but most members of the Committee were

of the opinion that Iestern Europe should be excluded from the areas of the world
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under review by the Committee since it was hoped that the problems of that area

would be dealt with under the Marshall Plan. Southeastern Europe, the iCdle Past,

Asia and Africa, all seem areas, however, to which the word "develonment" can reas-

onably be anplied, and in many of these areas, particularly the "iddle East, simi-

lar problems are found in all or most of the comnonent countries. It seemed clear,

however, that there would emerge from the discussions of the Committee a broad line

of policy which the Bank should nursue in its dealings with Development Countries,

and that, if it was decided to exclude only Western Europe and. the countries of the

North American Continent from consideration by the Committee, this policy would ap-

ply to an increasing proportion of the Bank's work. T oreover, as has already been

stated, in many cases it would be found that the policies evolved for the so-called

"developrient areas" would not be exclusive and might, in varyin g de rees and accord-

ing to circumstances, be applied to the 3ankfs relations with more advanced coun-

tries as well.

attachment
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December 16, 19 7

Agenda for Committee on Development Policy

( Preliminary Study: The moral and political problems of inter-

national participation in the development

Rosenstein-Rodan ( of backward countries.

( I. What should be done?

( A. Survey of economic problems of Development Coun-

( tries. Purpose of development programs.

( B. A brief survey of each underdeveloped area setting

( forth in general terms such basic factors as:

( 1. Population trends.

( 2. Resources.

Basch/Consolo ( 3. Income, standard of living and investnent.

( 4. Principal economic activities.

( 5. Principal exports and imports.

( 6. Extent and history of recent development.

7. Efficiency of political and administrative

( organization.

( 8. Internal financial conditions.

( C. Some quantitative estimates of what could be done

( in different areas -

( 1. Eastern and Southeastern Europe

( 2. Middle East
Postpone (

( 3. The Far East

( h. Latin America

( 5. Colonial Territories

Research D. Surplus population problems in relation to develop-

ment programs.
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( E. The problem of promoting adequate technical train-
Urquidi (

( ing in Development Countries.

F. Integration -

( 1. Effect of reconstruction and deve oprient.

Basch ( programs on trade relations betveen devel-

( oped and underdeveloped countries.

2. Integration of regional development pro-
Skillings (

grams.

II. How it can be done.

( A. An estimate of howv much international investment

( can be expected on the optimum assumption for the
Research (

( next decade. What proportion of it might be handled

( by the International Bank?

( B. What kind of loans should the Bank make to contrib-

( ute to the capital formation of underdeveloped coun-

Research (prelim- ( tries? Possible inflationary effects? Should the
inary paper) (

( Bank finance only foreign exchange expenditure or

( local currency expenditure also?

( C. (1) What is the present debt burden of Development
Research (

Countries?

(2) What can be done to facilitate the settlement
Clee (

( of defaulted debt?

( D. How can the Bank secure active cooperation of pri-

( vate investors in development projects?

Urquidi and ( 1. Could the Bank encourage and assist a devel-
Special Coimittee (

opment program by financing a portion of it,

the rest being provided by private lending?
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If so, is there any type of project partic-

ularly appropriate for the Bank, for ex-

( ample public utilities? That procedures

should the Bank follow to promote the int-

erest of private enterprise in undertaking

( development financing?
Urquidi and (
Speci6l Conittee ( 2. Should the Bank undertake to guarantee pri-

vate foreign capital investments in devel-

opment projects?

( 3. What have been the most important obstacles

( to private foreign investment in various

countries? Can these obstacles be removed

( through international agreement?

( E. Possibility of obtaining assistance from countries

other than the U. S. That steps, if any, can the

Postpone ( Bank take to assist in the readjustment of economic

and financial relations between Europe and Develop-

( ment Countries?

( F. The work of other international agencies in the

Demuth ( field of development and the Bank's relations with

( these agencies,

G. Proportions and priorities to be attributed to dif-

( ferent areas or purposes -
Postpone (

1. General

2. Bank

III. Bank Technique,

Loan ( A. 'That applications, formal and informal, for
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( development loans has the Bank received and 'rhat is

( the mechanism for handling such application,,

( B. '!hat is the Bank's position in connection with

( assistance by it or other agencies to unde-devel-

( oped countries in (a) formulation of development pro.

grams, (b) the construction and operation of duvel-

( opment projects, and (c) internal economic and fin-

( ancial conditions? What initiative should the Bank

( take in moulding its memberst development policies

Penton and ( al ong economic lines? To what extent should the

Special ~cmmittee (
( Bank send missions to underdeveloped countries in

( order (1) to publicize the purposes of the 3ank and

( (2) to gather information for the Bank t s use?

( C, By '.rhat methods should the Bank seek to publicize

( achievements in the field of development with a

( view to restoring the confidence of private invest-

( ment and thus encourage the resumption of private

( international lending?



December 16, 19b7

Committee on Development Policy

At the Committee's meeting today it was decided to adopt

the Agenda and the allocation of work already submitted, with a few

minor modifications.

It was agreed that there should be a further meeting of the

Committee on December 3., Et 23 0P.TT . in Room j10., at which the prog-

ress of the preliminary work done on the various items of the Agenda

would be reviewed with a view to setting tentative dates for the com-

pletion of the various parts of the Committee's program.
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December 16, 1947

Agenda for Committee on Development Policy

( Preliminary Study: The moral and political problems of inter-

( national participation in the develorment

Rosenstein-Rodan ( of backward countries.

( I. What should be done?

( A. Survey of economic problems of Development Coun-

( tries. Purpose of development programs.

( B. A brief survey of each underdeveloped area setting

( forth in general terms such basic factors as:

( 1. Population trends.

( 2. Resources.

Basch/Consolo ( 3. Income, standard of living and investment.

4. Principal economic activities.

( 5. Principal exports and imports.

( 6. Extent and history of recent development.

7. Efficiency of political and admnistrative

( organization.

( 8. Internal financial conditions.

( C. Some quantitative estimates of what could be done

( in different areas -

1. Eastern and Southeastern Europe

( 2. Middle East
Postpone (

( 3. The Far East

( h. Latin America

( 5. Colonial Territories

Research D. Surplus population problems in relation to develop-

ment programs.
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( E. The problem of promoting adequate technical train-
Urquidi (

( ing in Development Countries.

F. Integration -

( 1. Effect of reconstruction and develoent

Basch ( programs on trade relations between dcvl-

oped and underdeveloped countries.

2. Integration of regional development pro-
Skillings (

grams.

II. How it can be done.

( A. An estimate of how much international investment

( can be expected on the optimum assumption for the
Research (

( next decade, What proportion of it might be handled

( by the International Bank?

( B. hhat kind of loans should the Bank make to contrib-

( ute to the capital formation of underdeveloped coun-

Research (prelim- ( tries? Possible inflationary effects? Should the
inarypper) (

( Bank finance only foreign exchange expenditure or

( local currency expenditure also?

( C. (1) What is the present debt burden of Development
Research (

( Countries?

( (2) What can be done to facilitate the settlement
Clee

( of defaulted debt?

( D. How can the Bank secure active cooperation of pri-

( vate investors in development projects?

Urquidi and ( 1. Could the Bank encourage and assist a devel-
Special Committee (

opment program by financing a portion of it,

( the rest being provided by private lending?



( If so, is there any type of project partic-

( ularly appropriate for the Bank, for ex-

( ample public utilities? That procedures

should the Bank follow to promote the int-

( erest of private enterprise in undertaking

development financing?
Urquidi and (
Special Committee ( 2. Should the Bank undertake to guarantee pri-

( vate foreign capital investments in devel-

( opment projects?

( 3. What have been the most important obstacles

( to private foreign investment in various

( countries? Can these obstacles be removed

( through international agreement?

( E. Possibility of obtaining assistance from countries

other than the U. S. Wbat steps, if any, can the

Postpone ( Bank take to assist in the readjustment of economic

( and financial relations between Europe and Develop-

( ment Countries?

( F. The work of other international agencies in the

Demuth ( field of development and the Bankts relations with

( these agencies.

( G, Proportions and priorities to be attributed to dif-

( ferent areas or purposes -
Postpone (

( 1. General

( 2. Bank

III. Bank Technique,

Loan ( A. What applications, formal and informal, for



( development loans has the Bank received and what is

( the mechanism for handling such applications?

( B6 'hat is the Bankts position in connection w.ith

( assistance by it or other agencies to underdevel-

( oped countries in (a) formulation of development pro.

( grams, (b) the construction and operation of devel-

( opment projects, and (c) internal economic and fin-

( ancial conditions? That initiative should the Bank

( take in moulding its members' development policies

Penton and ( al ong economic lines? To what extent should the

Speie31~dcmmittee (
( Bank send missions to underdeveloped countries in

( order (1) to publicize the purposes of the Bank and

( (2) to gather information for the Bank's use?

( C, By what methods should the Bank seek to publicize

( achievements in the field of development with a

( view to restoring the confidence of private invest-

( ment and thus encourage the resumption of private

( international lending?



December 15, 1947

Committee on Development Policy

At a meeting of the Sub-Committee to continue study of the Agenda, which

took place on Friday, December 15, the division of work on the Agenda was dis-

cussed, and a redraft of Section I-D made. The Sub-Committee's recomendations

are set out in a revised Agenda, hereto attached.

It was felt by the Sub-Committee that, in general, primary responsibility

for each item on the Agenda should be given to one person. The person in charge

should, however, be able to enlist the assistance of anyone in the Bank who might

contribute to the examination of the problem at hand. In two cases (II-D and

III-B and -C) it was felt that the person in charge should set up a special com-

mittee to study the problem.

Allocation of a few topics was postponed, - it being felt that they were

not of immediate urgency, or could not be evaluated until other studies had been

made.

The next meeting of the full Committee will be on Tuesday, December 16,

at 2:30 P.M., in Room 410.
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INTERNATIONA' BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND -11VELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Drew Dudley DATE: 12/1/4-7

FROM: John M. Penton

SUBJECT:

The Committee on Development Policy appointed by Mr. Garner is under-

taking a study of the Bank's role in increasing the productive capacity of

underdeveloped countries.

One of the chief questions which arises is that of the Bak's partici-

pation in giving expert economic and/or technical advice to its members in

such fields as the formation of development programs, the moulding of inter-

nal economic and financial policies in order to achieve the best conditions

for development, the construction and operation of development projects, and

the maintenance of overall policies throughout the life of loa s which will

create the most favorable environment for the loans's success.

The degree of initiative which the Bank might use, either in making

known its aims and purposes, or in participating in any one of the above activ-

ities should be considered. The scope of Bank missions in the field is also

an important factor, as yet undecided.

It is also desirable to discuss the extent to which the Baik can pub-

licize any achievements it may have in the development field, with a view to

restoring the confidence of private investment, thus encouraging the resump-

tion of private international lending.

It is proposed to hold a discussion on this subject in your office

on Wednesday, December 17, at 2:30 P.M.

OFFICE SERVICES 17-10



INTERNATIO1 NK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AV ELOPMENT

O[HCE MEMORANDUM
TO: F. D. Stephens DATE: 12/15A/7

FROM: John M. Penton

SUBJECT:

The Committee on Development Policy appointed by Mr. Garner is under-

taking a study of the Bank's role in increasing the productive capacity of

underdeveloped countries.

One of the chief questions which arises is that of the Bank's partici-

pation in giving expert economic and/or technical advice to its members in

such fields as the formation of development programs, the moulding of internal

economic and financial policies in order to achieve the best conditions for

development, the construction and operation of development projects, and the

maintenance of overall policies throughout the life of loans which will cre-

ate the most favorable environment for the loan's success.

The degree of initiative which the Bank might use, either in making

known its aims and purposes, or in participating in any one of the above

activities should be considered. The scope of Bank missions in the field is

also an important factor, as yet undecided.

It is also desirable to discuss the extent to which the Bank can publi-

cize any achievements it may have in the development field, with a view to re-

storing the confidence of private investment, thus encouraging the resumption

of private international lending.

It is proposed to hold a discussion on this subject in Mr. Drew Dudley's

office, Room 1111, on Wednesday, December 17, at 2:30 P.M., and I should be

glad if you could attend.

OFFICE SERVICES 17.10



December 11, 1947

AG3ENDA FOR CONE1ITTEE ON YVELPi ENT POLICY

PREFPCE - The moral and Dolitical problems of international participation in

the development of backward countries.

I. That should be done?

A. Survey of economic problems of Development Countries. Purpose of

development programs.

B. A brief survey of each underdeveloped area setting forth in gen-

eral terms such basic factors as:

1. Population trends.

2. 2esources.

3. Income, standard of living and investment.,

4. Principal economic activities.

5. Principal exports and imports.

6. Extent and history of recent development prograns.

7. Efficiency of political and administrative organization.

8. Internal financial conditions.

C. Some quantitative estimates of vthat could be done in different

areas -

1. Eastern and Southeastern Europe

2. Fiddle East

3. The Far East

4,. Latin America

5. Colonial Territories

D. Surplus population problems in relation to development progCrams.

E. The problem of promoting adequate technical training in Develop-

ment Countries.
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F. Integration -

1. Effect of development prograns on trade relations between

developed and underdeveloped programs.

2,. Integration of regional development programs.

II. Pow it can be done,

A. [An estimate of how much international investment can be expected

on the optimum assumption for the next decade. hat proportion of

it might be handled by the International Bank?

B. An analysis of nature and composition of development loans (and

possible inflationary effects).

C. Should the Bank finance only foreign exchange expenditure or

local currency expenditure also?

D. What is the present debt burden of Development Countries? What

can be done to facilitate the settlement of defaulted debt?

E. hat are the present obstacles to private lending and what steps

could be taken to remove them and speed up the flow of private

capital?

F. Possibility of obtaining assistance from countries other than the

U. S. hat steps, if any, can the Bank take to assist in the re-

adjustment of economic and financial relations between Europe and

Development Countries?

G. The work of other international agencies in the field of development

and the Bank's relations with these agencies.

H. Proportions and priorities to be attributed to different areas or

purposes -

1. General

2, Bank
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III. 3ank Technique.

A. What a-nplicationj' formal and informal, for development loans has

the Bank received and what is the mechanism for handling such appli-

cations?

3. 'hat steps should the Bank take to inform countries of its purposes

and aid them in the formulation of their development policy? How

can the Bank influence general financial and economic policy in

countries in which it is interested?

C. By That methods should the Bank seek to publicize its aims and

achievements in the field of development with a view to restoring

the confidence of private investment and thus encourage the resump-

tion of private international lending?

D. General policy papers.
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p 'K 'sf "tnd ¾. s ingte S66V n1o1r<"4iI A 5')'$

ain t' ¾ r s o' 'a A' ttrt. thernn I. little isAnsive for aflicieney:

'se "'ter of Ie iro erty isa ' Itrge 1ene ¼ fF'ieVi5 for has a C M

family nv' den e metI, <'s 1" r'nitas i tn are no'Uely a" o f "wA.48

rer ta ote h.a ira <'c utomed to "h he" inaoe'sa tht they hav

ab It:l A mentto t to bs better yields. ta cntie ''ket

nee havr attar'ted' 'to tra. ow th >sstm rouh' h reitribution

ofl ¼t * mra Unot ' tly, tUy hav 'o far V in th*he dietton

'n.eemttweoeg ",.i tuc int e ian nt inutAl ,cl

ecsv diffint. ' re 45to deetfomb" ouee s>m.



real ' oat'Vn >s meessa. .. s tter tns t5 er '3'nolves tloodstad,

itsol be nted here* t';t the >o('. TIhy >2"ta in

ories is~ me of th' reg '1 f the.
1  

tu SeM, 
1
Ai. The

$1ve 7 at 'A they; ¼o ntrat the iocal I olitted V ;inan 7 fd '3 tk
thy net t'I r k4vigAt a'lme in~tto foreigAn ' caraie mi feelth

*a gi sj ry offrs litle ''re uAm "rute iN V

'~ami in ' ore ic a al trostion, sad th s~ cientifte skee and

VdaIn <acate >. ' t' ye >anen itrokee nery f
t

4 
r1 i Ltin Maric

of retfret tntt ~, 4<e et ir u ticn of 'raset. *n to exishne tto

C. .i 5it 0ark see tvo' h1v een 'cUestte 3ra .e trhe t resr.

oei 75tied, xo 2""; fiAsh .rj A» , '3,4si of dill a

rob <- a s'etically.. negidhlet~i. he con Ut <e groh Vf i V

2. he 'fy"e 1intensive e'"loito of . allie' IC ndnt
resso ce< x russ orca i tey differnst~ 'id'f 'o.e

ry ga~ nvestntsot uvrt he 3 a ningt, 'nd tatroieut em
loittVas befor thy ~ en y ~ - an <iIAbl 0ro'it. dA; rt dt l is not

"no at of real evinAs: her e re, e > 3 e At'tttio of ininr tAo oetrole4

at bho Vt to 'orei 4 o'- 'tal., ''4< ad rd ten .4 s are re kt t

let arn fri" cit l entser into M e "is, since too roth
reevs ; e ' i ~d <S .' ,ri coro't' tio ' us 'lIy tr so-

fere re< a <en s ha r 'rA ted, i. shite 'or 1' s. e, bt

25 are't '' eV lot wie' "inl of4< coer uie< V'A U0'Af4r,. i the

eso of "' isi ' StAlo'A~h "ot's iseg, <e >1'r ½"f n.orei "; wXe

(4) Je 'Uitl ' a re"A "l hav s" (or v '1nt ry refrdta f'r' '<o

'1 e '4< the IsA 1 *'s et I ear <nrt ' 'ctor ' 'Ah "re4Venst - u

*at o. 4<. "'o 'tris.

(b) UM5 creteo~dy es"A Tx e A 1ei4 ve >ment 1in< "etro' ik<

)s,'



reores 'ny M*i mak ntries utlz mieno tti th

in Magaertoe a n hece f griAulur littl

wit .h r rY0'r dem abrod

3.~'4 Ager 1V. e" gyt of iJtrd t a)Atal Va*h ha eary4f ed

V rg daystomontal regi s lik '4~n ric or th 'Kk4)) Ir. Incrti

knwhw an skills. Th t of~t ie era ei ten ilackin' inV t . : . outre
MAstrid " endeer in thet airction of)' self-suffic'acy, oh asth

"ulatur olf~ joteme11t Matt~r~ 4'4 Aa 'in~ Arantin *re coj'letely~ ' -

jusiftte f ert*o te 1 nMrl ae snihrds

to th rnAe hee eo h o eoimd oteayenfl

affect. ~ ' ~~ 4

'V Ro uter, 4 e oal' '4'" 4te ail 4. 'il at "h nrtaity ofA 'oa)fij~



ar I r A:tie. i. *'t u. Sm<rie e' vew re, .h ½i t y of ne

r 4Aiod% i a' Ai busi4an 5 Aettn vnlne fodaa

w Arire '# Vre &if's -ties. "mvr, 4t' rsti of m5 ' hesAi

adr. om - -an ''At e a od a A; ApS Asi rof ei

n t o e ', ftm :' 'r y't r "in 4, Vt 'ya r trfi

-ic 'hr at ri i ernmt . natrn 'I:e e r K ir vetr Ty
l'rg s/' t A'u Aion tAno ' 4 C:'''' ' ace Se 4 e V r QA4tion;A

Sf t" out o' A I :, 'eivn a AJr 'ere A rca. W g t ime

Averz 'e e;fi, ldeeet

4 'r~ itc mA' a ?.V natt½ mone in' 1. 4. G. ¶5ountIe. it reSttsi to( Ne

rr onstrote t refd tr m ott i4 "he r than theA r'l I d v It th;e
a I~i .. Ma' y ''ra V l to rWr d in'<r'es '.4,y 4acen'o.i.

¼. gtz&A £ Ae aA jnli of det f 8 ants 'b;eeinats
t tu avale4rmnt of Vrti4n lineS Of eCOno) ie anfl;PVer i

xm~i 1nd Mit'l 4 'Aaa' counrie,* <Oeepl ia tedoA e tv

AnA (und u ja ty. it 4' jus V tertit to at thAt Ia

re"icll b nannt :; 1.' V ot 'r deeVa 414he Iihut technie]l
in 'tnd h, tfnOVwho <¶5 ¾ei1 reformis. ,i l to t<e age CA.tIon

Af A ¼re s de ir shCmA ve a ho mat inh deeo an h l

he da m line ofA''' e etion. t maV th t m <S oosftih acio

ado ists, , A eea.

A ~ ma~sAlbd1E

'A'a,''CA'nA 4eri4'%ydolog ia jnfl '', ATA te csr': ofs

ora U 1 otA , Ie t'y A'y ter -o liin ter. s"Aet w ntit ro n' a
all Aou 'o ., o 

4
AAAddeZAl;; P 'Ao.n A A'Ar '

A ' A ete AA~ and AAr4jActed A yW 7 A. fmlA A u 'ie emne

col A e " de enly A~ 4.nfiialefec ;r At $ me <VAur M a It
of1 bati ns mi to me.A't 'Aku An "tAshe ' f 'Vr oten

- A - - -fi i b A -- Asi- -- A - ' ''.',
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:As revali i o c :v21i:3is:2 atn M ::rican or ,idlte ~astern
A t i : A .vrmanti to iinance 14 nlaeetaw EAnydi.-

turea in stro01, snal. nA re'veale- a ne t7:4 as the accum!htion of
saviii , -a y iit; a< ~ri wdta e o e toa fCamee such expenditures is :uN t
as codernie. hurever, the 2 croin on local oorrowing airead e n 3ed in
ior sue ar-oses ha createc a serions proite or7 o~ranser. [n - ost cases
it is exreis > cuit e 'o a e e.. * .ountrie ili *sel
~o reimbure w:at they onwe to te ir eredi t4or out el increasec riro octior.

JHowever, when - li is :said a e aerco, thls th e only wsa or arny nolntry
o ree Wte s iN 3 nr -.

tM(> ifzv~tariita :LOul £3di ~#iir,~ s.iil as -06siUl rid
ve~~~~~~ as 3a tcie. fu uint vj wnr neo iv

eAbi ftres unrirrtae:. or ~adt ~rients of econ>-cally underdevelorped
countries , m . avoided l t v~ -rinnert i - finnce. -it~ or&d

lr d .coe andX r~ are drg aenef telNo e-Leyl at
all if ati o ee ent a~ tcs or re oin - on tries s top ter tr oun

CD3ctaiW ex .cni ti ~ ci~eer~ti~ o nr-or."duetiv inyet aents.

C nove w wi rasidtrn, o fietln
in tr .:. ~ttde rr o r:erts 2 . . countries,

w, : cnicians nre y
to ei inU~-~r o~~Ic o~hb aotai nfct accer~r4e the trouble

.a tro5 cn; wie Ou sci. rt 0Mr counre,, Sich as \ene7uo1,

are wl t r e n vice ex rio of peopl
no sill teac i at 3P, co t fin iIxpensive Olutni t

lare 7 rosc c io 3ocems *. i o eesr ave dmua snrnrr hiwrays
(t.o towns n triffic la ii. 2 cc:sar. to autd c 0 pn% r.v.

cdia ~i tiue <>e si~ti' -el an fL 1r th nx l6.,' e.., aest- rit e Xeed l2h .*N.
'. Lj -t c - rP to Uui~ld a clteri als atehn v - s a o ry

rairoad line where sig le track, lw-speed, no allast line can do the job.

jIn snort, reveloptent should avoid the spectacuar and trn towards
the useful.

(L) j urough whom should developmento be undrtken?~

here development is placed under h direct contBril c ana sent
o th oneroent or uncr a gastatul inV 1tCtlio, ris are ;reat hat
->clidicl considcrastoa sill infnuec t:e. :election ofrojects and that

tnw local soeraaat ill, in Joer to ratin: te la rcapital accessary .1or

its mn staains, eae sven a pressure on -riqr t svings ani private capital.
iatio twi ) ,riv> b~ endeur - s iU Oe , at tien i. stoppxed. T his see s to

hav-. ::curreu in ma rin, tn execn tuo c. thc lalhde plan. -u the otner
nae, it idi2 ~a unreLL 4o. :: ameet the t iAv-.terinteret all he attracted

oolsy to tuose .rojet s.ich oroduce nOvN connouitis 5 o-r the Croo of thr nation
suo is -ood s I Mn eir. world. Thr endency fou oc rather to seek quick

rmf it t roya na e inwruc tion of Ual- aiw, nuecase o rel r state and
ore tion ay soft or nard clin ::aceories.

urier~ore, the -;aricity of caoita mien ;rivate eo oie in . u.
Countries art Ail to :sonilize i3 on"al, ad Lai a es the- poor partners to
an internateoda - fort in tne uirection of ctnc ex aion of -roduction.



0i
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U. Thefinaning o Deveopmen

Sx urs W i cp i O.

(A) if ficultier inher n orivt inc

ie loo. nitor , t e t xvr ari' n ibive taxation
r ;ur,. . cories ni § A tie aounE :orn

in res nun r in ei e a , avra n pr ivate ,Ie Nlike

itm la St 1V PC ar ,w- cla e ier, :th n r 0f te te, CAsical
enetrAlia in hs . co n.tries. it rn , iis tti nal investor or the

lar1 Ar reluca ] t We e Y iv ent civities, and dten oe
vernets o ec!nolly n o ountris re loate to aelcome in-

vestment ri:: a -oli'll power ol suc. :*erefor, nly sol 3rm1
penOrat+ in 3. ". cou1nrie, :mn netion of in a
lar rofit anm will lv t :11 in, 1. lh country nM

te will 0ae bro nir ci ca rr to reesablish
coonden Ket!kinf ins Ce 11 erocti :or i o Inrei
inerst t c t ties coe a ir asts v e eill

sns othrs, Ceflt 0 u a u:' ecleared in nea r

countrin is l an t Va settloentsln involve to 1NY rv aorn
nill nta es

itil o4 .0ir alo ota lis rLcr n i nt
in ncware cntri . Th.iscoul do by ii tution c exi

S or to inna inal ank i a t0 o t obt n rom 'or winy
cunri e e s t.on j. crtain ospti;l r rs, tout Aen ne

nter.ris a oomeh wailure.

I e aove Ire realizd, it ncessary Yrtnorore to
ta _is at rules orwing t, ran o t; creditors countries

of se rait ALich result frm ir invstnt in :. : . countries.

I 'in:::rican, L ide as , r , , : an . ic countries can
'rl a ford ormal rowt on a + o nits orived fra foreign

rade. i tt rc oe, Ir .o, 0diciu AtVor them simultaneously t nae
care ; their con fowth n lark -rofits toreiners. To expect
a com Qt freedomin ne :ition o rofitois u nrealiatic. ow-
ever, e rkles overning conl, 'nxiu roit . which can be

re Oy I' toeli c omIes ,e uaiun taxe. to ich a .oreign company

a4) hi ' 3: ntner maniles~ anain me ta anual',ils from
or.e investents in atin , rice - :ro r-war avera;es of
2Q to or non- n invetnt reSpectively, theu jued

to & oAin 196.
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can be auit~itten ma a e nc e r -in oasi; 1witr tne
a: rova1 ofageneod c as Ue nite : )ins. Mae rul~es snoeld~

co~nl -- e revasedI trough negotiations «it~a all parties.

() Aifficties inherent to dollara investment

1t. Latin America Iufers at present from a consierabl1e dollar
aora. r n tneat ta , t k r i-

alho, wulie its avoracle balance with arome is aout oM te nae
1wz. is u rld e a l s er' fra n~rt i 1ollars ranzintg

I- the ',rr, se ,0104 a -stia ar:ca' ; M.ortages .r
a rdte :rev 1-i .au a ra arzmai le 1ans ar 'ran in aiC.

.ui toJ :muiC Isr'g . L~on W~ Latin a erica 7:0 >a uvoided:A It
er e turnrised mnt ne sollara wsich will be av~a le * ~. coutrie.

uitneut &any -~ i oana ~il o, teeeves create a iGenv inD ntio~nar press'ure
on tne i ,so heavy t uti a art contol. De isa nen'of
increasins tu&t grassre,

i a the 1on -ren ( ater 100/1i2 f .i.), tcn e ic .'i~e idobrine in
ialances tween taew a:~ the reat OZ1 the sort maa mot preent any
difficut, u 'e-ua d arillhi: no ivt ora sevrl tilion ijs

a year ror ao el uilir ter
lower Ata icarills, redue ita .roduction, axn e)U repaygnent of its loan.
in goods,

~any iwiettore exist t~nat for goliaccai -n'? ;ycolo ical reasons
th - U ioi t a4 pt &ch ~anaurs .n th lion;-rtn. ven taou~gh the;~ stere

reax to invet bi1on~ a roaM every y ear, i t i~ , ou tfui u1m t they are ready
as orraine a tr a orio~ ril ,ars a nia.ional edtier, o: hnra of labor crr

¾e sitt<d tv. duespread ueaployvot. A n:, nevertnheiety, tnewe seasures
are ama, ythe ra snt of to lna a ,o*e b) erefore, untless

tne Ls is road to ease .. :its t~ -L wmorIb .r s lon; ;rioi, no 4efinite
is rueen ti' ne W - sor to : i s o ly 1 be. urop ie nshave

T ta%2e su ~re in financing £ . j. countries a, e sii

( ea -rietiora placeri on eert~a kirv a liu

T ntrt nas beea &N tare lc a a icuaeva3l~ e amnce on th art

of Lea exiraban~ ar the interatnnal .a~ ) - nar~ a orai <>remituree in
o 4)2

die~ tr~A witn aoric - i. ae~d: 2.3 "
e4ital y maentD to ejrld - : .24

(by Ie prewar screditore nations o ~rben we o~iaalf ejoye :or
year.a :, tandiar: of livine \ .ich - aa not justifies a 1lo:a1 - ohuction
alone . - Yhey were in aet be eri tint; of irnves teentsa a in tue pre-
~orld ~.ar r "La ridliaic" ;eriod.
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.eenlo .t counwries. urter ar±e, tnl slne oa a:;net Jloan3 hae been
reje e d ,m non- ,ot at i e, ;~ i reiluctance may we e xp~lirse i for psy cholo ;iceal
resonw, (a) a a i~ 0 o 00 ccoie acs,L as e~et ndi- picaton

eorms oC loa ere c : f toe o; ens loans for
~ecelopmen A. 't sces ot the en gorn of a coun'r, will be Jetern-inch bU

LaI toaty & i olicy, 0n1 t by tre fact trz t it vx t to crrely
:rin ena rules* for a~ vry mal part of its national scnomy,

a~c nG l an c ol e~a'e a tou or enjoy a con-
rn 1 1. mri~d r r rclrlelo nt, ir :s usril -- crines

n a. iGod ra1l i1 qAYts vonstitut a AL e part D L ; ountvr i orts.
orer n. .. e w . kntl- a -ut ; in-

er f activ 1& tk courr a ona ao re t of i La mon n on-esse stial 3 o
aica tes in loo ca t J oier are ip exnan~e s ur ales ao tme e rc~tat n 4
oli i hic r m % aroe W r,

No factor:, a reore, mbuld ml 'ac conalidered in tb traku
a f orei n exan~ loan, am~ . oey are:

1. Is tde overall policy of the country directed toward more
~rooue ion or toward more useless ~epditres?~

2. >4j11 Iepouto of the oountry increase su&f icently to
enabla it~ to se&rvice a loan of~ the aise considared?

(a) Invstorsi in j1 o onda oi1ht0 pr er to um "prociuctive losas."
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deriea a MM eelo nonries will not rrom a

shorta e -olars or hortr i: or r ey n 4ne nort-run,
.e., until tie Iars f t ncn c td. , ur.n ta 3b ' e ,"

develomt counrie n. ll in act> as v "e oiti of cre itr as ty
did Aria 1e rl r ney c tk ceotir wn develrnt rc-

uirlTn P t i p, Qe un eressur 0n - uroper eqUionrt
exprt. tis, terer, suestd in th; nut lize the Yet years of soort-

run inancial elp ;t tcir ouse in r or and p;n or the large-acfle
Qvo y.tt l ; e voi'iaften 0,1-i. Ln or.er o ehieve t

e::iet, the i l a z!,:-; sol hi e xf ta 1 -L. y r4o- durin- -dhi -

in' tiQ eir eronange Unaw in a ams Mr an hnceMo-for
mone e ry epna nn oor te . nure f lurr te . I s : goes
ce availa lI * am atinh of ~ sce .ws av i t .tm wt ic will

wnisuder plicies .on e, th nlyof erimion auch he lrflt ~ t~t k OUi r 'a U k

Slaneo , i teirove.nt of tir inancial and conoMic
: :v et ountris col. enar in a 10rf lio iA e*- loo-

an endeavors. ue e.tue nted to inaugr at in 19-t was one o

large-scae helog nt.l r th. In most cases, arvf r, too . 'ountriee

failed to dso nstra that their dnistrive etup an to local vail-
asiLty of "0now-'o'w Cn. oc ca3i were su iint vo warrant ta sucee.s

Lace ne r 4ons, n tae "arnaail r," t .1 . countries coud
n at the - - in :iinauurte leton organii &tons wnich wold

rovide e 1,1- 2ti hl .4 ! ramew rk u kn nc o cevulopent can

start on alarge calW . .omo rm of financial a uwcict hel;. w e re-

" red ior te Qrnawn Un &WI 3k0ton. Zt .0idn : , `isal- all
dollar loans cPe, eurecu for ver; -al! projec, oren &trte gic

vjue Qns coul b acow . e e a ipp- itn uro a &arial,

iS cction m to e esentil, Oce iurter mort-run exansion

on neb so rican Tacrial Ao-d creao A, 10'. .nr> cre sire in We

te : i llit Cls O little furshr tae eiopent makets for

uropsa ;:: v. rshall .. rp canot surviv 1 i t 1o- o ort raw ..aterilw

.." export ...alacqurez ronunts. Ut MneI ca ea 1. jr1nli K:a avallaoility o0

,aw rial. In o , v n t r i re . t livir s on urcd to
Latin erica, ti iir ure o uppl u ril in a so rt o-riod

o tCA: n e .P i" it1v .s " ily is -uch
"ridr than 1, Atl. a ud. ,itt oiio .t - th fact et e

eairl, t t rt. ;; ut 2~ n ly n 1.5 pillion a ear in 1 <7
Mile 1.0 nort. ill . .1ch :;out lin Alion. -to diffctIy

in t t 00t Ltin a1icon cutrie "ant to reC i4 eui;enz tow fast W

ha no eifort 1 'o to i sourcs 1 ; in Wrope. Lurther ore,
uo1e, inro creo e. .. itnout rw r ta, rQnoetive iel, of their

sales. I. i note ac that 10,0) . rall sen La &a or unsed

i urope& r r ll avv , muc :lla roucetive e et thn the sa ei ht
of teJ. u iuwa in a ricoural or 4 n sectiono of "onezuela or Pru.
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(ii) in e long-run it must meacue tdat tne industrial potential
o urope ll Oe patily restored. i e ro will be in a
position to finance through the inri k or ote rwise tne develop-
ment in A. v. countries nich again re likely to >e in a situation of balance
of paents deficit. Furthermore, u lar f 1nancing if available will be

ensOstained by exorta,and s wil no tur ne internal rice
struture of the a&. t, the availabilit; of capital ad funds will not by

itself iWAly tn xistence o situation oncive to hronious development:
twe internal aontE of n co auntrie to dvelop is necessary, and a
;crk als ordi to for deepw t must exist. 1t ioped Oat the first
oal .ill nave been uieve b:rough the ollaor tin of the countries and

intwnational intitons rin the r 1 ri~y, but men the -rocure-
nt and orgaization of e proleu still will r e olved.

Q ae n, n r v orieu r on M e i i n utions in
enarce i invtlopant Are ewr el; :r:sitiw W nor-conomic factors to

o icn di suolae ine . -urthr e the y e met o teurial and
Skill a e adulter d n -minant poeition o t urin the
war ,ad by Mc relati v inaeatac, of Europan sale orgaisation in

developnent countries.

aerefore, tnera e osA of the creaton n in er-
natical woard, nwich auhie cleria; house for cart :te - ods _ d

eo ities proaced all ver t e arid. It should ne rcvided with a lIst
of all ne Jrjects a ,d las of ok ard countries, study es from the

nt o view of roac on ei cy, n financet n r o rt -no h
transfer v as vous with' ; r, rivatefunda, or on 0wbai 1i
cornodi t- zsxaan .

=n the Pana eaen lc, u anisation shonlu wet up ine ndent
zevelopment corporations n financial particiPatio of local overn-

n , v tunais, eor* n interets, a d iNrn a tional funds. TeOse
o Ae e n or utli:n int Atonal experts n auLu aell their

cre n te t eir saucrwefu apr lion to local intersta. e is tot l
o t r do int ntaliies created og it would in fact e an

Inte national :weloy ent ;wroration.
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I V. PrqisteW to fevelopeMnt

The~ a&ove sugsts that no loan can o* aiuessful if a set of rules is
no adopte~d bythe country in which development saould take p'lace.

It would, of ours, beutil to set ringnt las as prerequisites
to a loan. Hoever, the following abould be considered:

1. ~The cruntry should "ake th best of the opportunitie offered
by tne earsnll Hriov, uncertake a skeleton rame rk for large scale i-
vlp t to ce ac C re to ; c ri nternationsl 'vllop-

swnt sorworation.

2. Thes conry abouild clear its default ituation.

£ora-ta investment.

La. enes~ we 01: ar capital. of -- onsle of . 0, countrie3 is
inveaed a road and sainee local capital to ahdost 3ulays laci , the
nationals .5iioid :e os iec either te rpatrist~teir io!:in~ 3 or to in-
vest tn.en in on indtit tion dsalin: wit . internstioo Lvca aro, oTr tae
purpse o. al u sed. in .. b. countrie.

. % country -noulc el a ,a oo V non- no cive
as xcept h rinimum rejired for the ooth anistation ( v ,a countr

and tae 1uinik4ua rpered to mieet its internatbnal oblia&tion a. ivilarly,
redit rsrictim I n a be imposed n l non-. o ctivc en ae or.

6. .s rovrrnts of the conri s ol:a Uest arrive atthe
pain:. he e the whole of neir ordinar e iture o r 5, orin'r

r ceipts. They should only borrow from t Qublic or rr- tne cen tral
dank ior toe execution o metive an-: 1An -ran . e ;- jeet.

7 *A strict ex han- control oeold avoic fii t of ca;t Ml nd
proi it unnecessar; i ort. L Quch controls nno t e" n io sed f or
.syc olocal releoas, evauAtio n on: trrna ive.



December 8, 1947

COMMITTEE ON DEVELOPlMNT POLICY

At the first meeting of the Committee, Friday, December 5, it was

decided that each member would submit a list of specific topics on the

problems of Development Countries, the problems of lending to Develop-

ment Countries, and the problems relating to the Bank's participation in

such lending, These lists will be submitted to the Secretary in Room

401 not later than Tuesday afternoon, December 9.

It is intended that the subjects suggested be the basis for spe-,

cial papers which the Committee will sponsor in order to enable it to

prepare a final report. The lists which are submitted will be assembled

by the Chairman into a tentative program of work to be discussed at the

next meeting.

Dr. Rosenstein-Rodan will prepare an initial survey of the econ-

omic problems o2 backward countries.

Mr. Clee will circulate a paper describing his Division's method

of procedure in following up a loan application from a Development Coun-

try,.

The next meeting of the Committee will be held on Thursday, Decem-

ber 11, at 4:00 P.M., in Room 410o

R. F. Skillings
Secretary

cc: J. M. Penton, Chairman
A. Basch
V. Checchi
F. Consolo
R. H. Demuth
W. Hill
A.S.G. Hoar
M. Madigan
P. Rosenstein-Rodan
V. L. Urquidi



Mr. A. 3. G. Hoar 5th December, 1947

C. C . Hamilton

*0EVLOPENTCOMITTES

our note of t lst ecember in reply to neo tesame

Ia not convi Perhaps the int willbec f I

move it from the rtmnta to the inter-departmental pla eon-

ider the principle in relto to someone else, e.g., t Loan irector.

he first dt d function of the Loan Di toris efine

in the Administrative Manual as the development of loan policy. If, every

time a major aspect of loan policy has to be developed, the matter is taken

out of his hands and pt nt to of an inter-departmental committee, his

function becomes in affect to develop m (but not major) aspects of loan

policy. His objectiona cu not be mt by pointing out to him that the

Vice Pres idnt had nominated "appropriately experienced personnel" to sit

on the omittee, that h epartmt was represented, and that he was,

therefore, not left in the cold The fat is that it is his function to

do this job.

3. The pinco principl Im aigis that

(a) inter- ertntcom tte ol otbe set up to per-

form duti alrea ass ed to dpartmnt, and

(b) departmenta c ittes should not eset up to perform

duties already asigne to adivision or office.

4. In both cass, of course, advisor committee would often

be desirabl and sometime necessary, but it should be advisory only.

( -his point has alreay ben stablished as regards the Staff Loan Committee,)

C a~ iw



December 3, 1947

CI:'iITTEE ON DEVELI.ENT POLICY

The first meeting of the Committee vrill be held in

Room No. 410 on Friday, December 5, at 4;30 p.m.

Agenda

1. Constitution of the Committee

2. Program and methods of work

3. Any other business

R. F. Skillings
Secretaxy

cc: i.1essrs. J. M. Penton, Chairman
V. L. Urquidi
G. H. Clee
F. Consolo
R. H. Demuth
P. Rosenstein-Rodan
A. Basch
W, Hill
A. S. G. Hoar
M. Madi gan



INTERNATIC %L BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION / DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: t t e DATE:

FROM:

SUBJECT:
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Mr. A. 3, G. Hoar lst December, 1947

0. C. Hamilton

DEEM ENTCOITTEE

You will rem r th t when It a proposed to set up

a departmental committee to study devolopment problems with a view to

working out some broad in f p cy on deveoent loas, I drew

your attention to the t tt a " -taince to th Lo iretorat in

the development of loan poicy was an important part of the duties of

my office. I expressed i doubtas to whether a dertmental com-

mittee should be set up t sume ties already assigned to an office,

just as I had previously expressed doubts as to whether an inter-

departmental comitte huld ever be set up to assume the duties

already signed to departent. You then explained to me that Davies'

position as Secretary to the committee was not intended to be a "secre-

tarial" one, but rather that of a "rapporteur" and that he would be

expected to make a substantial contribution to the findings of the com-

mittee and do most of its drafting. This seemed to ensure, to some ex-

tent, that responsibility Iready assigned to my office was not en-

tirely hande o:vor to a _on ttee.

This deparental co ittee has now been dissolveId and

has been supers by an ier-eprtmental committee o which all the

members of h arli coittee have beenappointed eept avies;

moreover, another member fhe staff of th roan D ent has 'been

added to the new comitt, w iley ofice is not r present on it.



I arsure that this was an oversight which you will wish

to remedy, an I ave nly t th facts down in writing because the prin-

ciple invlv i one which I wish to put on the record.

C||



Tovember 28, 191,7

20R: 1 'I

12. IJST

Confirming discussions, I hereby appoint the following interdepart-
iental Corittee on Development Policy. Inasmuch as development of
various tpes of loan policies is the priary function of the Loan
Department they should provide the chairman. The Coimnttec shall be
as follows:

.ke. Penton, Chairman
V. L. U(rquidi

. H. Clee
F. Consolo
Rq. H. Demuth
P. R,1osenstein-R.odan
A. Basch

T think it ill be useful if you will request Madigan to sit in when
appropriate.

I believe it would be most suitable if this committee acts In the
first instance as a rogramming group to outline the basic problems which
should be considered in the formulation of the development policy and
recomendations as to how such a policy might be worked out. I tInk this
should include drawing up lists of other org7anizations and individuals
who have done or are doing substantial wiork in this field as well as
information regarding the best sources of material. This should lead to
recommendations as to how we should proceed v.iith hc study of the various
aspects of the problem.

I think that the committee should also develop a list of the important
subjects into which the problem divides itself and perhaps develop certain
preliinary recomrmendations regarding them.

I hope that most of the mmers could give this comdittee a high
priority so that they would have a, prelim;inary paper ready within a week
or ten days. At that time I think it woulc be useful to subit this to
the Staff Loan Committee for discussion.

R.. L. Garner



1. Naturc of the roben confronting uderdeveloped countries.

(a) rc U probleMs common to all or only to nM?

(b) Clasfificatio o undordeveloped countries

(c ) Types of problems

(i) cnonmic

(Li) Financial

(iii) dmInistrative

(iv) Folitical

(v) <ocial.

2. The International Bank' role in the solution of problems

(a) leparatv projects versus integrated develoment programs

(b) :inancial ULitance only v ersu financial, technical, and economic

a"Sistance.

3. International oi c for .evelopment.

(a) Rol of "- .

(b) Ofect of 'arshal lan

(a) Unitd Naions conomic and ocial ouncil, Aith particular reference

to ubcomiaion n conoic Dv lpmont.

(d) ntr-Amrc propoal.

(f) Other regional propoals.

4. woli for the International Bank.

(a) hort-term olicy, deined to in. up to the time of -urope%

realitation.

CHBID: dh
1 /I/ 7



r. Vict or L. Urquidi ov rb 2 , 19s7

. . . 7oar

evelopnt robli Comi tt

e Abould no ai at ytmati'in our thinking on

evelomenlt proble.* To th and ih to set Up a lopment

Probl.s Committee, of whicI old lik. yo to act a. l Chairman,

and of Ach th othr Loa W partment br Aill! r.

Consolo, DAvi , adign, Torfs an elk. Mr. Pvi .11 also

act as acretay.

I have a1ready told Mr. 4It that w ould vlue t

Qart e tiKlon o a representativ of the Rsearch Department on

th C ommittee. 1as a Icertain ho this reprL entative la to

be, d invite hi to atten u 7r - tin g.

The C Vitte soul take its term of rWorcu the

folio in

(1) To Yxanin and" ompare the w deveopme- ntpolm

of dif rnt ara;

(2) To consi r tv ferent pos;ie solutions of

ths probles and th ank' possibl role therein;

(3) To mak t t reonandations as to the ank's

bort-term and long-terpolicy rectively;

(4) To Ain dat the line on h further Atudy

sOQUI proceed.

CHD:dh
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.3.. Ordei at iaa 'mtr

You may beiteete the a er4 4' N a t -t-n

Comm~ittee to conider deeopmen problem is .- lloos

maar. orudi\ ,k ar /

0100
'I, L4onsol

Madigan

Tho . esre: .cex a est have been invited to ~point a re neditve

to pn±rtiej e 1: t 'd r->5

&G -,~~



lir. Eist 25th F ve:*>er 1947

You sa t be nterested o 1:nowt a t mebri of the iom Department

Coittee) to cQ1osider developon prblm is a follows: iew



Mr. John J :AcC2lo acber 197

ivuu 1, or Develoument lf

~recoi.vod a± copy 'i' . I tL r neoroUUu ; u ve~oioner.a polie of~

L,.a~n snrica. I 'ei Ii Ituinyin: t A 'la i v .oU

some coraents as n ! il

Y wh or some tim the conuntry diision in

the Ln deprtment have ben givin close conidrat to the subject
f development. They have, in act, already arrive& a oe esta

of developmen posibilties in Mexic, 2;ile, Bolivia an 1l alvador

In ce e have b thought t opportune to t up a. co~

develop a Laic yo ~r~Uie s ev&Lri atwn. The >sourch

It is hoped that this comrdttee will hrl be at I t~o seouc a star-

GiconrbtiniFo /oniee±in



INTERNATIOP BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AN' DEVELOPMENT

FFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: A. S. I Hoar DATE: November 20, 1947

FROM: Victor L. Urquidi

SUBJECT: Develooment Committee

The first meeting of this Committee was held yesterday.
Present were: Aessrs. ladigan, Consolo, Torfs and myself. The
attached preliminary agenda was considered and accepted in
principle. There was a discussion of the scope of the Cormittee's
work. It was agreed that meetings would be held at frequent
intervals and that a program of work for the Committee should
be mapped out in such a way that the Committee might conclude
its preliminary activities in a reasonably short period of time.

The Committee considered the advisability of establishing
a broad classification of development countries according to their
relative level of economic advancement in order to bring out the
main differences in the type of problems confronting them.

Consideration was given also to whether Turkey and the
non-rself-governing territories should come under the scope of
the Comittee.

VLU: js
encls.

cc: Messrs. Hill
Consolo
Torfs
Madigan
Davies

OFFI CF SERV c ES 17.10



Tentative Agenda for Develonment Committee

1. Nature of the problems confronting underdeveloped countries.

2. Are these problems conon to all or only to some? Classification of under-

developed countries. List of countries.

3. General nature of solutions.

a. Economic
b. Financial
c. Administrative
d. Political
e. Social

4. Scope of International Bank's role.

a. Separate projects versus integral development programs.

(1) Intervention in plans only.

(2) Intervention in general economic activity.

b. Financial assistance only versus financial, technical, and economic

assistance.

c. Basic conditions.

(1) Status of external debt.

(2) Specific obstacles to foreign private capital investment.

5. Interna'tional policies for development.

a. Role of IMF.

b. Effect of Marshall Plan.

c. United Nations Economic and Social Council, with particular reference to
Subcommission on Economic Development.

d. Inter-American oroposals.

e. Mi ddle-Eastern oroposals.

f. Other regional -proosa ls.

6. Policy for the International Bank.

a. Short-term policy, defined to include up to the time of Europe's
rehazbilita ti on.

b. Long-term po-licy.

VLU: gvz



Mr. R. L. Garner, Vice resident 18th November, 1947

A. S. G. Hoar, Assistant Loan Director

DEVELOPMRINT PROBEN COMMITTEE

We have set up in the Department a comittee to consider

development problems, composed of:

Messrs. Unquidi (Chairnmn)
avies (Secretary)

Consolo
Torfs
YMeI.igan.

The cowdttee will ho d its first meeting tomorrow and we

hope that its discusjsions will result in a report which may form

the basis for discussions of the Bank's policy with regard to

loans for development purposes.



INTEPNAT'ONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUC N AND DEVELOPMENT

ROUTING StIP
Date

TO- Name Room No.

2

3

FOR-
Action Initialing

Approval Preparing Reply

Comment Previous Papers

Filing Noting and Returning

Full Report Recommendation

_ Information Signature

R. nKS

FROM-

o FF E RV I CE S I 3- 12



INTERNATIC L BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION A DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. C. H. Davies DATE: November 17, 1947

FROM: Victor L. Urquidi

SUBJECT: Development Committee

We are plenning a meeting of the Deve1opment Committee for tomorrow

at 3:30 P.M. to consider the attached agenda.



uevelopent2 oiteoent~it~t

sie develooent problemer with aview to working~ out certainU
prnciples for action by th Bnk It ia comps of Mir. Cosoo
*r Torf , .Ieies yo 3el.n theudriia.W r

3 30 . to co0de h 1ttahed end.

Jia



1. Ntur o the poblems confront underdevelop countries.

2. Are ths problems common to all or only to som? Classificatio o aner-
deveoped countries. List of cuntries.

3. Gnerl nature of solutions.
r C C,

o. Financial
. Adinistrative

d Plitical
e. Social

fInteation B role.

a. Severste rojects versus integral develo- e rogr w.

(i) Intervention in plAns only.
(2) Intervention in enera economic activity.

b. Finani assistance only versus finneil, technical, conomi

c. Basic conditions.

(1) Statue of Ixte 1 debt.
() Specific obst:cles to foreign privte e it1 inv tment.

5. Interationl policies for development.

. of IMF.

b. Efect of 14 ,Tl Pln
c. Iit Ktiono Economic n Socil Crzl, ith articulr reference to

ision on conomic Devlomen.

d. Inter-A rica ro osals.

e. Middl-Rsternroosls.

. O r r7goal rJ] s.

6. olicy or the n ternational Bank.

*a. Short- erm policy, defined to include u to the time of Euroe's
rehab.ii ttion.

b. L -term plicy.

VLU: rs



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

ROUTING SLL '
Date

TO- om No.

r. A. S. gHoar

2

3

FOR-
Action Initialing

- Approval Preparing Reply

Comment Previous Papers

_ Filing Noting and Returning

Full Report Recommendation

Information I _____ Signature

RE S

The original of this draft note has
been sent the Development Cor~rittee as
a contribur~ion for further discussion.

J. Torfs

FROM-

OFFICE SERVICES 13.12
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FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION
OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Telephone: DEcatur 6565 2000 Massachusetts Avenue, N. W.
Cable Address: FOODAGRI Washington 6, D. C.

Dear Mr iC~loy,

I am enclosin a copyv of a letter which I have sent
to avid eintraub of tne Utariat.

I think Mddox ha a real point. j mi 8

to a.e ve lare deree drin, her h centry oc viorous'

eveo the war andt fact ta iitarits

finall t ook control cul hardly- bef rea-rded as an arnmment
for not I ui iin the~ exer&iece to be0 eie frn Japan.

Perhap you -oul be goo enroujh tole me - 'Im vl trm -,

from your oint of view , a~ niformal and I trtink off the recordt
meeting al1oni the -,les sa1este in 1y letter to oeitrau1 b

might prove usfu.

urs sine

International Sl o

c r tn I evtlop

tv
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PE RSONAL, 5 My /v 7

y dear feintraub,

I hve h. in intretin eu-ion ?de o 'Te :y Jim Maddox
to the effect t-hat it would be ve u sefl to get one or more
first clas- economris t to cni Le t f a , ctore tat Oave to
be taker into co2n erption in ecrinp I E eelo -fit of coverty
stricken PO nor ;eclwtew qreas. Te pon~ts nit Ota

"The problem Vs vestly differert 0r:7 tie 19t! Csetary
mode. kareltly, Jpan is He 30y actual examcle
of a country whicn developed an indurtrial ecnmy
without vast new resources to exploit, I am convinced

Wat te wole theory of conomc develo cnt hs to
be recast if we are to make hec'9w in this century.
I real; with that you woui give serious coiera-
tion to putting a man or two on this theoretical prob-

ism. y doln need to A. up la c't : nt they orc-
duce, but we do need guidance of a type which the
history of 21At zertorydo 'ot fi rc."

A t2.nkMOO, V I Xvr1P C: to write to you wal to
Ar. McCloy ru-estn; TP+, in t! first iit ce, 4T. -iAt be

usef. to -vuE Vr iiL: A mcnA an ±s P-Qct rt§nuse br
expert memOr- of the iI of U.N., Ne an. an" )), nc' ooa-

slly t: o r trl:w : K z e ruuno4At?. i s n 5 ectl,-
the many ;to r tr n n. ht to be ten ir to conmi erution m ht
be note& ar th- %eena :i,.t be vske to L vice ra u eti-cr
a useful purpose wou:d bc senren i w ements co :l be saie

for some -istinguiwbc economist or conomistw to prepare a
document on the sublect. JwinV to the present preesure of rork
in each of our :ignizations,sch a i:eetin; Tiltt perhaps be held
somewhat later in the year.

I should be very glad to have your personal reactions to
this idea.

With kind regards,
Yours sincerely,

F. L. McDougall
'I :1 aCounwelor

Mr. David Weintraub
Division of Economic Affairs

United Nations


